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Abstract 

This thesis presents the study of transonic cavity flows using CFD. The main focus of the 
thesis is on the turbulence modelling and simulation of cavity flows. The thesis aims to 
show the range of applicability of turbulence modelling for cavity flows. Aspects of cavity 
flow control are also addressed. 

The cavity models a weapons bay with a length-to-depth (UD) ratio of 5 and length-to
width (UW) ratio of 1. The flow is set to transonic speeds (M=O.85) and the Reynolds 
number based on the cavity length is in the turbulent regime (Re=6.783 million). At these 
flow conditions, very high noise levels are encountered inside the cavity combined with 
intense acoustic and turbulent interactions. Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(URANS) was initially applied and the effectiveness of various two-equation turbulence 
models such as the Wilcox k - (j) and Menter's Baseline k - (j) and SST turbulence mod
els was assessed. Computations were first performed with the 20 clean cavity to min
imise the computational cost, where the 20 cavity was a reasonable representation of 
the full 3D cavity with doors-on. Results demonstrated that linear statistical turbulence 
models generally gave reasonable qualitative predictions of the cavity flow-field but on 
coarse grids only. The amplitudes of the noise levels and frequencies were however less 
well predicted and the level of agreement deteriorated with grid refinement for the UD=5 
cavity. Nonetheless, out of the models employed, the SST model proved to be the most 
robust and provided the best agreement with experimental pressure and PIV measure
ments. The velocity distributions and the turbulent and acoustic spectra at the cavity floor 
were also analysed and compared with experiments (where possible) and in doing so the 
influence of turbulent processes in the cavity highlighted. 

With the higher acoustic frequencies and the broadband noise less well predicted with 
linear statistical two-equation turbulence models, attention was diverted towards sim
ulation methods such as Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) and Detached-Eddy Simulation 
(DES). Numerical results for the 3D UD=5 cavity with a width-to-depth ratio (WID) of 1 
in both doors-on and doors-off configurations were compared with experiments. Even for 
coarse grid simulations, better agreement was found between the LES/DES results and 
experimental pressure and PIV measurements for various grid levels and time-steps than 
URANS. Results revealed better prediction of higher frequencies in particular with LES 
and DES. Flow-field analysis showed that URANS predicted a coherent shear layer that 
spanned the cavity length while both DES and LES clearly captured its breakdown. PIV 
comparisons revealed good agreement at all stations analysed except at the cavity rear, 
where the resolution of the experiment was poorer. Resolution near the cavity walls for 
the PIV experiment was also poor and it was concluded that high-resolution experimental 
data are required. Good qualitative and quantitative predictions of the cavity flow-field 
were obtained with low to moderate grid resolutions for LES/DES computations. 

The URANS method was then revisited to ascertain why it provided poorer predictions 
of the cavity flow-field than LES/DES. The range of applicability of URANS was also de-
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termined by investigating cavities of different dimensions. Two-dimensional deep, open 
cavities (UD=2), transitional cavities (UD=10) and closed cavities (UD=16) were stud
ied using the SST turbulence model. Parametric studies in time and space revealed 
that URANS gave more consistent predictions of the cavity flow-field for higher cavity 
UD ratios. This was attributed to the presence of lower frequencies and a lower level of 
unsteadiness and turbulence in closed cavities. It was concluded that for cavities with 
LID 2: 16 (at these flow conditions) URANS could be used with good accuracy while for 
cavities with LID < 16, LES/DES would be required. 

With the cavity flow physics better understood, investigations into palliative methods to 
alleviate the cavity noise in the UD=5 cavity were conducted. Passive control methods 
such as the spoiler and slanted cavity walls and active open-loop methods such as con
tinuous mass injection were applied. The spoiler deflected the shear layer away from 
the cavity opening and prevented impingement at the downstream corner. Reductions of 
about 25 dB were achieved with the spoiler but this was found to be strongly dependent 
on the spoiler's position. Additional noise was however produced from the spoiler protrud
ing into the external stream. Slanting the cavity walls increased flow entrainment into the 
cavity but was effective only when the rear wall was slanted and that too at high angles. 
Steady jet blowing generally controlled the momentum supplied to the shear layer and 
was found to be the most effective method. Reductions of about 30 dB were obtained and 
the frequency content was completely eliminated. 

In the final section, the UD=5 cavity with a store was studied and the effect of a generic 
missile on the cavity flow-field analysed. The missile was placed at the shear layer plane 
and numerical simulations of half-body and full-body cavities performed. Results with the 
half-body geometry were similar to the full-body geometry suggesting that the symmetry 
condition was a good approximation. The flow was more organised in the cavity indicating 
that a missile placed at the shear layer reduces the flow asymmetry. Noise levels were 
also lower and lower frequencies were dominant. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Weapon bays have been used in aircraft since the late 1940s and 1950s and they provide 
many advantages. For the aircraft of that time, for instance, weapon bays provided the 
advantage of reducing the aircraft drag. As the physics of supersonic flight began to 
be better understood and planes began to fly faster, weapon bays were again exploited 
as they enhanced the manoouvrability of the aircraft and also reduced the aerodynamic 
heating experienced by a store. In the recent years, stealth has become an important 
concern in the design of aircraft and this will remain a critical design criterion for future 
aircraft such as Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). In these circumstances, 
housing the stores inside the aircraft has the evident advantage of reducing its radar 
cross-section. 

There are however many problems associated with weapon bay flows and these typically 
arise when the bomb bay doors are opened to release the store. In cavities of low aspect 
ratio, for instance, the noise inside the cavity has been found to approach 170 dB [7, 8]. 
This has serious implications on the safety of the store or other sensitive equipment that 
may be housed inside the cavity. On the other hand, cavities with higher aspect ratio 
exert large pitching moments on stores causing potentially catastrophic situations. In fact, 
in some cases, the store has been observed to pitch-up nose-into-the-cavity and collide 
with other stores in the process. 

Cavity flow aerodynamics is also important for many other problems. Undercarriage bays 
and sunroofs in the automobile industry are also important examples of cavity flows where 
mitigation of the noise levels is of great significance. Other applications of cavity flows 
involve supersonic combustion (e.g. flameholders) and there are many other instances of 
cavity flows in gas turbines and even urban studies, where the ventilation and pollution 
dispersion characteristics of cavity flows are of interest. The need to understand cavity 
flow physics is therefore not just confined to weapon bays but is of relevance to multiple 
disciplines. 

One other motivation for the study of cavity flows is to ascertain the role of turbulence 
in driving these flows. Weapon bay flows, for instance, are usually associated with high 
Reynolds number flows where the flow is very much in the turbulent regime. In such 
circumstances, a broad range of turbulent length scales are likely to exist making the role 
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of turbulence a significant one but one that has not really been addressed in previous 
works. In doing so, a better understanding of the physical mechanisms of cavity flows can 
be obtained, which will then enable development of future control strategies to alleviate 
the harsh aeroacoustic and turbulent cavity environment. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of this project is to perform numerical analysis of cavity flows via Com
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with the aim of better understanding the physics of cavity 
flows especially from the perspective of understanding the role turbulence has to play in 
driving the flow mechanisms. Most research conducted on cavity flows thus far has fo
cused on the use of linear statistical turbulence models in conjunction with the Unsteady 
Reynolds-Averaging Navier-Stokes (URANS) approach. Extensive development of turbu
lence modelling has enabled more versatility and success in predicting a large number 
of flows in different applications. Although some degree of success has been reported, 
this has been documented predominantly for supersonic cavity flows. Transonic cavity 
flows have received little attention but some recent work [9, 10] revealed that CFD results 
are sensitive to the treatment of turbulence. These studies demonstrated that turbulence 
models provided inconsistent results in transonic cavity flow problems making it difficult to 
obtain an accurate picture of the physical mechanisms driving the flow. The project there
fore endeavours to explain why turbulence models fail to give accurate and consistent 
solutions for transonic cavity flows. 

Use of simulation techniques such as Large-Eddy Simulation (LES), which rely less on 
modelling the flow and more on explicitly resolving it, is at the core of this project. LES 
resolves most of the spatial and temporal scales encountered in a flow making it more 
attractive and better suited to highly unsteady and turbulent flows like cavity flows. LES 
is however still expensive when resolving the near-wall properties so alternative methods 
have looked at using hybrids of URANS and LES to alleviate this problem. Detached
Eddy Simulation (DES) is one such example and for high Reynolds flows should have 
potential for cavity flows. 

The aim is to enhance the knowledge of using all these approaches (URANS, LES and 
DES) by applying them initially to standard cavity test cases. Numerical analysis of these 
standard test cases should then provide useful insights into the best options for simulating 
cavities as well as highlighting the important physical mechanisms involved with cavity 
flows, including the role of turbulence. The latter point will provide essential input into 
future flow control efforts into improving the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic environment 
within weapon bays. 

Cavities with a length-to-depth ratio (UD) of 5 are used as the benchmark test case as this 
has been extensively studied experimentally by Ross [7, 8, 11-13] at DERA. Designated 
as the M219 cavity, experimental data for this 3D cavity (where the width-to-depth (WID) 
ratio is 1) in both doors-on and doors-off configurations, details of which are provided in 
Chapter 3, corresponded to a free-stream Mach number of 0.85 and a Reynolds number 
of 6.783 million based on the cavity length. At these flow conditions, the flow inside 
the cavity is extremely unsteady and turbulent and therefore extremely challenging for 
turbulence models. 

1.2. OBJECTIVES 
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1.3 Types of Cavity Flows 

Cavity flows can be described in many ways. One method looks to describe them us
ing a combination of backward-facing and forward-facing steps with the flow occurring 
between the cavity dependent on the distance between the two steps and the dimen
sions of the steps as well as other flow conditions. Perhaps the most common way of 
categorising cavity flows is however directly based on the flow characteristics that occur 
in the cavity. In this case, different notations have been used by different researchers. 
One method describes the flow in the cavity into one of three categories: fluid-dynamic, 
fluid-resonant or fluid-elastic and was introduced by Rockwell and Naudascher [14]. 
Another description involves classifying the cavity as one of the following: open, closed 
or transitional. Which flow is triggered in the cavity is strongly dependent on the cavity 
UD ratio, free-stream Mach number and oncoming boundary layer thickness. The termi
nology of closed and open flow cavities was first introduced by Rossiter [3] and Charwat 
et al. [15], as mentioned previously. One possible hypothesis connects the origin of this 
notation to the engineering example of a heat engine with a closed cycle, although the 
exact etymological root is unknown. In this thesis, the latter terminology will be used to 
describe the cavity. 

Open flow usually occurs for deep cavities while the closed flow type occurs for shal
low cavities. Defining the boundary between deep and shallow cavities is however not 
easy. Early investigations in cavity flows [3, 14-16], for instance, defined deep cavities as 
having LIDs 1 and shallow cavities as having LID> 1. This was convenient as it also 
segregated the different modes of acoustic resonance into separate categories. For deep 
cavities with LID S 1, for instance, the acoustic modes in the transverse cavity direction 
were excited while those in the longitudinal direction were excited for shallow cavities with 
LID> 1. Since then, different values of UD ratios were given by researchers to mark 
the boundaries of deep and closed cavities. The reason for this was realised to be the 
sensitivity of the type of flow that is generated in the cavity to the free-stream Mach num
ber. Recently, however, especially with the realisation of transitional cavity flow types, 
more defined limits between deep and shallow cavities have been described. Plentovich 
et al. (1992) [17] defined the open cavity for LID S 6 - 8, transitional for 7 sLID S 14 and 
closed for LID 2': 9 -15. The broad ranges considered accounted for the dependence of 
the shear layer deflection to the Mach number. 

1.3.1 Open Cavity Flows 

Open flow occurs for deep cavities (defined to exist for cavities with UD ratio S 10), as 
found in bays typical of the F-111 aircraft. In this situation, the flow separates at the 
cavity lip and a shear layer forms across the cavity opening (Figure 1.1). This shear 
layer impinges on the cavity downstream wall generating acoustical disturbances that 
propagate upstream as pressure waves (Figure 1.1 (a)). On approaching the front cavity 
wall, these pressure waves further disturb the shear layer, which produces more vortical 
structures that then enter the cavity and convect downstream. In this manner, a self
sustained pressure oscillation flow cycle persists in the open cavity. The flow in the open, 
deep cavity tends to be extremely unsteady and turbulent. Coupling between the shear 
layer, vortical structures, acoustics and turbulence makes it difficult to ascertain what 
really drives the flow. Flow unsteadiness and the strength of coupling is found to increase 
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at transonic speeds. In the supersonic flow regime, expansion waves at the cavity lip 
and compression waves at the cavity trailing-edge (Figure 1.1 (b)) also form. Gharib and 
Roshko [18] also described the open cavity flow as the shear layer mode. 
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the flow-field in the open cavity at subsonic and supersonic 
speeds. Extracted from the ESDU data sheet [1]. 

Shear layer deflection can be quite pronounced in the open cavity due to the unsteadiness 
in the flow. The flapping motion of the shear layer allows mass to enter and leave the 
cavity and this is responsible for the generation of high noise levels and frequencies in the 
open cavity. Noise levels as high as 170-180 dB have been observed at the rear of the 
open cavity. These can cause vibrations in the surrounding structure, including the store 
or perhaps sensitive avionics equipment, and could cause premature structural fatigue. 

In open cavity flow (or in shear layer mode), the flow is nearly parallel and so can alterna
tively be defined in terms of the notion of absolute or convective instability. The flow is de
fined as being convectively unstable if the energy from the disturbance grows in time but 
travels only downstream. In this situation, self-sustained oscillations cannot happen since 
the oscillations would merely convect away if the disturbance is removed. In contrast, if 
the energy from the disturbance grows and travels upstream, self-excitation is possible 
and the flow is said to be absolutely unstable. Flows that exhibit self-sustained oscilla
tions are then called globally unstable. In the shear layer mode, the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
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instability develops into a global instability via pressure feedback from acoustic waves 
generated from the cavity trailing-edge. 

1.3.2 Closed Cavity Flows 

When the cavity UD ratio is increased, the shear layer has less energy and momentum 
to span across the cavity opening and ends up dipping into it. When the cavity UD ratio 
is sufficiently large, as is the case for closed (shallow) cavities, which occur for LID;:::: 13 
and are typical of the bomb bays in the B 1 bomber, the shear layer actually re-attaches 
at some point on the cavity floor before separating again on approach to the cavity rear 
bulkhead (Figure 1.2(a)). A region of low pressure forms at the cavity front and a region 
of high pressure at the cavity rear. The drag coefficients and transfer properties are 
also typically higher than in open cavities [19]. Charwat et al. [15] alternatively referred 
the separated region ahead of the reattachment point as a separation wake and the 
separated region behind the reattachment point as a recompression wake. 
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Figure 1.2: A schematic of the flow-field in the closed cavity at subsonic and supersonic 
speeds. Extracted from the ESDU data sheet [1]. 

For supersonic speeds, expansion and compression waves still form at the cavity leading
and trailing-edges as for the open cavity (Figure 1.2(b)). In addition, impingement shocks 
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form where the shear layer re-attaches at the cavity floor and exit shocks form where the 
shear layer changes angle and re-separates due to the adverse pressure gradient at the 
cavity rear. Shear layer deflection is less significant for the closed cavity resulting in lower 
frequencies being dominant and noise levels somewhat lower than open cavities. This is 
more beneficial for the safety of equipment that may be stored in the cavity. 

Under certain conditions, a variant of closed cavity flow exists. The two recirculation 
regions existing for the closed cavity and the reattachment point is still observed but the 
flow is more unsteady and violent. Large-scale vortical shedding from the cavity leading
edge now prevails and the size of the shed vortex typically equals or exceeds the cavity 
dimensions. The shedding at the cavity front is combined with violent ejection of fluid at 
the cavity trailing-edge where the large vortex interacts with the downstream cavity wall. 
The large-scale nature of the vortical structures in this flow causes massive separation 
upstream of the cavity lip as well as in the boundary layer downstream of the cavity as 
the vortex convects away. Gharib and Roshko [18] termed this type of flow as the wake 
mode due to its resemblance to a bluff body wake. This cavity flow mode has however 
only been associated with low Reynolds number flows where the state of the upstream 
boundary layer is laminar. At higher Reynolds and Mach numbers, this mode has not 
been observed in experiments and is likely that the wake mode will become the closed 
cavity mode for higher Reynolds numbers if the cavity UD ratio is large enough. 

1.3.3 Transitional Cavity Flows 

Such cavity flow types occur where the cavity UD ratio falls between the boundaries of 
open and closed cavity types, i.e. 10 ::; LID::; 13. For supersonic speeds, this transitional 
region is further segregated into the transitional-open and transitional-closed flow types 
[1]. A description of these intermediate stages is given as follows. 

Starting from a closed cavity flow configuration at supersonic speeds, if the length is grad
ually reduced, the impingement and exit shocks begin to move closer together. At some 
UD ratio, these shocks will merge signifying a decrease in the proportion of the shear 
laying touching the cavity floor. At this point, the flow is regarded as being transitional
closed (Figure 1.3(b)). If the cavity length is decreased further still, the shear layer will 
begin to detach from the cavity floor. There will then be some UD ratio at which the shear 
layer detaches completely from the floor and a transfer of flow from the higher-pressure re
gion at the rear of the cavity to the lower-pressure region at the front begins to occur. This 
change in flow-field is also marked by the replacement of the single shock wave with a 
series of expansion and compression waves (Figure 1.3(a)). At this stage, the flow is said 
to be transitional-open. For subsonic speeds, this region between open and cavity flows 
is collectively referred to as transitional flow and characteristics from a combination of 
transitional-open or transitional-closed cavities in supersonic speeds may dominate. Note 
that further reductions in the cavity length would result in the flow reverting to the open 
cavity flow configuration. 

The effect of the flow type and hence the UD ratio for a given Mach number on the 
pressure distribution along the cavity floor is illustrated in Figure 1.4, which is extracted 
from the ESDU data sheet [1]. At supersonic speeds, four cavity flow types exist while 
only three are defined at subsonic speeds. The effect of the shock appears to have the 
strongest influence on the extent of the transitional flow region causing dramatic changes 
in the flow, which now exhibits patterns not observed at subsonic speeds [1]. 
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Figure 1.3: A schematic of the flow-field in a transitional-open and transitional-closed 
cavity at supersonic speeds. Extracted from the ESDU data sheet [1]. 

In this figure it can be observed that despite the complex nature of the open cavity flow, the 
longitudinal static pressure distribution (Cp ) is typically uniform for most of the cavity length 
except a rise toward the cavity rear (depicted as (a) in Figure 1.4(a)). This is desirable 
from a store separation perspective as it provides a favourable pressure gradient (with 
low pitching moments) resulting in a good store release. As the UD ratio is increased, a 
change in sign is observed in the Cp distribution ((b)-(d) in Figure 1.4(a)). For the closed 
cavity, large variations in the Cp distribution are observed due to the differential pressure 
caused by the lower and higher pressure regions at the cavity front and rear, respectively. 
From a store separation perspective, the closed cavity configuration should be avoided. 
Large pitching moments are exerted on the store and in some cases it has been observed 
that the store pitches back into the cavity. 

1.3.4 8ackward- and Forward-Facing Steps 

The cavity flow phenomenon can also be conveniently addressed as flow over a backward
facing step proceeded by flow over a forward-facing step. The backward-facing step com
prises a region of separation and expansion at its corner followed by reattachment at the 
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Figure 1.4: Typical Cp distributions in the cavity with increasing UD ratio at subsonic and 
supersonic speeds. Extracted from the ESDU data sheet [1]. 

floor and a recovery region as indicated in Figure 1.5(a). In contrast, the forward-facing 
step contains a region of separation and compression at its corner followed by large sep
aration downstream of the corner (Figure 1.5(b)). Taborda et al. [2] highlighted that the 
reattachment point after the backward-facing step occurs approximately after the midpoint 
of the cavity length, more specifically between the normalised streamwise positions (de
lineated as the ratio of the distance from the cavity leading edge to the cavity length, xlL) 
of 0.6 and 0.9. If the forward-facing step is located before this reattachment point, an 
open cavity forms, otherwise a closed cavity is generated. Transitional cavity types are 
therefore generated where the reattachment points lie anywhere between 0.6 and 0.9 [2]. 
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Figure 1.5: A schematic of the flow-field in backward-facing and forward-facing steps. 
Reproduced from Taborda et al. [2]. 
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This issue of the cavity flow being represented as flow down and then up a step was also 
addressed by Rossiter [3]. 

1.3.5 Fluid-Dynamic, Fluid-Resonant and Fluid-Elastic Cavity Flows 

In 1978, Rockwell and Naudascher [14] categorised the flow of a fluid over a cavity into 
three groups: fluid-dynamic, fluid-resonant and fluid-elastic. In the fluid-dynamic cav
ity, oscillations are driven by the instabilities in the shear layer and vortex shedding, with 
a strong coupling between the shear layer and flow inside the cavity. No acoustic modes 
are involved and neither high Mach numbers nor compressibility effects are required [20]. 
Oscillating flows at low speeds over shallow cavities typically fall in this category. Rock
well and Naudascher compare the fluid-dynamic cavity to the jet-edge type oscillation 
where the jet impinges on the edge. They further highlight that the Reynolds number, 
ratio of boundary layer thickness to the cavity length (Dll), ratio of boundary layer mo
mentum thickness to cavity length (e I L) as well as the UD ratio are all important physical 
parameters in fluid-dynamic cavities. 

For the fluid-resonant cavity, oscillations are governed by compressibility effects or free
surface wave phenomena (e.g. standing waves). Self-sustained oscillations which are 
strongly coupled with resonant wave effects can be classified as fluid-resonant. The 
acoustic wavelength in this case is of the same order or smaller than the characteris
tic length, L. In flow-resonant cavities, the resulting wave motion occurs in the transverse 
direction for deep cavities (LID::; 1) whereas it occurs in the longitudinal direction for shal
low cavities (LID> 1). Important parameters in fluid-resonant cavities are similar to those 
stated above for fluid-dynamic cavities. 

In the fluid-elastic cavity, oscillations in the flow are coupled with the motion of the solid 
boundary. In this case, the shear layer perturbations are excited if one or more of the 
cavity walls undergo large displacements. Amplification of the perturbed shear layer flow 
in the fluid-elastic cavity is enhanced through a resonance-type process. This type of 
cavity flow is complicated especially for an analytical description to be made due to the 
interaction of structural and fluid dynamics. Inertia, elastic and damping characteristics 
of the structure are all important physical parameters in fluid-elastic cavities. Komerath 
et al. [20] mentions loudspeakers used to drive cavity flow oscillations as an example of 
fluid-elastic cavities. 

In some cases, it can be difficult to isolate which fluid flow type presides, as they may all 
co-exist. With reference to the rectangular UD=5 cavity investigated in this project, the 
cavity is representative of both fluid-dynamic and fluid-resonant cavity oscillations. 

1.4 A Literature Review on Cavity Flows 

For about half a century, research studies have been conducted in an attempt to better 
understand cavity flows. Their complexity typically derive from the strong coupling with 
a multitude of processes occurring simultaneously. For instance, boundary layer sepa
ration, shear layer instability, vortical flow, acoustic radiation and even shock/expansion 
wave interaction in supersonic flows are all key processes in cavity flows. All are closely 
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correlated with the other making it difficult to identify the exact nature and source of cavity 
flow mechanisms. Such intricate flow phenomena in cavities can modify the acoustic and 
convective heat transfer environments and further complicate the computation of reliable 
and accurate measurements. Combined with an increase in total drag and the genera
tion of flow-induced oscillations (albeit in specific configurations), which in turn affects the 
stability of the aircraft and the contents of the cavity, such undesirable flow features of 
cavities emphasise why the need to comprehend the physics of such flows has held such 
research significance for so long. 

By definition, any region of separation, groove or cut-out can be regarded as a cavity. 
Examples of systems being modelled as single or a series of cavities can be found in 
many engineering disciplines including experimental fluid mechanics, vehicle aerodynam
ics, industrial aerodynamics and gas dynamics amongst others. Slotted wind tunnels are 
common examples pertinent to experimental fluid mechanics where the unsteadiness 
caused by the cavity can affect the quality of test results [21, 22]. Open windows, sun
roofs and doors are important cavity flow examples in the automobile industry where 
the elimination of noise generated by the movement of flow of air over the open cavity 
offers a commercial advantage from the perspective of producing a more comfortable 
and environmentally-friendly vehicle. Ricot et al. [23], for example, analysed the coupling 
between vortex shedding over the automotive sunroof and acoustic resonance of the pas
senger compartment in generating large noise levels from self-sustained flow oscillations. 
Industrial aerodynamics investigations of urban street canyons represented by models 
of cavities have been thoroughly investigated with a view to comprehending and control
ling the ventilation [24] and pollution dispersion qualities [25, 26] in cities. Slots in fluid 
measuring instruments have also been explored in gas dynamics applications where un
derstanding the influence of vortical structures created inside cavities on the accuracy of 
measurements by the instrument [27] has held some interest. An elaborate list of other 
examples of cavity flows is provided by Komerath et al. [20]. 

The majority of research performed on cavity flows has however focused on cavities found 
in aerospace-related applications such as weapon bays, open cockpits, under-carriage 
wheel wells, aerodynamic windows, turbomachinery and propulsion. Other less common 
examples include in-flight refuelling ports and pressure vents in the space shuttle's cargo 
bay [28]. Effects of compressor aerodynamics due to the shrouded stator and rotating 
cavities found in gas turbines are typical examples of turbomachinery applications of cav
ity flows [29, 30]. Propulsion analyses in cavity flow research have been emerging more 
recently since the introduction of cavity-based flameholders where studies are devoted to 
fuel injection and flameholding problems in high-speed engine designs such as scramjets 
and ramjets [31-34]. From the perspective of aerodynamic windows, research has been 
undertaken into analysing the optical distortion effects caused by the unsteady flow-field 
in the cavity [35, 36]. 

Under-carriage wheel wells have also received some attention from the point of view of 
cavity noise over the past years [4, 37]. Wheel bays are considered the primary source of 
noise because of landing gear deployment during the landing approach and touchdown. 
In fact, during the landing phase, the airframe noise may well exceed the engine noise. 
Airframe noise, in turn, is the main constituent of passenger cabin noise as the noise is 
either radiated through the air to the cabin wall or is propagated as vibrations through 
the structure. This excessive noise therefore poses a threat in disturbing the surrounding 
populated area and has fuelled some research into finding ways to alleviate this problem 
and simultaneously meet the future generation aerospace technology standards, which 
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include a reduction in the noise pollution level associated with the increasing air traffic 
[38]. 

However, within aerospace applications, the bulk of cavity flow research has been domi
nated by the studies of weapon bays of manned combat aircraft such as the F-111 (shown 
in Figure 1.6(a)). With Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs) such as the X-45 
(shown in Figure 1.6(b)) also likely to exploit weapon bays to enhance the stealth prop
erties of the aircraft, weapon bay cavity flow research is likely to hold significant interest 
in the future. Since the mid 1950s, numerous experimental and numerical investigations 
have been performed toward improving the understanding of cavity flows, especially from 
the perspective of bomb bays. Some key developments in the experimental, theoretical 

(a) Manned Combat Aircraft (F-111) 

~ 

(b) UCAV (X-4S) 

Figure 1.6: Illustrations of the bomb bays in manned combat aircraft and Uninhabited 
Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). 

and numerical studies of weapon bay cavity flows are presented in the following sections 
and are summarised later in Tables 1.1 -1.2, 1.3-1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. A more comprehen
sive account of the prediction and experimental investigations before 1987 is provided 
by Komerath et al. [20] and after 1987 by Grace [39]. Shaw and Shimovetz [40], Colo-
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nius [41] and Takeda and Shieh [42] also provide good reviews describing the different 
methods used for measuring and predicting cavity flows. 

1.4.1 Experimental Studies 

The first experimental works on cavity flows investigated the phenomenon only as a part 
of other major studies. Wieghardt (1942) [43] measured the drag coefficients on many 
surface irregularities, including cavities. In Wieghardt's studies, the drag coefficients for 
the cavity were obtained by subtracting the measured drag values of an aerodynamic 
surface with and without the cavity. With aluminium powder pictures of the flow in a water 
tank, Wieghardt also provided a first view of the flow-field inside the cavity and illustrated 
the existence of a single vortex or system of vortices. Tillman (1944) [44] then extended 
the work of Wieghardt to more surface irregularities and also performed further studies 
on circular and grooved cavities. His studies on grooved cavities were conducted over 
a wider range of UD ratios and demonstrated that the values of drag coefficients varied 
depending on the UD ratio. Tillman also noted that the maximum drag value varied with 
the ratio of the cavity length to the boundary thickness, 8. This is likely to be the first 
reference to the importance of the UD ratio and the oncoming boundary layer thickness 
in cavities. 

No further studies were performed to explain the drag variations or to obtain a greater 
understanding of the flow until the early 1950s when bomb bays of aircraft of that time 
exhibited signs of buffet [45, 46], which is described as the response of the aircraft to the 
unsteady pressure field in cavities. These highlighted the need for understanding weapon 
bay flows and instigated a trend of experiments devoted specifically to the investigation 
of cavity flows. Karamcheti [47, 48] and Roshko [49] in 1955 were among the first to 
investigate cavity flows, especially in relation to flow aeroacoustics. Karamcheti [47, 48] 
used schlieren, interferometry and Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA) techniques to study the 
subsonic and supersonic flow past cavities cut into a flat plate. He found the acoustic field 
to be dependent on three parameters: cavity dimensions, type of oncoming boundary 
layer and free-stream Mach number. He also described that for deep cavities, the shear 
layer bridges the cavity opening and highlighted the existence of a minimum cavity length 
at which the shear layer no longer spans the cavity opening and therefore no longer 
impinges on the cavity's downstream wall thereby resulting in no acoustic resonance. 
This observation effectively forms the basis of flow control methods to suppress the harsh 
acoustic environment within cavities. Based on his analyses of the acoustic fields, he also 
postulated that the measured frequency (f) was inversely proportional to the cavity length 
(L), and can be expressed as 

1 
f = a(M)

L 
(1.1 ) 

where a was the constant of proportionality. It was a function of the free-stream Mach 
number and varied for laminar and turbulent flows. This was the first attempt to analytically 
calculate the frequencies and was a precursor to Rossiter's famous formula. 

Roshko [49] presented pressure and velocity measurements of the flow in a rectangular 
cavity, where the cavity was represented by a slot in the floor of a wind tunnel. By per
forming experiments over a broad range of geometries and at different speeds (details of 
which are provided in Table 1.1), Roshko managed to provide the first insights of cavity 
flow mechanisms. He elucidated that the drag in the cavity was almost completely due to 
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the pressures exerted on the walls with friction playing a small role. He also demonstrated 
the differences in the flow for shallow and deep cavities and postulated that the formation 
of the vortex in the cavity is due to the deflection of the shear layer. For shallow cavities, 
for instance, he identified that the shear layer re-attached on the cavity floor, an observa
tion that was important due to the need at that time for shallow cavities to accommodate 
longer missiles of smaller diameter. Since then, Roshko's observations for shallow cavi
ties have been successfully validated by more recent studies. His schlieren experiments 
showed propagation of sound waves and highlighted that the downstream edge of the 
cavity is a source of significant noise for deep cavities. 

The works of Karamcheti and Roshko then paved the way to a large volume of experi
mental studies over the next few decades. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarise some key de
velopments over the years. In 1962, Plumblee et al. [50] conducted numerous wind tunnel 
investigations on cavities across a broad range of Mach numbers extending from the sub
sonic to the very high supersonic regime. He highlighted that the acoustic levels were 
more pronounced at the cavity rear and the cavity width had little effect on the acoustic 
levels. Plumblee et al. also mentioned that there existed a minimum Mach number below 
which cavity tones are not excited. According to their theory, Plumblee et al. concluded 
that the turbulent shear layer is the source of the broadband noise which drives the cavity 
oscillations and that the response of the cavity to the broadband noise is key to the ampli
fication of certain narrowband tones. This was later refuted as experiments revealed that 
even the presence of laminar boundary layers at the point of separation at the mouth of 
the cavity produced louder tones despite the fact that broadband excitation was absent. 

The most significant contribution towards the understanding of cavity flows was however 
provided by Rossiter et al. at the Royal Aircraft Establishment in the early 1960s. In the 
first of many technical reports, Rossiter re-addressed the problem of buffet in the arma
ment bay of the T.S.R. 2 from 1960 [51, 52]. In 1962, Rossiter [3] (as well as Charwat 
et al. [15]) classified cavities as open, closed or intermediate and gave pictorial represen
tations of the different flow-fields that developed in each case. Both Rossiter and Charwat 
suggested that the flow pattern occurring in and around the cavity depended strongly on 
the cavity UD ratio and coined the term critical UD ratio, which defines the UD ratio 
at which the flow approximately changes from open to closed. Rossiter also provided 
significant theories on the differences between the flows in deep and shallow cavities, 
postulated that the possible cause of the acoustic tones were due to the instabilities in the 
shear layer that spans the open cavities, provided a preliminary analysis of the differences 
between 20 and 3D cavity flows and suggested that the critical UD ratio was dependent 
on the oncoming boundary layer thickness, the aircraft's attitude and the presence of 
external bomb bay doors [3]. 

In 1962, Rossiter highlighted that bomb bay buffet was observed to occur more readily 
in bomb bays that had a UD ratio close to the critical value. His findings suggested that 
the design of bomb bays near the critical UD ratio should be avoided entirely because 
during certain manoouvres, for instance, the flow in the bomb bay may revert to an open 
flow type, which has the strongest pressure fluctuations [3]. Rossiter specifically looked 
at bomb bay buffet for the Canberra B7 (UD=8) [53] and the T.S.R. 2 (UD=7) [54] and 
realised that the pressure fluctuations are most intense in the vicinity of the rear bulkhead 
and on the ceiling of the bomb bay. He found that a significant reduction in the magnitudes 
of the fluctuations is achieved with increasing incidence of the aircraft and pOinted out 
that the intensity of these pressure fluctuations decrease rapidly behind the bomb bay. 
Rossiter further applied statistical methods to analyse the random nature of the unsteady 
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pressure field and discovered that the disturbances travel along the roof of the bomb bay 
at approximately half the free-stream velocity [53]. 

From the extensive measurements on cavities over various dimensions for various Mach 
numbers, Rossiter further provided insights into the cavity flow acoustics mechanisms by 
analysis of the unsteady pressure field. His results revealed that the unsteady pressure 
field contained both random (broadband noise spectrum) and periodic (narrowband noise 
spectrum) components [55] . In shallow cavities, Rossiter identified the existence of a 
broad band of frequencies, predominantly originating from random pressure fluctuations. 
For deeper cavities, on the other hand, a series of periodic, discrete acoustic tones were 
also generated in conjunction with the broadband spectrum (Figure 1.7). These acoustic 
tones were attributed to acoustic resonance in the cavity and were excited by a phe
nomenon similar to that causing edge tones. For very deep cavities, Rossiter mentioned 
that noise was governed by the periodic acoustic tones with the random broadband com
ponent becoming less dominant. A Mach number increase was also observed to result in 
an increase in the magnitude of the periodic component [3, 55]. 
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Figure 1.7: Typical noise spectrum inside the cavity. The acoustical signature is com
posed of narrowband noise superimposed on top of broadband noise. Narrowband noise 
consists of discrete acoustic tones, which are also referred to as Rossiter modes [3]. 

Based on his numerous experiments, Rossiter developed a semi-empirical formula to pre
dict the acoustic frequencies created in the cavity [3]. Rossiter's model was derived from 
an edge-tone analogy and relied on the assumption that the acoustic radiation results from 
the vortices, which are shed and convected downstream from the cavity's lip, impinging 
on the cavity rear bulkhead. These acoustic pulses propagate upstream inside the cavity 
and, on reaching the front cavity wall, cause the shear layer to separate upstream of the 
cavity lip. This instigates the shedding of new vortices and leads to the formation of a 
feedback loop, thereby completing Rossiter's description of the cavity flow cycle, which 
is sometimes referred to as the vortex-wave interaction model. Visualisation of these 
vortices being shed into the cavity and the acoustical pressure waves existing outside the 
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cavity were apparent from his experiments. However, the standing waves existing inside 
the cavity were not shown as well. Nonetheless, this work laid the foundations for more 
comprehensive theories regarding cavity resonance put forth by Heller and Bliss [56] and 
Rockwell and Naudascher [57]. 

For about a decade, much of the work on cavity flows came to a halt until the mid 1970s. 
During this period, several experiments describing the cavity flow mechanisms were per
formed. Heller and Bliss [56] in 1975 conducted the famous water table visualisation 
experiment, which highlighted the pressure waves travelling in the cavity. Their wind tun
nel tests yielded mode shapes, temperature data and suppression effectiveness. Heller 
and Bliss determined the first three modes for a range of UD ratios (see Table 1.1) and 
acknowledged that the front wall of the cavity acted as a 'reflecting' wall while the back 
wall produced the maximum pressure amplitude suggesting that it was the source of the 
acoustics. Poor comparisons between their experiments and flight tests were however 
obtained because the positions where the mode shapes were analysed for the two were 
different, leading them to the conclusion that the mode shape may depend on the vertical 
position [40]. 

Based on the concept of unsteady planar compression waves, Heller and Bliss [56] ex
plained the cavity flow phenomena using the shear layer oscillation cycle, sometimes 
called the wave interaction mechanism. They proposed that acoustical disturbances 
generated at the cavity rear propagate outward as compression waves. The upstream 
compression wave approaches the front cavity wall, reflects back and then travels down
stream. Unsteadiness in the shear layer then originates from the wave pattern that results 
from these pressure waves. Heller and Bliss also put forward the mass breathing philos
ophy whereby mass is expelled and injected into the cavity through the flapping motion of 
the shear layer. 

In 1978, Rockwell and Naudascher (1978) [14, 57] described the shear layer motion in 
the cavity resonance cycle to be driven primarily by the transient vortex motions inside 
the cavity, in what is called the vortex interaction mechanism. They suggested that the 
vortices that were generated from the oscillating shear layer sometimes impinged on the 
rear cavity wall and mixed with other vortices inside the cavity. Interaction of the shear 
layer and vortices with the cavity rear edge then led to a mass-breathing process as 
described by Heller and Bliss [56]. However, unlike the Heller and Bliss theory, Rockwell 
and Naudascher put forward the notion that this captured shear layer vortex interacted 
with internal cavity vortices, displacing them and causing pressure oscillations inside the 
cavity. These fluctuations then propagated upstream and disturbed the shear layer at the 
cavity lip leading to an external excitation of the shear layer that instigated further vortex 
shedding, thereby completing the feedback loop. 

In the same year, Tam and Block [4] also conducted experiments on wheel well bays 
with the aim of understanding the mechanism of noise generation within them. Based 
on the shear layer oscillations and mass breathing process, Tam and Block described 
that the unsteadiness in the flow and the acoustics was generated when the shear layer 
dipped into the cavity and external fluid was drawn into the cavity. The resulting transient 
high pressure region then led to the formation and emission of a compression wave. 
Pressure waves were propagated in all directions, with the internal wavefront reflecting 
off the front cavity wall and cavity floor as well. These primary and secondary waves 
interacted with the shear layer to produce further instabilities within the shear layer adding 
to the unsteadiness and acoustics of the flow. These reflections are considered in their 
theoretical model, which is described later on. 
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Towards the beginning of the 1980s, the requirement for faster, more mancevrable and 
stealthier aircraft was becoming more paramount. This initiated a slightly different type of 
cavity flow research: one with a perspective of store release and separation characteris
tics. Stallings Jr. et al. (1983-89) [58, 59] conducted experimental investigations into the 
store separation characteristics at supersonic speeds and identified the presence of poor 
separation characteristics for shallow cavities and more favourable conditions for deep 
cavities. A review of the experimental analyses undertaken on cavity store separation is 
presented by Wilcox Jr. [60]. 

Other notable works in the late 1980s include the experiments by Gharib and Roshko 
(1987) [18, 61]. Their experiments were conducted for an axisymmetric cavity in an 
incompressible (water) flow at very low speeds. Their analyses revealed that the self
sustained flow oscillation cycle became highly asymmetric in the azimuthal direction and 
that the shear layer was no longer observed to impinge on the downstream cavity corner 
as the cavity UD ratio was progressively increased. The flow now fluctuated violently and 
Gharib and Roshko called this phase of the cavity flow-field the wake mode due to its 
resemblance to the wake of a bluff body. They also noted a remarkable increase in drag. 

With the internal storage of missiles to reduce the radar signature and the drag of the 
aircraft being more exercised, research into cavity flows in conjunction with store release 
and separation analysis progressed into the 1990s. A significant contribution was made 
by Foster, Ross et al. (1992-2005) at DERA, Bedford, who conducted various wind tunnel 
experiments to study the loads exerted on stores before and during release (i.e. while 
the store traversed the shear layer) [7, 8]. Effects of different methods for alleviating 
the intense acoustics generated within the cavity via cavity shaping, spoilers and mass 
injection were also addressed by Ross [11, 12]. Parametric studies of cavity flows with 
Mach and Reynolds number sweeps and different cavity aspect ratios also constituted a 
part of the cavity flow research conducted by Ross et al. [13]. 

Research into consecutive cavities, alternatively referred to as tandem cavities, have also 
emerged recently. Taborda, Bray and Knowles [2] investigated the effect of the upstream 
cavity on the downstream cavity for different cavity geometries and spacings between the 
cavities. Their results demonstrate lower pressures exhibited in the downstream cavity 
suggesting difficulties in store deployment. This was found to increase as the cavity UD 
ratio increased. 

The introduction of advanced experimental techniques like Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV) [6, 62-65] and Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) [66] have been useful in providing 
further understanding of the cavity flow phenomenon. Information on the velocity and 
turbulent distribution can be obtained from these methods, which allow for better validation 
of numerical results. However, for highly unsteady and turbulent flows, as is the case with 
cavity flows, even higher resolution PIV experiments may be required (especially near the 
walls) to obtain an accurate picture of the cavity flow-field [6,65]. In most cases, such new 
experimental methods are either still expensive, data from them are not readily available 
or their reliability/accuracy still leaves much to be desired [67]. 

1.4.2 Theoretical Studies 

In conjunction with experimental studies, some analytical studies have also been under
taken. These include efforts made in developing theoretical methods and semi-empirical 
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formulae to predict the resonant frequencies and/or amplitudes in cavities. Most notable 
of these is Rossiter's semi-empirical formula [3] and Tam and Block's theoretical model 
[4] to predict the acoustic field. Tables 1.3 and 1.4 summarise the key developments in 
the analytical studies of cavity flows. 

1.4.2.1 Plumblee et al. Method (1962) 

Plumblee et al. [50] developed an analytical method to predict the resonant frequencies 
and amplitudes of the acoustic tones of a rectangular cavity of arbitrary dimensions. Their 
method involved the calculation of the radiation impedance of a cavity opening at all Mach 
numbers using retarded potential theory and then solving the wave equation with all the 
other five sides of the cavity having infinite impedance. The fluid within the cavity was as
sumed to be at rest by Plumblee et al. while the fluid outside the cavity moved at constant 
velocity. For cavity resonance to occur, Plumblee et al. said that the normalised pressure 
amplitude at the cavity floor must reach a maximum, where the normalised pressure was 
taken as the forcing pressure at the mouth of the cavity. 

A table of radiation resistance and reactance was also provided by Plumblee et al. in the 
usage of their method, which was based on an iterative approach. Plumblee et al. compared 
their theoretical method's frequency and amplitude response with their corresponding ex
perimental results, concluding that the theoretical model provided a good definition of the 
problem. 

1.4.2.2 Rossiter's Semi-Empirical Formula (1962) 

Using dimensional and empirical analysis, Rossiter postulated a semi-empirical formula to 
calculate the cavity resonance frequencies [3]. His formula was based on an edge-tone 
analogy and assumed that acoustic radiation resulted from the vortices. In his original 
formulation, the resonant frequency fill corresponding to the mth mode was given by 

f, - Uoo (117- ex) 
1Il- L (1.2) 

L '" /(" ) T 1Y.L00 J 

where Uoo is the free-stream velocity, L is the cavity length, Moo is the free-stream Mach 
number and m is an integer that is eponymously referred to as the Rossiter mode. The 
terms ex and Kv are constants and are determined from experiments to be 0.25 and 0.57 
respectively for a UD=4 cavity. 

Rossiter's equation assumes that the total time for the flow cycle is a sum of the time 
taken for the vortices to convect downstream and the time taken for the acoustic waves to 
propagate upstream. The phase lag between the two is represented by the parameter ex 
while Kv depicts the proportion of the free-stream velocity at which the vortices in the cavity 
convect downstream. In actual fact, Rossiter showed that the phase lag term varied with 
the UD ratio and this was later confirmed by Shaw and Shimovetz [40], who compared 
Rossiter's formula with flight test and wind tunnel data for Mach numbers ranging from 
0.6 to 3 and UD ratios ranging from 4 to 7. Their results indicated that the agreement 
between the three sets of data were acceptable but could be ameliorated at the lowest 
frequency if alternative phase lag values, as proposed by Rossiter [3], were used. Shaw 
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and Shimovetz however described that the dependence of Rossiter's formula to the phase 
lag term diminished for higher mode numbers, m. 

Rossiter based this formula on experiments conducted on cavities of various aspect ratios 
over a Mach number ranging from 0.4 to 1.4. Within this range, it predicts the frequencies 
generated in the self-sustained pressure oscillation cycle in cavity flows to good accuracy, 
especially the dominant tone. Beyond this Mach range, Rossiter's accuracy deteriorates 
and several modifications have been implemented by various researchers to compensate 
for this [71]. An updated version of the Rossiter's original formula is as follows 

Uoo m- a 
fill = L M= +1-J (y~l) ~ kv 1+-2- = 

(1.3) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats. As far as prediction of the cavity resonant frequen
cies is concerned, Rossiter's formula still remains the most referenced and popular by 
far. 

1.4.2.3 Bilanin and Covert Model (1973) 

Bilanin and Covert (1973) [98] proposed an improvement to Rossiter's model by relating 
the flow cycle in terms of the instabilities in the shear layer. This improvement accounted 
for the lack of explanation provided in Rossiter's model for the generation of the acoustical 
disturbances at the cavity's downstream wall and how the feedback acoustic waves at 
the cavity front excite the shear layer. Bilanin and Covert reported that the shear layer is 
periodically perturbed at the mouth of the cavity and this leads to the growth of instabilities 
in the shear layer that convect downstream. The resulting fluctuating shear layer motion 
induces a periodic inflow of external fluid into the cavity and a discharge of cavity fluid into 
the external flow some time later. It was this process of mass inflow and outflow that was 
attributed to be the source of acoustic radiation at the cavity rear. Bilanin and Covert then 
described that acoustic waves propagate upstream inside the cavity without disturbing 
the shear layer, as was described by Rossiter. The difference with Rossiter's model was 
however that Bilanin and Covert attributed the excitation of the shear layer at the cavity 
front to the accumulation of localised pressure from the impact of the acoustic wave with 
the front wall. 

1.4.2.4 Tam and Block Model (1978) 

Tam and Block [4] developed a mathematical model (based on Bilanin and Covert's model 
[98]) to calculate the acoustics generated inside the cavity. Their model takes into con
sideration the effect of many parameters not addressed in previous models such as 
shear layer thickness, cavity UD ratio, effects of reflection of acoustic waves from bot
tom wall and effects of external acoustic waves. The cavity was assumed to behave 
two-dimensionally and was based on experimental results by East [99], which showed 
that the acoustic and the mean flow behaviour were not correlated. Tam and Block also 
ignored effects of the mean flow inside the cavity and assumed that the acoustic waves 
were produced by a line source located at the cavity trailing-edge and considered only 
the convection effect of the mean flow and propagation velocity of sound. In this manner, 
they were able to theoretically re-construct the wavefronts emitted by the line source and 
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extended the wave patterns to outside the cavity (as shown in Figure 1.8) to simulate the 
cavity acoustic field. 
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Figure 1.8: A schematic of the acoustic wave patterns inside and outside a rectangular 
cavity as proposed by Tam and Block [4] in the development of their theoretical model. 
Reproduced from the article by Tam and Block [4]. 

Comparisons with experiment and Rossiter's formula revealed favourable agreement es
pecially since no adjustable constants were used in the model by Tam and Block. The 
fact that their mathematical model also predicted the correct change in Strouhal number 
for the acoustic tones with a change in the shear layer thickness, suggested that their 
model contained the essential physics of the cavity flow phenomenon. Comparisons with 
their experiments and results from their mathematical model for low subsonic Mach num
bers (i.e. Moo ::; 0.2) revealed that the flow was governed by resonance from the transverse 
acoustic modes. They highlighted that the transition from normal mode resonance to 
feedback resonance was gradual and that a unified theory based on their mathematical 
model could be developed to describe this. 

1.4.2.5 Bauer and Dix Model (1991) 

Bauer and Dix [100] developed a semi-empirical formula to predict the resonant frequen
cies and their amplitudes. For the prediction of the frequencies, Rossiter's formula was 
modified by introducing a new convection term. For the prediction of the amplitudes, a 
response coefficient for each mode was derived, which in turn was dependent on the vis
cous and wave damping. Unfortunately, the model did not agree well with experimental 
data in terms of amplitudes with the predicted overall acoustic level falling below the level 
of the resonant modes [40]. 
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1.4.2.6 Kerschen et al. Model (2005) 

The theoretical model recently proposed by Kerschen et al. [101] does not require any 
empirical constants or other heuristic assumptions that were typically employed in previ
ous analytical prediction models. Kerschen et al. predict the scattering processes occur
ring at the cavity corners and combine it with a method to account for the propagation of 
the disturbances in the central region of the cavity. A global description of the acoustic 
field in the cavity could thus be obtained. 

The prediction of the scattering coefficients is fundamental to this model. The phases 
of the scattering coefficients are used to calculate the resonant frequencies while their 
amplitudes are used to compute the temporal growth or decay of the acoustic modes. 
Treatment of the cavity corner geometry for studying the scattering processes is per
formed and the scattering coefficients then calculated with the shear layer modelled as 
a vortex sheet. Propagation analyses involved using the triple decomposition method to 
compute the evolution of the instability wave in the shear layer and the evolution of the 
acoustic modes. The triple decomposition method assumes that the flow-field consists of 
three components: a mean (time-averaged) part, a coherent (phase-averaged) part and 
a fluctuating (turbulent) part. Influence of the random turbulent fluctuations on the large
scale motions is then approximated using an eddy viscosity model. A combination of the 
scattering and propagation analyses then results in an eigenvalue problem, the real part 
of which determines the oscillation frequency while the imaginary part determines the 
growth or decay rate of the mode. Unlike previous models, this model also determines 
whether an acoustic mode is stable or unstable. 

The general consensus on the capability of theoretical models is that they can predict 
the frequencies relatively well but fail to accurately predict the amplitudes. Another limi
tation with these models is that important physics can often be lost due to the simplifying 
assumptions made. In spite of this, efforts are still continuously being made in the devel
opments of theoretical models. More details of some key developments made in this area 
in the past are given in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. 

1.4.3 Numerical Studies 

Combined with rising wind tunnel costs and the relatively limited success of theoretical 
models, efforts in the last decade have therefore looked toward alternative methods such 
as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to analysing cavity flows. The main aim of CFD 
is to numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equations and involves solving the linked partial 
differential equations on complex shaped domains. Tables 1.5 and 1.6 summarise the key 
developments made in the analyses of cavity flows using numerical methods. 

1.4.3.1 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 

The most straightforward way to solve the Navier-Stokes equations involves discretis
ing the domain using a computational grid and explicitly resolving all the flow properties, 
i.e. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). The advantage of DNS is that it can be used to 
calculate and visualise many quantities that are difficult to measure experimentally. DNS 
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however typically requires highly accurate high-order schemes to restrict the dissipation 
and dispersive errors. This gives it little versatility in coping with complex geometries or 
general boundary conditions. Furthermore, in high Reynolds number flows, where the 
flow falls in the turbulent regime, the number of turbulent scales can be very large. To use 
DNS in such flows would require extremely fine computational grids so that eddies to the 
very smallest scales can be resolved. The computational overhead associated with such 
a technique is far beyond the scope of even today's computational resources. Conse
quently, DNS applications are currently confined to low Reynolds number flows over sim
ple geometries. Despite this, DNS has been applied to a wide range of applications in the 
research of turbulence, in providing deeper understanding of the processes involved with 
turbulence and contributing to the improvement of existing turbulence models. A critical 
part of numerical simulations is the application of proper boundary conditions. For DNS, 
Colonius et al. (1993) [107] as well as Bogey and Bailly (2002) [108] have addressed this. 

From the perspective of cavity flows, DNS investigations have begun to appear a few years 
ago with the aim of improving the current understanding of the flow physics so as to lead to 
more efficient and effective control methodologies. Colonius (1999-2002) [109-111] con
ducted DNS on 20 cavities of various cavity planforms from low subsonic to high subsonic 
speeds for low Reynolds numbers (based on the boundary layer momentum thickness, 
B). They employed a sixth-order finite-differencing compact scheme with a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta method for time integration and discussed the differences between the shear 
layer and wake modes and defined the transition between the two to occur with increas
ing UD ratio and Mach number with other parameters being held constant. Colonius 
et al. [109-111] also mentioned that mode-switching occurred whereby both wake and 
shear modes were present at different times. One important point they raised was that 
the wake mode was triggered at lower Reynolds numbers where the oncoming boundary 
layer was laminar. Colonius et al. compared their DNS results with experiments by Karam
cheti and demonstrated good agreement. Hamed et al. (2001) [112, 113] performed DNS 
on a 20 UD=2 cavity at Reynolds number based on the cavity length, ReL, of 3000 at 
some transonic and supersonic speeds. Their simulations demonstrated an increase in 
the size of the primary vortex in the cavity with increasing Mach number and was gen
erally successful in capturing the main physical mechanisms of the flow, including vortex 
shedding, shock waves and coupling of acoustic and velocity fields. 

Recently, DNS has become attractive in the context of Computational AeroAcoustics 
(CAA). When DNS (or even Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)) is used with CAA, it is generally 
referred to as Direct Simulation (OS) or Direct Noise Computations (ONC) of the flow. 
Combined with the strong acoustic field produced, the geometrical simplicity of the cavity 
makes it an attractive test case for CAA studies. Although it has been acknowledged that 
prediction of the sound generation process was fundamental to determining accurately 
the amplitude of the oscillations and the magnitude of the frequencies, problems such 
as the poor resolution of the acoustic waves and spurious flow oscillations marred any 
progress in CAA research of cavity flows [114]. The reason for the former was attributed to 
excessive dispersion and dissipation from low-order and upwind finite-difference schemes 
and finite volume discretisations as well as poor grid resolution while excessive reflections 
of acoustical disturbances from artificial boundary conditions was the cause of the latter 
[41 ]. 

The introduction of compact high-order finite-difference schemes by Lele (1992) [115] and 
optimised compact and explicit finite-difference schemes such as Dispersion-Relation
Preserving (DRP) schemes by Tam and Webb (1993) [116] have however proved to be 
efficient in resolving the acoustic fields. Together with high-order-accurate Runge-Kutta 
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schemes for time advancement, such as those used by Colonius et al. [109-111], these 
have proved to be good for DNS computations as they minimise the numerical dissi
pation and dispersion errors of acoustic waves. As far as the boundary conditions are 
concerned, Colonius et al. (1993) [107] have demonstrated that repeated reflections of 
acoustic waves due to artificial boundary conditions can lead to self-forcing of the flow 
making it difficult to distinguish real from numerical instabilities [41]. Boundary conditions 
remain a challenge in resonant flows such as cavity flows to allow for free movement of 
acoustic and vortical waves with minimal reflection [41]. Some examples of DNS in CAA 
analyses of cavity flows include the works by Gloerfelt et al. (2002) [117-119]. 

1.4.3.2 Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) 

The impracticability of DNS for most flows salient to engineering applications necessi
tated the use of models for some aspects of the flow. One commonly employed technique 
involves segregating the turbulent flow so that it is composed of a mean flow component 
with a random flow component superimposed on it. Such an approach therefore per
mits the averaging of the flow and enables the construction of a set of partial differential 
equations based on the Navier-Stokes equations, that describe the mean flow. These 
mean terms are known but the fluctuating terms are not and so a model is needed to 
account for their effect. This approach is called the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
method. For unsteady flows, Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS), 
or Very Large-Eddy Simulation (VLES) is used. URANS describes the flow based on 
the assumption of a slowly varying mean flowfield with a superimposed field of random 
fluctuations. All the flow properties using URANS are however modelled using a turbu
lence model and it is here that the bulk of the research in cavity flows has concentrated 
on since the 1990s. 

Developments in the turbulence modelling side of CFD has seen many different types of 
turbulence models being used over the last three decades for RANS computations. The 
vast majority of turbulence models employed for engineering calculations are based on 
the eddy-viscosity concept and the Boussinesq approximation. The eddy viscosity 
can be described as the turbulent Reynolds number and therefore requires knowledge of 
the density, velocity, a reference length and viscosity. Variations in density and viscosity 
tend to be not as significant for most applications so the eddy viscosity concept relies on 
formulations for a turbulent velocity and length scale. Where both the turbulent velocity 
and length scales are based on empirical values, the turbulence model is classified as 
a zero-equation model. If the velocity scale is solved using a transport equation and 
the length scale based on an empirical constant then the turbulence model is classed 
as a one-equation model. Where both the velocity and length scales are solved using 
transport equations, the turbulence model is classified as a two-equation model. 

Historically, one of the first attempts to numerically solve cavity flows was for inviscid 
flow and no turbulence model was employed. Borland (1977) [120] solved the 20 Euler 
equations for time-dependent inviscid compressible flow in high subsonic flows over open 
cavities. His results showed promise as he achieved the overall noise levels and the 
values of the frequencies to be of the same order of magnitude as experiment. 

The majority of the numerical computations using URANS have however focused on the 
use of zero-equation turbulence models with application to mostly supersonic cavity flows. 
At supersonic speeds, the acoustic waves that are typically observed for open cavities no 
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longer propagate upstream outside the cavity thereby simplifying the problem. In these 
conditions, the zero-equation turbulence model has been exploited by many researchers 
with varying degree of success. Hankey and Shang (1980) [121] solved the compress
ible Navier-Stokes equations for a 20 supersonic open cavity using the Cebeci-Smith 
[122] zero-equation turbulence model with both frequencies and their magnitudes suc
cessfully predicted. Since then through to the late 1990s most URANS computations of 
cavity flows predominantly exploited the Baldwin-Lomax [123] zero-equation turbulence 
model. Significant contributions were made by Baysal et al. (1987-89) [124-128] and 
Tam, Orkwis and Disimile (1995-1998) [19, 129-131]. Tam, Orkwis and Disimile however 
reported limited success with the Baldwin-Lomax model from their numerous simulations 
of 20 supersonic cavity flows. To improve the predictions, many modifications to the stan
dard Baldwin-Lomax model were proposed. These included the relaxation modification 
to eliminate the abrupt change in eddy viscosity levels from the boundary layer on the 
flat plate upstream of the cavity to the free shear layers across the cavity opening. Other 
corrections made to the Baldwin-Lomax model include multiple-wall corrections and the 
Degani-Schiff first peak modification [129]. 

Despite the many modifications to the standard Baldwin-Lomax model, however, no model 
performed significantly better than the others [19]. Consequently, more complicated two
equation turbulence models have started to be applied in cavity flows. Shih et al. (1994) 
[132], for instance, have applied the k - E [133] turbulence model to supersonic cavities 
while Zhang et al. (1988-99) [67, 81, 134-137] have conducted extensive simulations of 
supersonic cavities using the k - OJ [138] turbulence model. 

Since the early 1990s, several works regarding the numerical computation of store sepa
ration from a cavity at supersonic free-stream speeds have been performed with the aim 
of understanding the interference effects between store and cavity. Baysal et al. (1992) 
[139] conducted numerical simulations for stores placed outside and inside the cavity and 
concluded that the interference effects were stronger for stores placed inside. Atwood 
(1994) [140] looked at the separation of a canard-controlled store from an open rectangu
lar cavity. Mesh generation was simplified using a Chimera overset meshing process, in 
which separate, overlapping domains were used to define the cavity and store. The move
ment of the store was achieved by moving the entire domain around it and the influence 
of the unsteady field in the cavity on the store and vice versa obtained by exchanging and 
interpolating information across the separate domains. Suhs (1995) [141] also employed 
the Chimera grid methodology for a deep weapons bay through moderate subsonic to low 
supersonic speeds. Suhs analysed the effect of the store at three positions- inside the 
cavity, at the shear layer and outside the cavity- using the Baldwin-Lomax model with a 
relaxation modification and obtained the best agreement with experiment when the store 
was placed outside the cavity. 

Research into hypersonic cavities has also been undertaken by Morgenstern and Chokani 
(1994) [142]. Hypersonic cavity flows are even simpler than supersonic cavities in that 
the flow can be treated as laminar thereby avoiding the need of a turbulence model alto
gether. Perhaps the most complicated and computationally intensive cavity flows however 
occur at transonic regimes. Unlike the supersonic regime, acoustical waves do propagate 
upstream inside and outside of the cavity at transonic speeds. What complicates the 
problem further is the strong coupling between the motion of the shear layer, the vortical 
structures, turbulence and indeed the acoustical field. Although transonic cavity flow in
vestigations are still limited some have begun to appear towards the late 1990s and the 
beginning of this century. Henderson et al. (2000-01) [9, 143] and Lawrie et al. (2003-04) 
[10, 144], for instance, analysed open, deep cavities over a broad range of moderate 
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to high subsonic and low supersonic speeds using a variety of two-equation turbulence 
models. Their research identified the inabilities of even two-equation models to predict 
cavity flows, a point also confirmed by Sinha et al. [145]. 

1.4.3.3 Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) 

Although URANS is typically well-suited to unsteady flows, there is increasing evidence 
suggesting that it is not appropriate for cavity flow applications. In the recent years, there
fore, attention has diverted from purely statistical turbulence models to simulation tech
niques such as Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). LES involves dividing the turbulent flow 
by scale rather than by statistical properties. The smaller, more isotropic scale eddies are 
modelled using a sub-grid scale (SGS) model while the larger scale eddies are explicitly 
resolved. This restricts the amount of modelling used. Furthermore, as LES only re
solves the larger eddies, coarser grids than those used in DNS can be used. Near walls, 
however, the resolution of the computational domain still approaches DNS standards. To 
overcome this, wall modelling was proposed by Deardorff in 1970 [158] and Schumann 
in 1975 [159] for the purpose of LES computations. These wall modelling methods were 
originally commonly used in RANS computations [160]. 

Recently, instances of LES applied to cavity flows have emerged in literature. Smith 
(2001) [161, 162] presents preliminary results of LES on supersonic weapon bay flows 
using unstructured grids. Larcheveque et al. (2003) [160, 163] use LES for the under
standing of deep cavities representative of aeronautical optical cavities with a UD and 
UW ratio of 0.42 at high subsonic speeds over wind tunnel Reynolds numbers (details 
are provided in Table 1.6). They reported good agreement with experiments and further 
used their simulation results to introduce a new empirical equation to compute the phase 
lag term (y) used in Rossiter's semi-empirical formula. 

Arguably the most well-known work on LES of cavity flows is by Rizzetta and Visbal (2003) 
[164]. They conducted large-eddy simulations on a very fine grid of over 20 million points 
on a UD=5 cavity at supersonic speeds. Rizzetta and Visbal highlighted that it would not 
have been possible to resolve the fine-scale turbulent structures at the same Reynolds 
number as used in experiments due to the requirement of even finer computational do
mains and so performed their numerical simulations at Reynolds number an order of 
magnitude lower. To reduce the computational run-time yet further, they performed sep
arate flat plate simulations, averaged the data to make it periodic in time and recycled it 
into the cavity. Comprehensive works on cavity flows using LES have also recently been 
undertaken by Gloerfelt (2004) [165]. His investigations looked at the mode-switching 
phenomenon (investigated in previous works by the same author [118, 119, 166-169]) 
where acoustic modes can alternate in time. This is believed to be characteristic of 
high Reynolds number flows where intermittency effects in the shear layer cause mul
tiple modes to co-exist. Due to the large number of turbulent scales and the apparent 
non-linear interactions between the modes, DNS becomes too expensive and URANS 
(especially with linear statistical turbulence models) inappropriate. Combined with little 
experimental evidence (Kegerise et al. (2004) [83] is one exception), this study gives an
other illustration of the potential of LES for cavity flows. Their preliminary results used a 
very coarse mesh but captured the main features of the experiment by Kegerise et al. [83] 
even though mode-switching was not observed. 

LES however suffers largely from problems similar to DNS in that accurate boundary con
ditions are required to prevent any spurious acoustic wave reflections and CAA methods 
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such as Wave Extrapolation Methods (WEM) are perhaps needed to reduce the cost of 
computing the far-field acoustics. Other difficulties with LES include the use of proper 
numerical algorithms to preserve the nature of the acoustic field and ensure proper sep
aration between the resolved and unresolved scales [165]. Modelling the latter also has 
instigated research into sub-grid scale modelling. Advances in LES are extensively ad
dressed by Lesieur and Metais (1995) [170], Moin (1997) [171] and Piomelli (1999) [172]. 
One progress was the introduction of the Monotone-Integrated LES (MILES) method by 
Boris et a/. (1992) [173] in which no sub-grid scale model is used and the inherent dissipa
tion of the upwind scheme is used to describe the dissipative behaviour of the unresolved 
turbulent scales. Larcheveque et a/. (2003) [160] also applied MILES to the same cavity 
(Le. with a UD and UW ratio of 0.42) to which he applied conventional LES. He obtained 
similar results to the conventional LES approach although the level of turbulence was 
found to be slightly higher with MILES. 

1.4.3.4 Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) 

In conjunction with a sub-grid scale (SGS) model to predict the small scale eddies in LES 
computations, however, a turbulence model is used to account for the energy transfer 
between large and small scales. Usual eddy viscosity models were however developed 
in the framework of homogeneous isotropic turbulence so in high Reynolds number flows 
fine grids (although not as fine as DNS) are required for the resolution of near-wall proper
ties. Consequently, LES is still expensive. In light of this, recent endeavours have looked 
at adopting hybrid methods of URANS and LES. One such method is called Detached
Eddy Simulation (DES) and was introduced by Spalart [191]. 

Spalart's DES formulation (1997) [191] proposed to use the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras 
turbulence model [192] as both a turbulence model for the RANS part and a sub-grid scale 
model for the LES part. In this manner, DES combined the RANS method in the attached 
boundary layer near the wall with the superior capability of LES in the regions away from 
the wall. As a result, DES promises to solve the 3D unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at 
high Reynolds numbers with reasonable computational run-times. Advances in the DES 
technology came in the form of using more advanced turbulence models rather than the 
Spalart-Allmaras model. Batten et a/. (2001) introduced the Limited Numerical Scales 
(LNS) approach which is similar to DES but used the two-equation k - ill model. Strelets 
(2001) [193] and Bush et a/. (2001) [194] introduced a DES version of the SST model 
while Travin et a/. (2002) [195] described the use of the k - E model in DES formulations. 

Since the last few years, DES investigations of cavity flows have begun to appear in 
literature. Shieh and Morris (2000-01) [180, 196] employed the original formulation of 
DES with the Spalart-Allmaras model and investigated the physics of subsonic 2D and 
3D cavity flows at different aspect ratios with a turbulent oncoming boundary layer. Their 
results confirmed the presence of a wake mode flow cycle in the 2D cavity and a shear 
layer mode in the 3D cavity. Hamed et a/. (2003) [183, 184] reported on the effects of 
Reynolds number on a UD=5 cavity at supersonic regimes using DES with the SST 
model. Other notable hybrid RANS/LES works have used the k - E turbulence model. 
Mendonga et a/. (2003) [185], for instance, applied DES with the k - E model to the UD=5 
cavity and compared with the RANS k - E computations highlighting the superior capabil
ity of DES to predict the broadband noise spectrum. Details of these DES computations 
are provided in Table 1.6. 
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1.4.3.5 Other Numerical Methods 

In the recent years, various numerical methods have been devised and applied to cavity 
flows. One aspect of these novel numerical techniques involve developing acceleration 
algorithms to reduce the cost and run-time of numerical simulations. One such approach 
looks at describing the cavity flow using a type of low-order model called Proper Orthog
onal Decomposition (POD) introduced by Lumley [197]. Due to the large number of 
frequencies that may exist in the cavity, the idea behind the POD technique is to use a 
few modes to model the flow. For a dataset that has been discretised in space and time, 
the POD modes are most easily computed using the method of snapshots, in which the 
vector of dependent variables, u(x, t), is given by 

N 

u(x,t) = L. aj(t)cpj(x) 
j=l 

(1.4) 

where x is the vector of discretised spatial points, aj(t) are the coefficients and CPj(x) are 
the POD modes (alternatively referred to as the Karhunen-Loeve eigenfunctions or 
empirical eigenfunctions. A detailed theoretical description of the POD method is pro
vided by Colonius [41]. A flow-field can be well defined by a POD decomposition if the 
coefficients aj(t) decay rapidly for large j. In this situation, the percentage of energy that 
is captured in the first few modes becomes significant. The data that are required by 
POD (so that it can extract the coherent features) is typically obtained from some other 
numerical simulation or experiments. Sinha et al. (2000) [175] used POD for analysing a 
supersonic deep cavity. Their investigations demonstrated that POD was efficient in pre
dicting the fundamental phenomenology underlying the flow oscillations of the weapons 
bay and mentioned that POD would also be suitable for flow control studies. Rowley 
et al. (2000-01) [188, 189] used POD and Galerkin projection to obtain a lower-model 
that captures the dynamics of the cavity with data from DNS results as input. Their recent 
publications showed that POD accurately predicted the dynamical response of the cavity 
over short and long periods of time. 

Other methods applied to cavity flows include the Discrete Vortex Method (DVM). Cain 
et al. (1999) [187] used this as a fast and economical method for the prediction of the 
nonlinear dynamics of the shear layer in an open rectangular cavity. The DVM is based on 
a discretised model of the free shear layer vorticity field and employs a Lagrangian method 
to compute the temporal and spatial evolution of the discrete field. Cain et al. however 
reported limited success and stressed the need for refinements of the model. The Lattice 
Boltzmann Method (LBM) has also recently been applied by Ricot et al. (2002) [190] 
to open rectangular cavities at very low Mach numbers. Treatments to account for high 
Reynolds number effects were made to their 20 model, which was found to give good 
agreement with experiment. 

Another relatively novel approach to cavity flows uses Stochastic Estimation (SE) to es
timate the velocities in the shear layer given the surface pressure measurements. This 
method has appeared from the realisation that time-resolved measurements are needed, 
for example, in the optimisation of active control strategies for a wide range of flow condi
tions. Stochastic estimation overcomes the difficulties experienced during experiments in 
inserting probes in the flow for many complicated geometries and enables an image of the 
time-resolved flow-field to be constructed, something that cannot be readily obtained from 
current experiment methods. Stochastic Estimation was originally introduced by Adrian 
in 1977 [198] as a method for estimating the coherent structures in turbulent flows [199]. 
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The velocity field could then be approximated by performing an ensemble averaging using 
the time-dependent wall pressure as the condition 

iiijx = \uijx(t)!p(t)) (1.5) 

where the subscripts denote the position i and j while the x denotes the component of 
the velocity to be estimated. Angle brackets are used to represent ensemble averaging 
while the velocities (uijAt)) and pressures (p(t)) correspond to fluctuating values. The 
conditional average could then be approximated by a power series to obtain a stochastic 
estimate, the order of which was determined by the the number of terms that were retained 
in the power series. A Linear Stochastic Estimate (LSE) therefore used one term while 
a Quadratic Stochastic Estimate (QSE) used two. The coefficients in the power series 
could then be determined by minimising the error between the conditional average and the 
estimate [200]. Murray and Ukeiley (2003) [201] used LSE and QSE to predict the flow
field characteristics using LES results over a UD=6 at supersonic speeds. Comparisons 
among the three methods showed good agreement, with QSE providing more accurate 
description of the turbulent energy and the finer details of the vorticity. 

1.4.4 Flow Control Studies 

Prediction and understanding of cavity flow mechanisms is driven by the need to design 
flow control methodologies to mitigate the acoustic loads. Attempts to suppress the harsh 
aeroacoustic cavity environment have been made since the 1950s. Perhaps the first flow 
control endeavours can be credited to Norton (1952) [45] and later Rossiter (1962) [3]. 
Both Norton and Rossiter proposed the use of spoilers ahead of the cavity to attenuate 
bomb bay buffet. While Rossiter deduced that the spoiler increased the boundary layer 
thickness, Norton presumed that spoilers may also be effective in reducing the frequency 
content in cavities by modifying the shear layer properties. Tests with the T.S.R. 2 by 
Rossiter [54] revealed that a small spoiler placed ahead of the bomb bay can produce 
reductions of the pressure fluctuations in the cavity. 

As the physics of cavity flows began to be better understood, it was realised that the 
cavity in the shear layer and wake modes experienced significant noise levels due to the 
interaction of the flow primarily at the downstream cavity corner. The noise levels and the 
acoustic radiation generated were then maintained and continuously nurtured by a feed
back loop that was instigated at the upstream cavity corner. In the open cavity shear layer 
mode, for instance, the source of the acoustics was the shear layer impinging the cavity's 
downstream wall with the feedback loop created from the perturbation of the shear layer 
by the acoustic waves at the cavity upstream wall. On the other hand, for the wake mode, 
high noise levels were produced from the impact of large-scale vortical structures on the 
cavity downstream wall with the feedback loop created from massive separation ahead of 
the cavity due to large displacements of the shear layer at the cavity upstream wall. Ef
forts in controlling this highly unsteady flow therefore focused on reducing (or preventing 
altogether) the noise levels at the cavity rear and thereby breaking the feedback loop. 

The bulk of the flow control studies have focused on developing methods to suppressing 
the high noise levels generated in the shear mode open cavity. Shaw and Shimovetz 
[40] suggested that if the shear layer can be forced to extend across the cavity opening 
or re-attach at some stable stagnation point, no feedback process would be established 
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and therefore no acoustic resonance will be produced. This strategy has been adopted 
as the basis of much of the flow control work. Two flow control approaches have been 
researched and implemented: passive and active control. Active control methods can 
be further divided into open-loop control and closed-loop control. These are briefly 
described in the following sections. For a comprehensive review of different passive and 
active control strategies, the reader is directed to excellent reviews by Cattafesta [202] 
and Takeda [42]. Cattafesta [202] in particular gives a very comprehensive description 
(in tabular format) of the geometrical specifications and the flow conditions used in the 
different investigations of control methods. 

Classification of flow control methods into passive and active categories is open to conjec
ture. Steady jet blowing, for instance, can also be perceived as a form of passive control 
as the jet acts as a permanent device that continuously blows air into the cavity without 
adapting to the flow conditions, as active control methods should do. Here, however, only 
permanently fixed physical devices are classified as passive control methods. Steady or 
time-varying acoustical and vortical methods and moving physical devices with no feed
back loop are classified as open-loop active control while methods where a feedback loop 
is used are classified as closed-loop active control. 

1.4.4.1 Passive Control 

Passive control methods involve manipulation of the existing cavity geometry or addition 
of external and permanent physical devices. Out of all the methods involving insertion 
of physical devices to alter the flow in the cavity, spoilers or fences of various shapes 
and sizes (positioned primarily upstream of the cavity lip) are by far the most popular. 
The capability of the leading-edge (LE) spoiler in reducing the aeroacoustic noise and 
enhancing weapon separation characteristics has proved to be extremely effective. So 
much so that since the F-111 combat aircraft all modern USAF fighters and bombers with 
internal bomb bays were fitted with leading edge spoilers [203]. Research investigating 
the effectiveness of spoilers and other devices studied in this category are classified as 
'additive' in Table 1.7. 

Passive control methods exploiting modification of the cavity geometry to suppress the 
unsteady pressure field include predominantly slanting of cavity walls. Since the source 
of the acoustic field is the downstream cavity wall for the open cavity in shear layer mode, 
most experimental and numerical investigations have looked at shaping the rear cavity 
wall to minimise the magnitude of the radiated sound. A ramped, wedged or slanted 
rear wall has been found to be quite effective as it forces a change in the direction of 
acoustic waves as they reflect off the sloped rear wall thereby modifying the way they 
interact with the shear layer. Passive venting via porous or slotted floors/walls has also 
been investigated. These have been applied mostly to shallow cavities where a closed
type flow exists and aim to equalise the pressure in the cavity along the longitudinal axis 
by extracting higher pressure at the cavity rear to the lower pressure region at the front 
of the cavity. A brief summary of the different contributions made in the understanding of 
the different devices in this category, which are classified as 'manipulative', are given in 
Table 1.7. 
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1.4.4.2 Active Control - Closed-Loop 

The main advantage of passive control over active control is its low cost and simplicity. 
Although such methods are effective in improving the aeroacoustic ambiance within the 
cavity, they are only designed for specific flight configurations and their performance de
teriorates at off-design or time-varying situations. In such scenarios, the performance of 
permanent devices used in passive control methods may be much worse than without the 
passive control device present. Active control therefore becomes more attractive as it can 
be optimal over a wider range of operating conditions. Active flow control approaches can 
either be open-loop or closed-loop and involve the introduction of additional energy to the 
flow via an actuator. 

Closed-loop methods represent the most recent and complicated techniques but have 
gained popularity over the years. In such strategies, a flow state parameter such as 
pressure or velocity is modified by some control algorithm to produce a feedback Signal 
that is fed into the actuator. Research into closed-loop control has proved effective in 
reducing the magnitudes of the acoustic tones with some indications that it might be 
effective in reducing the broadband noise spectrum as well. Furthermore, where both 
open-loop and closed-loop strategies have been compared, it has been identified that 
closed-loop methods are more economical, requiring an order of magnitude less power 
than open-loop counterparts [218]. Contributions to closed-loop strategies for flow control 
of cavity flows are summarised in Table 1.8, which groups the research efforts based on 
the actuator used. 

1.4.4.3 Active Control - Open-Loop 

In open-loop active control strategies, no feedback loop is implemented. Open-loop con
trollers can alternatively be described as those in which the energy added to the flow 
through some actuator is not coupled with a flow state parameter. Vortical passive de
vices, i.e. devices that inject air into the cavity, are classified here as open-loop control 
methods. Physical devices that move are also included into this category. 

Perhaps the most common open-loop active control mechanism involves pulsed mass 
injection. This requires installation of injection nozzles at different positions in the cavity 
and has the advantage of attenuating cavity flow oscillations even when the weapon bay 
doors are opening and closing [219]. The concept of pulsed injection was first investigated 
by Shaw, who injected air normal to freestream through slots just upstream of the cavity 
leading edge to disturb the incoming boundary layer. Since then, the effectiveness of 
pulsed mass injection has also been studied by many others. Other active methods have 
also been adopted and are summarised in Table 1.8. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 details the various different turbulence models and simulation methods such 
as LES and DES used in this thesis. A description of the experimental set-up used by 
Ross et al. at DERA Bedford to obtain pressure and PIV measurements is then provided 
in Chapter 3. 
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The objective of Chapter 4 is to establish the best turbulence modelling option for the 
numerical analysis of cavity flows. URANS is initially applied on 2D cavities (which are 
good representations of full 3D cavities with doors on) with a UD ratio of 5. URANS 
gives reasonable qualitative descriptions of the 2D cavity flow features but only for coarse 
grids. Simulation of the full 3D UD=5 cavity (with a width-to-depth ratio of 1) is then 
performed (Chapter 5) in both doors-on and doors-off configurations using both LES and 
DES. Results are compared with experimental unsteady pressure and PIV measurements 
as well as 3D URANS results for the same case. Although LES and DES provide a 
more accurate and consistent description of the cavity flow-field, computations are more 
expensive. 

To further assess the applicability of URANS for cavity flows, URANS is applied to cavities 
of different dimensions in Chapter 6. Flows over very deep cavities (UD=2), transitional 
cavities (UD=10) and closed cavities (UD=16) at the same flow conditions as for the 
UD=5 are discussed. Results show where URANS can be used for these UD ratios and 
where LES and DES have to be used for better and more consistent predictions of the 
cavity flow-field. 

With the understanding of the cavity flow mechanisms gained from such numerical inves
tigations, methods for controlling the high noise levels and frequencies produced in the 
UD=5 cavity are addressed in Chapter 7. URANS is applied to the coarse 2D cavity here 
because many control devices are studied and URANS gives reasonable prediction for 
2D cavities. Passive control techniques including the spoiler and slanted cavity walls and 
active open-loop methods including steady jet blowing are applied. 

Finally, numerical simulations of a cavity with a store are undertaken in Chapter 8. A 
missile is placed inside the cavity and its effect on the flow-field inside the cavity are 
assessed. Since LES gives consistently good predictions of the cavity flow-field it was 
used here since the influence of the missile is relatively unknown. 

1.5. THESIS OUTLINE 
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Table 1.1: Developments in experimental studies of weapon bay cavity flows (continued). 

Study 

Karamcheti (1955) [47, 48] 

Roshko (1955) [49] 

McDearmon (1960) [68] 

Rossiter (1960-66) [3, 51-55] 

Charwat et al. (1961) [15] 
Plumblee et al. (1962) [50] 
Rockwell and Knisely (1970-80) [57, 69] 
Heller and Bliss (1975) [56, 70] 

Sarohia (1976) [16] 

Tam and Block (1978) [4]a 
Kaufman et al. (1983) [71] 

Stallings et al. (1983-89) [58, 59] 

Geometry 
Specifications 
2::; L/D::; 10 (20) 

1::; L/D::; 62.5 (20) 

2.19::; L/D::; 23.8; 0.5::; 
L/W ::; 7.69 
1::; L/D::; 10 
(20 & 3D cavities) 
20 cavities 
20 & 3D cavities 

71 < L/e < 144 
2.3::; L/D::; 5.5 

0::; L/D::; 50 
(axisymmetric) 
0.783 ::; L/ D ::; 2.348 
5.1::; L/D::; 9.9 

4.44::; L/D::; 14 

Gharib and Roshko (1983-87) [18, 61, 80 < L/ e < 150 
72] 
Ross et al. (1992-2005)[6-8, 11-13,65] 3.33 ::; L/D ::; 13.33; 

2.6::; L/W ::; 10.664 
Plentovich et al. (1992-97) [17, 73, 74] 1::; L/D::; 17.5 

0.0626 ::; L/W ::; 17.5 
Squire and Nasser (1993) [75] 19::; L/D::; 57 

Rahman and Nasser (1996) [76] L/D = 3.3; L/W = 2 

a Undercarriage Bays 

Flow Conditions 

0.25 ::; M= ::; 1.5 
0.75 x 106 ::; ReL ::; 1.1 x 106 

22.86m/s < U= < 64m/s 

M==3.55 

0.4 ::; M= ::; 1.2 
0.75 x 106 ::; ReL ::; 2.2 x 106 

2::; M= ::; 4 
0.2 ::; M= ::; 5 
106 ::; Ree < 324 
0.8 ::; M= ::; 2 
12 X 106 ::; Re/m < 15 x 106 

Om/s < U= < 27m/s 
Re8 = 1,040 
0.05 ::; M= ::; 0.4 
0.6 ::; M= ::; 3 
6.7 X 106 ::; Re/m < 9.3 x 106 

1.7 ::; M= ::; 2.86 
5.61 x 106Re < 6.27 x 106 

16m/s < U= < 27m/s 

0.4 ::; M= ::; 1.6 
0.833 x 106 ::; ReL ::; 16.67 x 106 

0.2 ::; M= ::; 0.95 
6.67 x 106 ::; Re/m < 330 x 106 

0.9 ::; M= ::; 1.3 
21.4 x 106 ::; Re/m < 28.6 x 106 

U= = 0.3m/ s; ReL = 0.35 x 106 

Method Details 

Schlieren; Interferometry; HWA; Shadow
graphs; Phasemeters; Magnetic Tape Record
ings 
Static Orifices; Pitot Probes; Schlieren Pic
tures; 
Schlieren Photographs; Shadowgraphs; Pres
sure Orifices; Manometers 
Manometers; Pressure Transducers; Magnetic 
Tape Recordings; Vapour Screen Technique 
Micro-Manometers; Schlieren Pictures 
Pressure Transducers 
Hydrogen Bubble Visualisation; LOA 
Water Table Visualisation 

HWA; Spark Shadowgraphs 

Microphones 
Pressure TapsfTransducers; Thermocouples; 
Schlieren Images; Oil Flow Visualisation 
Strain Gauges; Static Pressure Orifices; Oil 
Flow Visualisation 
Water Tunnel; Pressure Taps; LOA; Diluted 
Colouring and Fluorescein Dye 
5-Component Balance; Static, Unsteady Pres
sure Transducers; PIV 
Pressure Transducers; 6-Component Strain
Gauge Balance; Pressure Orifices 
Pressure Tappings; Schlieren Images 

LOV; Dye Path Tracing 
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Table 1.2: Developments in experimental studies of weapon bay cavity flows (concluded). 

() 
(}l I 

Study Geometry Flow Conditions Method Details » 
-I "'tJ 
I S~ecifications -I 
m Disimile et a/. (1997-2000) [77, 78] 1~L/D~2 Moo = 2([77]; Uoo = 12.16m/ s Pressure Transducers; HWA; Microphones m 
en JJ 
en 0.085 ~ L/W ~ 0.682 10, 500 ~ Ree = 73,400 -" 

0 Cattafesta et al. (1998-2001) [79, 80] 2~L/D~4 0.4 ~ Moo ~ 0.6 Unsteady Pressure Transducers; (Quantitative) 
C 2.5 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 3 x 106 Schlieren Images; HWA Z 

-I -I Zhang eta/. (1998) [81] L/D=3 Moo = 1.5; ReL = 1.35 x 106 Spark Schlieren JJ r 
Z Kegerise et al. (1999-2004) [82, 83] 2~L/D~4 0.4 ~ Moo ~ 0.6 Optical Oeflectometry; Pressure Transducers; 0 
m 0 

L/W=3 ReL = 1.524 x 106 Schlieren Images C 
Ahuja and Mendoza (1995) [84] 0.03125 ~ L/D ~ 3.75 0.065 ~ Moo ~ 1 Tufts; Water Table Visualisation; Pitot Probe; 

() 
-I 

0.4685 ~ L/W ~ 3.748 0.045 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 12 x 106 HWA; Microphones 0 
Czech et al. (2000) [85] 1 ~L/D~3 Uoo = 16m/s HWA; Microphones Z 

2.67 ~ L/W ~ 9.54 Ree < 1400 
Esteve et al. (2000) [66] L/D = 10 12m/ s < Uoo < 20m/ s LOV; Pressure Orifices; Pressure Transducers 

L/W = 10 1.2 X 106 ~ ReL ~ 2.1 x 106 

Chung (2001-03) [86,87] 2.43 ~ L/D ~ 43 0.33 ~ Moo ~ 1.28 Pressure Taps; Pitot Probe; Pressure Trans-
0.5 ~ L/W ~ 2 ducers 

Knowles et al. (2001-04) [2, 64, 88, 89] 4~L/D~16 0.82 ~ Moo ~ 0.92 PIV; Pressure Transducers; Oil Flow Visualisa-
2~L/W~4.16 tion 

Martel et al. (2001) [90] 4~L/D~8 Moo = 0.8 Shack-Hartman Sensor 
L/W =0.5 ReL ~ 0.28 x 106 

Murray and Elliot (2001) [91] L/D=3 1.8 ~ Moo ~ 3.5 Schlieren Photography; Planar Laser Imaging 
1.4 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 2.6 x 106 

Onalmis et al. (2001-04) [92, 93] 3~L/D~7 2~Moo ~ 5 Pressure Transducers; Planar Laser Imaging; 
L/W=2 5.08 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 8.89 x 106 PIV 

Meganathan and Vakili (2002) [63] 2~L/D~4.5 18.33m/ s < Uoo < 70m/ s PIV; Unsteady Pressure Transducers; Micro-
0.8 ~ L/W ~ 1.8 1222 ~ Ree < 2752 phones 

Radhakrishnan et al. (2002) [94] 2~L/D~4.5 0.3 ~ Moo ~ 0.6 PIV; Pressure Transducers 
0.6 ~ L/W ~ 1.4 

Raman et a/. (2002) [95] 3~L/D~8 0.6 ~ Moo ~ 1.19 Microphones; Spark-Schlieren; Photolumines-
cent Pressure Sensitive Paint 

Chattelier et al. (2004) [96] 0.33 ~ L/D ~ 3 Moo = 0.11 Microphones; Pitot Tubes; PIV 
0.0625 ~ L/W ~ 3 0.1 X 106 ~ ReL ~ 0.3 x 106 

Ashcroft and Zhang (2005) [97] 2~L/D~4 32m/s < Uoo < 42m/s Pressure Transducers; Microphones; PIV; LOA; w w 
0.1111 < L/W < 0.2222 0.22 x 106 < ReL ~ 0.56 x 106 Oil Flow Visualisation 
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Study 

Plumblee 
et al. (1962) 
[50] 

Rossiter (1962) 
[3] 

McGregor and 
White (1970) 
[102] 
Bilanin and 
Covert (1973) 
[98] 

Heller and Bliss 
(1975) [70] 
Smith and Shaw 
(1975) [103] 

Table 1.3: Developments in analytical studies of weapon bay cavity flows (continued). 

Predictive 
Capability 
Frequencies; 
Amplitudes 

Frequencies 

Drag 

Frequencies 

Frequencies 

Frequencies 
Amplitudes 

Description Remarks 

Uses Retarded potential theory to calculate radiation impedance for cavity Difficult to use. Does not readily 
opening then applies wave equation with infinite impedance assumed for converge. Not very accurate. 
other five cavity walls. Iterative. Provides look-up table for resistance and 
reactance. 
Semi-empirical. Edge-tone analogy. Calculates phase lag between vortex 
convection time and acoustic wave propagation time. Good accuracy be
tween 0.4 < M= < 1.4. Most popular. 

Uses cubic polynomial to derive velocity profile in shear layer. Includes com
pressibility, boundary layer and resonance effects. Reasonable agreement 
with experiment. 
Similar to Rossiter's formula but uses no empirical constants. Idealised shear 
layer as thin vortex sheet. Used line source as noise source and line pressure 
force to simulate excitation of shear layer by acoustic waves at cavity front. 
Good comparison at high supersonic Mach number. 
Modified Rossiter's formula. Static temperature in cavity assumed to be stag
nation temperature of free-stream. 
Empirical method based on flight test data. Easy to use. Good first order 
prediction of flow-induced environment. Also predicts longitudinal distribution 
of energy in cavity 

Accuracy deteriorates outside 
Mach range; sensitive to phase 
lag term, a, esp. for lower mode 
numbers. 

Poor comparison at low supersonic 
and high subsonic Mach numbers. 
Vortex sheet model not appropriate 
for high Mach number flows. 
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Study 

Tam and Block 
(1978) [4]a 

Bartel and 
McAvoy (1981) 
[104] 
Kaufman 
et aJ. (1983) 
[71] 
Bauer and Dix 
(1991) [100] 

Yu et al. (1994) 
[105] 
Golliard and 
Bruggeman 
(1998) [106] 
Kerschen 
et al. (2005) 
[101] 

a Undercarriage Bays 

Table 1.4: Developments in analytical studies of weapon bay cavity flows (concluded). 

Predictive Description Remarks 
Capability 
Frequencies Improves Bilanin and Covert mathematical model [98]. Includes effects of 

shear layer thickness. Removes assumption of point force excitation. Con
siders reflection of acoustic waves from bottom wall. Favourable agreement 
reported. 

Frequencies Employs acoustic eigenmodes of cavity assuming radiation loss of cavity Not very accurate. 
opening is very low. 

Frequencies Modification of Rossiter's formula. Derived table of values for convective term 
from their data and compared with Rossiter's data to calculate phase lag term 
and compared predicted values with measured values. 

Frequencies 
Amplitudes 

Frequencies 

Broadband 
Noise 

Frequencies; 
Mode 
Growthor 
Decay 
Rate; Mode 
Stability 

Extension to Rossiter's formula. Proposed new convection term in Rossiter's 
formula to compute frequencies. Amplitudes predicted based on response 
coefficient of each mode which was a function of viscous and wave damping. 
Similar to Bartel and McAvoy's method [104]. Solves 20 wave equation and 
uses longitudinal and transverse modes. 
Based on response of first acoustic modes of cavity to pressure fluctua
tions below turbulent boundary layer, which is modelled by a wavenumber
frequency spectrum. Reasonable agreement. 
Propagation and scattering models. Formula to predict frequencies similar 
to Rossiter's formula without empirical constants. Shear layer modelled as 
vortex sheet. Good agreement with experiment. 

Minor improvement to Rossiter's 
formula noted, so suffers from simi
lar problems. 
Not accurate predictions of ampli
tudes. 

Not very accurate. 

Amplitudes lower than experiment 
at higher frequencies. 

Slight over-prediction of first mode 
frequency. 
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Table 1.5: Developments in numerical studies of weapon bay cavity flows- URANS method. 

Study 

Borland (1977) [120] 
Hankey and Shang (1980) [121] 
Gorski et al. (1987) [146] 
Suhs (1987-95) [141, 147-149] 
8aysal et al. (1988-1994) [124, 125, 
127,139,150] 

Geometry 
Specifications 
~ LI D ~; ~ LIW ~ 
LID = 2.25; LIW = 4 
LID = 6.2 (3~) 
4.5 ~ LID = 5.6; LIW = 3 
3~LID~16; 1.3~LIW~5 

Rizzetta (1988) [151] LID = 5.07; LIW = 1.9 
Srinivasan et al. (1988-91)[126,128] 4.4 ~ LID ~ 11.7; LIW = 4.4 
Zhang etal.(1988-99) [67,81, 134-137, 1~LID~5 

152] 
Dougherty et al. (1990) [153] 
Fuglsang and Cain (1992) [154] 

LID = 2 (20) 
LID = 4.5 (20) 

Tu (1992) [155] LID = 4.5 
Atwood (1992-94) [35, 36, 140]a 2 ~ LID = 4.5 
Shih et al. (1994) [132] LID = 5.07 (20) 
Morgenstern and Chokani (1994) [142] 5.33 ~ LID ~ 10.67 
Orkwis and Disimile (1995-98) [129, 131] LID = 2; LIW = 0.083 
Rahman and Naser (1996) [76] LID = 3.3; LIW = 2 
Tam et al. (1996) [19,130] LID = 2 (20) 
Tracey and Richards (1996) [156] 4.4 ~ LID ~ 20 (20) 
Sinha et al. (1998) [145] LID = 4.5 (20) 
Shieh and Morris (1999) [38] LID = 4 (20) 
Rona and Dieudonne (2000) [157] LID = 3 (20) 
Henderson et al. (2000-01) [9, 143] 5 ~ LID~; LIW = 1 
Radhakrishnan et al. (2002) [94] LID = 2.5 (20) 
Lawrie et al. (2003-2004) [10, 144] LID = 5; LIW = 5 

a Optical Cavities 

Flow Conditions 

~ M",,~; x 106 ~ ReL ~ x 106 

M = 1.5; ReL = 1.17 x 106 

M = 2.36; Re/m = 6.6 x 106 

0.6 ~ Moo ~ 1.5; 1.61 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 3.9 x 106 

1.5 ~ Moo ~ 2.75; 0.25 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 4.5 x 106 

M = 1.5; ReL = 1.09 x 106 

0.58 ~ Moo ~ 0.9; 5.32 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 5.6 x 106 

1.5 ~ Moo ~ 2.5; X 106 ~ ReL ~ x 106 

0.6 ~ Moo ~ 1.2; ReL = 1.65 x 106 

M = 0.85; Re/m = 6.9 x 106 

M = 1.2; ReL = 2.5 x 106 

0.9 ~ Moo ~ 1.2; 1.47 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 3.8 x 106 

Moo = 1.5; ReL = 1.09 x 106 

M = 6.3; 1.033 x 106 ~ Re/m < 4.085 x 106 

M = 2; Ree = 36,900 
Uoo = 0.3ml s; ReL = 0.35 x 106 

M = 2; Ree = 36,900 
0.6 ~ Moo ~ 0.9; ReL ~ 28.1 x 106 

M = 2; 4.5ReL ~ x 106 

M = 0.5; ReL = 0.02 x 106 

M= 1.5 

Turbulence Model 

None (Euler) 
C-S 
B-L 
B-L (modified) 
B-L (modified) 

B-L (modified; half-cavity) 
B-L (modified) 
k- OJ 

B-L 
B-L upstream of cavity 
& laminar elsewhere 
B-L (modified) 
B-L 
k-c 
None (Laminar) 

B-L (modified) & Laminar 
k-c 
B-L 
B-L (modified) 
B-L, k - c , k - OJ 

None (Laminar) 

0.85 ~ Moo ~ 1.19; 6.783 x 106 ~ ReL ~ 7.348 x 106 

0.3 ~ Moo ~ 0.6 

None (Laminar) 
k- OJ 

k-c 
0.3 ~ Moo ~ 1; 0.005 X 106 ~ ReL ~ 6.783 x 106 k- OJ , Baseline k- OJ , 

SST 
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Table 1.6: Developments in numerical studies of weapon bay cavity flows- DNS, LES, Hybrid RANS/LES and other numerical 
methods. (In last column, number of points in the cavity given as percentage of total amount in parenthesis, where available. For 
more than one calculation, only the maximum number of points are given.) 

Study Geometry 
Specifications 

Colonius etal. (1999) [109, 110] 1::; L/D::; 5; 20.3 < L/e < 123.1 
Hamed et al. (2001) [112, 113] L/ D = 2 (20) 
Gloerfelt et al. (2001-02) [117-119] L/D = 2 (20) 
Rowley et al. (2002) [111] 1::; L/D::; 5 (20) 
Larsson et al. (2004) [174] L/D = 4 (20) 
Sinha et al. (1998-2000) 4.5::; L/ D = 6 
[145, 175] 
Smith (2001) [161, 162] 
Yao et al. (2001) [176] 
Gloerfelt et al. (2002-03) 
[119,167,168,177] 

L/D = 4.5; L/W = 4.5 
L/D = 4; L/W = 0.33 
1::; L/D::; 3; 0.5 ::; L/W ::; 1.28 

Larcheveque et al. (2003) [160, 163] a L/ D = 0.42; L/W = 0.42 
Rizzetta (2003) [164] L/ D = 5; L/W = 5 

Flow Conditions 

0.2::; M= ::; 0.8; 56.8 ::; Ree < 73.9 
0.6::; M= ::; 1.1; ReL = 3000 
M = 0.7; ReD = 41000 
0.2::; M= ::; 0.8; 56.8::; Ree < 73.9 
M = 0.15; ReL = 0.006 x 106 

1.5 ::; M= ::; 2 

M = 1.2; ReL ::; 1.5 x 106 

Incompressible; 5000 ::; ReL ::; 50000 
0.6::; M= ::; 0.8; 28700::; ReD < 48600 

Method 

DNS 
DNS 
DNS 
DNS 
OS (CAA) 
LES (1-eqn. SGS) 

LES (SM) 
LES (DSM) 
LES (SM) 

Grid Size 

0.244 X 106 (10%) 

0.614 X 106 

5.4 X 106 (16.5%) 

M = 0.8; ReL = 0.86 x 106 LES (SMM) & MILES 1.627 x 106 

M = 1.19; ReL ::; 0.2 x 106 LES (DSM) 20.6 x 106 

Gloerfelt (2004) [165] L/D = 2 M = 0.4; ReL ::; 1.52 x 106 LES (DSM & selective filter) 0.354 x 106 (37.8%) 
Dubief and Delcayre (2000) [178] L/D = 4; L/W = 4 
Lillberg and Fureby (2000) [179] L/ D = 2; L/W = 2 
Shieh and Morris (2000) [180] 2 ::; L/ D ::; 4.4; L/W = 1 
Sinha et aJ. (2000) [175] L/ D = 6 
Nichols and Nelson (2001) [181] L/D = 4.5; L/W = 4.5 
Arunajatesan et al. (2002) [182] L/ D = 5.6; L/W = 5.6 
Hamed et al. (2003) [183, 184] L/ D = 5; L/W = 10 
Mendonya et al. (2003) [185] L/ D = 5; L/W = 5 
Viswanathan et aJ. (2003) [186] L/D = 5 (Axisymmetric) 
Cain et al. (1999) [187] L/D = 5 (20) 
Sinha et aJ. (2000) [175] L/D = 6 
Rowley et al. (2000-01) [188, 189] 2 ::; L/ D ::; 4; ::; L/W ::; 
Ricot et aJ. (2002) [190] L/D = 1 (20) 

a Optical Cavities 

M = 0.95; ReL ::; 1.25 x 106 LES Coarse 
M = 1.5; ReL = 60 x 106 LES (SM) & MILES 0.7 x 106 

0.4 ::; M= ::; 0.6; ReL = 0.88 x 106 DES (S-A) 1.7 x 106 (22.6%) 
M=1.5 DES(k-E) 
M = 0.95; ReL ::; 3.75 x 106 DES (SST) 
M = 0.6; ReL = 1.45 x 107 DES (k- E) 
M = 1.19; 0.12 x 106 ::; ReL ::; 1 x 106 DES (SST) 
M = 0.85; ReL ::; 6.783 x 106 DES (k - E ) 

M = 0.4; ReL ::; 0.18 x 106 DES (S-A) 
M=0.6 DVM 
M= 1.5 POD 
M = 0.6; 56.8 ::; Ree < 68.5 POD 
M=0.044 LBM 

1.133 X 106 

1.375 X 106 (half-model) 
2.27 x 106 (17.5%) 

1.1 x 106 

5.9 X 106 

0.625 X 106 (0.004%) 
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Table 1.7: Developments in flow control studies of weapon bay cavity flows - Passive control methods. » 
--I -u 
I --I 
m Method Additive/ Geometry Flow Conditions Study m 
(J) JJ 
(J) Manieulative Seecifications ...... 

0 Boundary Layer Additive 0.056:::; L/D:::; 0.727 3m/s:::; Uoo:::; 30m/s Zoccola (2000) [204] 
c Di~e[to[ Z 
--I Ducts Manipulative L/D = 4 (20) ReL = 0.03 x 106 Forristal and Cooper (2000) [205] --I 
c: JJ 
Z Multiple Pins Additive 0.2:::; L/D:::; 8.3; 0.71 :::; L/W :::; 16.6 1.8 :::; Moo :::; 2.6 Smith et al. (1992) [206] 0 
m 4.4:::; L/D:::; 17.5; :::; L/W:::; 1.7:::; Moo :::; 2.65 Wilcox (c.1990s) [207] 

0 
c 

Porous or Slotted 6.7:::; L/D:::; 17.5 0.2:::; Moo :::; 0.95 Stallings et al. (1994) [208] 0 
--I 

Walls for Passive Manipulative 3.35 :::; L/W :::; 4.375 5.36 x 106 :::; ReL:::; 11.55 x 106 
0 

Venting L/D = 3 (20) Moo = 2.5; ReL = 1.35 x 106 Jeng and Payne (1995) [209] Z 
3:::; L/D:::; 5; 1:::; L/W:::; 1.67 Moo = 5; Re/m :::; 50 x 106 Perng and Dolling (2001) [210] 

1 /15th scale of F-111 bay 0.95 :::; Moo :::; 1.3 Clark (1979) [211] 
L/D = 2; L/W = 0.24 ReL = 0.00672 x 106 Pereira and Sousa (1993) [212] 

Slanted/Shaped L/D = 4.5 (20) Moo = 0.95; Re/m = 8 x 106 8aysal et al. (1 994) [150] 
Downstream Manipulative 5:::;L/D:::;1O 0.6 :::; Moo :::; 1.6 Ross and Peto (1997-98) [11,12] 
Cavity Wall L/D = 5; L/W = 1 0.85 :::; Moo :::; 1.19 Henderson (2000-01) [9, 143] 

6.783 x 106 :::; ReL:::; 7.348 x 106 

3:::; L/D:::; 5; 1 :::; L/W :::; 1.67 Moo = 5; Re/m = 50 x 106 Perng and Dolling (1998-2001) [210, 213] 

Slanted/Shaped 
Manipulative 

5:::;L/D:::;1O 0.6 :::; Moo :::; 1.6 Ross and Peto (1997) [11] 
Upstream Cavity Wall 3:::; L/D:::; 5; 1:::; L/W :::; 1.67 Moo = 5; ReL = 50 x 106 Dolling et al. (1998) [213] 

1/15th scale of T.S.R.2 bay 0.4:::; Moo:::; 2 Rossiter and Kurn (1963) [54] 
1/15th scale of F-111 bay 0.95 :::; Moo :::; 1.3 Clark (1979) [211] 

Static Spoiler/Fences Additive 
L/D = 4.5 (20) Moo = 0.95; Re/m = 8 x 106 8aysal et al. (1 994) [150] 
L/D = 2; L/W = 6.4 0.6 :::; Moo :::; 1.5 Sarno and Franke (1994) [214] 
5:::; L/D:::; 10 0.6:::; Moo :::; 1.6 Ross and Peto (1997-98) [11, 12] 
5.6:::; L/D:::; 9; 2.8:::; L/W :::; 4.5 0.6:::; Moo :::; 1.4 Ukeiley et al. (2004) [215] 

Unpowered Additive L/ D = 5; L/W = 5 0.6:::; Moo :::; 1.35; :::; ReL = 5.5 x 106 Stanek et al. (2000) [216] 
BesoDaDce Iube 

Vortex/Cylindrical 
1 /15th scale of F-111 bay 0.95:::; Moo:::; 1.3 Clark (1979) [211] 

Additive 1 /15th scale of F-111 bay 0.9:::; Moo :::; 1.5 Smith et al. (2002) [217] 
Rods or Generators 5.6:::; L/D:::; 9; 2.8:::; L/W:::; 4.5 0.6:::; Moo :::; 1.4 Ukeiley et al. (2004) [215] 
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-I Table 1.8: Developments in flow control studies of weapon bay cavity flows - Active (open-loop and closed-loop) control methods. "1J 
I -I 
m m 
(J) Actuator Open- or Geometry Flow Conditions Study 

JJ 
(J) ...... 

0 Closed-Loo~? S~ecifications 

c Leading-Edge Oscil-
Open 

L/D = 2; L/W = 6.4 0.6 ::; Moo ::; 1.5 Sarno and Franke (1994) [214] Z 
-I lating Flaps/Spoilers 8.25::; L/D ::; 13.49 0.6 ::; Moo ::; 1.5 Shaw (1998) [220] -I 
r JJ 
Z nniniature Fluidic Open L/D = 6; L/W = 1.71 0.4 ::; Moo ::; 0.7 Raman et al. (1999) [221] 

0 
m Oscillators 0 

c 
Oscillating Spoilers Closed L/D = 10 13.9m/ s ::; Uoo ::; 45.73m/ s Mongeau et al. (1998) [222] () 

Piezoceramic Wedge Open L/D=5; L/W=5 0.6 ::; Moo ::; 1.35; ReL = 5.5 x 106 Stanek et al. (2000) [216] -I 
0 

0.5 ::; L/ D ::; 5; 0.5 ::; L/W ::; 5 40m/ s ::; Uoo ::; 45m/ s Cattafesta et al. (1997-99) [218, 223] Z 
Piezoelectric Flaps Closed L/D=5;L/W=3 0.275 ::; Moo ::; 0.85 Kegerise et al. (2002-04) [224, 225] 

8 x 106 < ReLm = 11.4 x 106 

L/D = 2; L/W = 6.4 0.6 ::; Moo ::; 1.5 Sarno and Franke (1994) [214] 
L/ D = 4.33 (20) Moo = 1.5; ReL = 55.8 x 106 Lamp and Chokani (1997) [226] 

Pulsed nnass Injection Open 3::; L/D::; 9; 2.25 ::; L/W ::; 6.77 0.85::; Moo ::; 1.46 Shaw (2000) [227] 
L/D = 4.5; L/W = 4.5 Moo = 1.5 Smith et al. (2000) [219] 
5 ::; L/ D ::; 9; 1.67 ::; L/W ::; 3 Moo = 2; 3.83 X 106 ::; ReL ::; 6.9 x 106 Bueno et al. (2002) [228] 

L/D = 2; L/W = 6.4 0.6 ::; Moo ::; 1.5 Sarno and Franke (1994) [214] 

L/D = 4.33; L/W = 4.33 0.5 ::; Moo ::; 1.8; ReL ::; 9.21 x 106 Vakili et al. (1995) [229] 
Steady Jet Blowing or 4::; L/D ::; 4.33; L/W = 3 0.15::; Moo ::; 1.5 Lamp and Chokani (1997-99) 
Continuous nnass In- Open 5.9 x 106 ::; Re/m::; 55.8 x 106 [37,226] 
jection 1/5th scale of F-111 Bay 0.95 ::; Moo ::; 1.3 Grove et al. (2000) [203] 

L/D = 5 (20) Moo = 0.85; ReL = 6.783 x 106 Festzy et al. (2000) [230] 
5 ::; L/ D ::; 9; 1.67 ::; L/W ::; 3 Moo = 2; 3.83 x 106 ::; ReL ::; 6.9 x 106 Bueno et al. (2002) [228] 

L/D=5; L/W=3 0.275 ::; Moo ::; 0.45 Cabell et al. (2002) [231] 
Synthetic Jets Closed 2::; L/D ::; 5 0.1 ::; Moo ::; 0.55 Williams (2000-03) [232-236] 

L/ D = 4; L/W = 1 0.25 ::; Moo ::; 0.5 Samimy et al. (2004) [237] 
Thermal Excitation Open Axiysmmetric Cavities 16m/ s < Uoo < 27m/ s Gharib (1983-87) [61, 72] 

Unsteady Jet Blowing Open 
L/D=4; L/W=3 Moo = 0.15; ReL = 0.906 x 106 Lamp and Chokani (1999) [37] 
L/D = 5 (20) Moo = 0.85; ReL ::; 6.783 x 106 Festzy et al. (2000) [230] 

c..v 
<.0 



Chapter 2 

Mathematical Model 

2.1 CFD Solver 

All computations were performed using the Parallel Multi-Block (PMB) flow solver [5] de
veloped at the University of Glasgow. The flow solver has been continually revised and 
updated over a number of years and has been successfully applied to a variety of prob
lems including cavity flows, hypersonic film cooling, spiked bodies, flutter and delta wing 
flows amongst others. The PMB code is a 3D multi-block structured solver which solves 
the Navier-Stokes equations in the 3D Cartesian frame of reference. The Navier-Stokes 
equations consist of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) describing the laws of conser
vation for: 

• Mass (continuity equation). 

• Momentum (Newton's 2nd Law). 

• Energy (1 st Law of Thermodynamics). 

The continuity equation simply states that the mass must be conserved. In Cartesian 
coordinates, Xi, this is written as 

dP+d(PUi) =0 
dt dXi 

(2.1 ) 

where P is the density of the fluid, t is the time and Ui is the velocity vector. In the above, 
tensor notation is used, which implies summation for repeated indices. 

The second conservation principle states that momentum must be conserved. It is written 
in Cartesian coordinates as 

d(PUi) d(PUiUj) dp dTij (22) ----'-------'- + = P Ji - - + - . 
dt dXj dXi dXj 

where .Ii represents the body forces, p the pressure and Tij the viscous stress tensor, 
which is defined as 

Tij = ~L [(dUi + dUj) _ ~8ij dUk] 
dXj dXi 3 dXk 

(2.3) 

40 
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~l is the molecular viscosity and Dij represents the Kronecker delta, which is defined as 

Dij ~ { ~ if i=j 

otherwise 

The third principle can be written in Cartesian coordinates as 

apE a a 
-::.1- + ~ lUi (pE + p)] - ~ (ui'rij - qj) = 0. 

ut UXj UXj 

where E is the total energy of the fluid, defined as 

E = P [e + ~UiUil 
and e is the specific internal energy with UiUi representing the kinetic energy. 

The heat flux vector, qi, is calculated using Fourier's Law 

aT 
qi=-k

aXi 

where k is the heat transfer coefficient and T is the temperature of the fluid. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

These three laws of conservation can be combined and written in Equation 2.8, which is 
referred to as the Navier-Stokes equation of viscous flow. For brevity, vector notation is 
used 

aw a (Fi +Fv) a (Gi +Gv) a (Hi +Hv) 
-+ + + =0 at ax ay az 

(2.8) 

where W is the vector of conserved variables and is defined by 

W = (p,pu,pv,pw,pE)T (2.9) 

with the variables p, u, v, w, p and E having their usual meaning of density, the three 
components of velocity, pressure and total energy, respectively. The superscripts i and 
v in Equation 2.8 denote the inviscid and viscid components of the flux vectors F (in the 
x-direction), G (in the y-direction) and H (in the z-direction). The inviscid flux vectors, F i , 

Gi and Hi, are given by 

Fi = (pu,pu2 + p,puv,puw,u(pE + p)) T, 

G i = (pv,puv,pv2 + p,pvw, v(pE + p)) T, 

Hi = (pw,puw,pvw,pw2+p,w(pE+p))T. 

(2.10) 

while the viscous flux vectors, FV
, GV and HV

, contain terms for the heat flux and viscous 
forces exerted on the body and can be represented by 

v 1 ( )T F = Re 0, 'rxx , 'r:,y, 'r:,z, U'r:n + v'rx), + W'r:,z + qx , 

Gv 1 ( )T = Re O,'r:,y,'ryy,'rYZ,u'r:,y+v'ryy+w-r:vz+qy , (2.11 ) 

v 1 ( )T H = Re 0, 'r:,z, 'ryz , 'rzz , u'r:,z + v'ryz + w'rzz + qz . 

where the term 'rij represents the viscous stress tensor and qi the heat flux vector. 

2.1. CFD SOLVER 
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Although the Navier-Stokes equations completely describe turbulent flows, the large num
ber of temporal and spatial turbulent scales associated with high Reynolds numbers make 
it difficult to resolve all the turbulent scales computationally. In such circumstances, the 
number of turbulent scales are reduced by time averaging the Navier-Stokes equations to 
give the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). This results in additional 
unknowns (called Reynolds stresses) which must be modelled. The viscous stress tensor 
mentioned in Equation 2.11 is then approximated by the Boussinesq hypothesis, more 
description of which is provided in the following sections. 

The PMB flow solver uses a cell-centred finite volume approach combined with an implicit 
dual-time method. In this manner, the solution marches in pseudo-time for each real 
time-step to achieve fast convergence. According to the finite volume method, the RANS 
equations can be discretised for each cell by 

d 
- (W, 'k1/; 'k) +R 'k = 0 dt I,j, I,j, I,j, . (2.12) 

where 11,j,k denotes the cell volume and Ri,j,k represents the flux residual. 

The implicit dual-time method proposed by Jameson [238] is used for time-accurate cal
cUlations. The residual is redefined to obtain a steady state equation which can be solved 
using acceleration techniques. The following system of equations are solved in the implicit 
scheme during the time integration process 

b.. VWI,I1!-l - b.. VWI,I1 , b.. VWI.z~ 1 - b.. VWI,I , I,j,k l,j,k I,j,k I,j,k _ RI1+1 
b..Vb..r b..Vb..t - i,j,k 

(2.13) 

where b..V is the change in cell volume, b..r is the pseudo time-step increment and b..t is the 
real time-step increment. The flux residual R~:},k is approximately defined by 

oRI,l, RIl+1 """ RI! + I,j,k (WIl+1 - WI! ) 
i,j,k """ i,j,k OWI,I , i,j,k i,j,k 

I,j,k 
(2.14) 

By substituting Equation 2.14 into Equation 2.13, the linear system can be approximated 
to 

(
1 ORIl) 

M + oW b..W = _RIl (2.15) 

where the subscripts i, j, k have been dropped for clarity and b..W is used for (W~:},k - W?,j,k)' 

Osher's upwind scheme [239] is used to resolve the convective fluxes although Roe's flux
splitting scheme [240] is also available. The MUSCL variable extrapolation method is em
ployed in conjunction to formally provide second-order accuracy. The van Albada limiter 
is also applied to remove any spurious oscillations across shock waves. The central dif
ferencing spatial discretisation method is used to solve the viscous terms. The non-linear 
system of equations that is generated as a result of the linearisation is then solved by inte
gration in pseudo-time using a first-order backward difference. A Generalised Conjugate 
Gradient (GCG) method is then used in conjunction with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper 
(BILU) factorisation as a pre-conditioner to solve the linear system of equations, which is 
obtained from a linearisation in pseudo-time. 

The flow solver can be used in serial or parallel mode. To obtain an efficient paral
lel method based on domain decomposition, different methods are applied to the flow 

2.1. CFD SOLVER 
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solver [241]. An approximate form of the flux Jacobians resulting from the linearisation 
in pseudo-time is used which reduces the overall size of the linear system by reducing 
the number of non-zero entries. Between the blocks of the grid, the BILU factorisation 
is also decoupled thereby reducing the communication between processors. Each pro
cessor is also allocated a vector that contains all the halo cells for all the blocks in the 
grid. Message Passing Interface (MPI) is used for the communication between the pro
cessors in parallel. Most computations undertaken for the cavity flow analysis have been 
performed on the Beowulf Pentium 4 1 OO-processor workstations of the CFD Laboratory 
at the University of Glasgow. For very large grids, however, calculations were conducted 
on different supercomputing clusters such as Computer Services for Academic Research 
(CSAR) [242] in Manchester, UK and HPCx [243] in Edinburgh, UK, and the necessary 
porting of the PMB code onto these facilities performed. The CSAR system comprises 
five primary resources which consist of a combination of SGI Origin and Altix systems 
with MIPS R12000 and Itanium 2 processors, respectively, providing a total of 1168 pro
cessors. The HPCx system is based on IBM's AIX operating system and comprises 50 
IBM POWER4+ Regatta nodes, i.e. 1600 processors, delivering a peak performance of 
10.8 TeraFlops. 

A number of linear and non-linear statistical turbulence models have been implemented 
into PMB. Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) and Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) formu
lations were originally implemented into the code for this project [244]. Both methods 
have since then been used for various other applications. At the moment, the stan
dard Smagorinsky sub-grid scale (SGS) model is used for LES while the one-equation 
Spalart-Allmaras [192] turbulence model is used to realise the turbulent properties for 
DES computations. Options for DES with two-equation Wilcox k- OJ [138] and Menter's 
Shear-Stress Transport (SST) [245] turbulence models are also available. All these turbu
lence models and indeed the simulation techniques are described in greater detail in the 
following sections. 

2.2 General Description of Turbulence and its Modelling 

Turbulent flows are irregular in the sense that they contain structures which show rapid 
fluctuations in time and space. A broad range of scales are observed to exist at high 
Reynolds numbers where turbulence develops as an instability of the laminar flow. Start
ing with the laminar flow, fluid layers slide smoothly past each other and the molecular 
viscosity dampens any high-frequency small-scale instability. At high Reynolds number, 
the flow reaches a periodic state. The character of the flow also changes and becomes 
more diffusive and dissipative. This flow has increased mixing friction, heat transfer rate 
and spreading rate. Boundary layers consequently become thicker and less susceptible 
to separation. 

The non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to various interactions between the 
turbulent fluctuations of different wavelengths and directions. Wavelengths extend from a 
maximum comparable to the width of the flow to a minimum fixed by viscous dissipation of 
energy. A key process that spreads the motion over wide range of wavelengths is called 
vortex stretching. Turbulent structures in the flow gain energy if the vortex elements are 
primarily orientated in a direction which allow the mean velocity gradients to stretch them. 
This mechanism is called production of turbulence. The kinetic energy of the turbulent 
structures is then convected, diffused and dissipated. 

2.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TURBULENCE AND ITS MODELLING 
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Most of the energy is carried by the large scale structures, the orientation of which is 
sensitive to the mean flow. The large eddies cascade energy to the smaller ones via 
stretching. Small eddies have less pronounced preference in their orientation and sta
tistically appear to be isotropic. For the shortest wavelengths, energy is dissipated by 
viscosity. This description corresponds to what is known as isotropic turbulence. For 
this flow, the ratio of the largest to smaller scale increases with Reynolds number. 

If the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are used to calculate the flow, a vast range of 
length and time scales would have to be computed. This would require a very fine grid 
and a very high resolution in time. This approach known as Direct Numerical Simulation 
of turbulence (DNS) is by today's computing speeds applicable only to flows at very low 
Reynolds number. One technique called Large-Eddy Simulation explicitly resolves the 
scales away from the wall and exploits modelling in the near-wall regions. A sub-grid scale 
(SGS) model is used to model the smaller scales which are assumed to be more isotropic. 
Although less computationally intensive than DNS, this is still expensive, especially for 
higher Reynolds number flows. 

A turbulence model therefore needs to account for some part of the fluctuating motion in 
order to keep the computing cost down. The optimum model should therefore be simple 
to implement, general and derived out of the flow physics. It is equally important that the 
model is computationally stable and co-ordinate invariant. These statistical turbulence 
models are applied to a special form of the equations of motion called the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. These are obtained by Reynolds averaging 
the Navier-Stokes equations. 

2.3 Reynolds Averaging 

In a turbulent flow, the fields of pressure, velocity, temperature and density vary randomly 
in time. Reynold's approach involves separating the flow quantities into stationary and 
random parts. The quantities are then presented as a sum of the mean flow value and 
the fluctuating part 

cf>=cf>+cf>' (2.16) 

This formulation is then inserted into the conservation equations and a process known as 
Reynolds averaging is performed. Three averaging methods are possible: 

• Time averaging. 

• Spatial averaging. 

• Ensemble averaging. 

2.3.1 Time Averaging 

Time averaging is the most common averaging method. It can be used only for statistically 
stationary turbulent flows, i.e. flows not varying with time on the average. For such flows, 
the mean flow value is defined as 

lli+T 
Ui = lim - Ui(t) dt 

T-too T i 
(2.17) 

2.3. REYNOLDS AVERAGING 
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In practice, T -----+ 00 means that the integration time T needs to be long enough relative to 
the maximum period of the assumed fluctuations. 

2.3.2 Spatial Averaging 

Spatial averaging can be applied to homogeneous turbulence, which is a type of turbulent 
flow that is uniform in all directions, on average. In this case, a parameter is averaged 
over all the spatial directions by performing a volume integral. The mean flow value is 
then defined as 

Ui = lim ~JJ r ui(x,t)dt 
V->oo V Jv (2.18) 

where V represents the volume of the domain. 

2.3.3 Ensemble Averaging 

The most general type of averaging is called ensemble averaging and is applicable to 
flows that decay in time, for instance. This method of averaging is similar to time-averaging 
but rather than dividing by the integration time, T, the mean flow value is obtained by 
taking a sum over all the measurements or samples, N, and is defined by 

1 N 
Ui = lim - L. Ui(X,t) 

N->ooN 11=1 
(2.19) 

For turbulent flows that are both stationary and homogeneous, all the three types of av
erages mentioned above are assumed to be equal. This assumption is referred to as the 
ergodic hypothesis. 

By time-averaging the mass, momentum and energy equations, the Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are obtained. The continuity equation remains the same 
since it is linear with respect to velocity. However, extra terms appear in the momentum 
and energy equations due to the non-linearity of the convection term. These extra terms 
are called the Reynolds Stresses, T~, and are defined in tensor notation as being equiv-

alent to -pu~uj. The time-averaged momentum equation then takes the form 

d(PUi) d(PUiUj)_ ._dp ~( .. !?c) 
~ + d - Ph::. +::. Til + Til 
t Xi uXi UXj 

(2.20) 

where the overbar has been dropped from the mean values for clarity. A similar result is 
obtained for the energy equation (Equation 2.5). The main problem in turbulence mod
elling involves calculating the Reynolds stresses from the known mean quantities. One 
common approach is based on Boussinesq's approximation. 
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2.4 Boussinesq-Based Models 

The Boussinesq approximation is based on an analogy between viscous and Reynolds 
stresses and expresses the Reynolds stresses as a product of the eddy viscosity (~lt) and 
the velocity gradient. The Boussinesq's eddy viscosity hypothesis states that 

-, , [(aUi au)) 2 aUk] 2 -puiu) = ~t aX) + aXi - 3 8ij aXk - 3 P8ijk 

where k represents the specific kinetic energy of the fluctuations and is given by 

k - u~u~ 
2 

(2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

The key idea behind Boussinesq's hypothesis is that the Reynolds stresses can be cal
culated as a product of the dynamic eddy-viscosity, ~t, and the strain-rate tensor of the 
mean flow, i.e. 

-,-, 2 s: 
-puiu) = 2~tSij - 3Uijk (2.23) 

where 
Sij = ~ (aUi + aU) _ ~8ij aUk) 

2 aX) aXi 3 aXk (2.24) 

Eddy viscosity, ~t, is a scalar and consequently the Reynolds stress components are lin
early proportional to the mean strain-rate tensor. What is implied here is that compress
ibility plans a secondary rate in the development of the turbulent flow-field. According to 
Morkovin's hypothesis [246], compressibility affects turbulence only at hypersonic speeds. 

To compute ~t, further modelling is required and it is at this point that turbulence models 
come into play. Turbulence models are classified into categories based on the number 
of transport equations required to calculate ~t. According to the number of transport 
equations needed for the calculation of the eddy viscosity, the Boussinesq-based models 
are classified as: 

• Algebraic or zero-equation models, such as the Cebeci-Smith [122] and Baldwin
Lomax [123] models. 

• One-equation models, such as the Spalart-Allmaras [192] and Baldwin-Barth 
[247] models. 

• Two-equation models, such as the k - (}) [138], k - c [133], SST [245] and k - g 
[248] models. 

• Multi-equation models: three-equation [249-251], four-equation [252], five-equation 
[253,254] and multiple time-scale [255-257] models. 

An additional family of models solves equations for all components of the Reynolds stress 
tensor. These are also known as Reynolds Stress Models (RSM), second-order clo
sures or second-moment closures. 
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2.5 Viscosity-Dependent Parameters 

Non-dimensionalised wall distances for turbulent flow, y*, and non-turbulent flow, y+, are 
defined by the following 

k I/2 
* = ~ + = YIlUr (2 25) y - , y - , . 

v v 
where Yll is the distance from the nearest wall, Ur - J THI / p is the frictional velocity and 
Tw represents the dynamic wall shear stress. Turbulent Reynolds numbers for the k - E 

model (denoted by Rt ) and for the k- w model (denoted by R(j)) are given by the following 
equation 

k2 

Rt =.
VE' 

2.6 One-Equation Models 

k 
R(j)= VW. (2.26) 

This type of turbulence model was designed to improve the ability of algebraic models 
to account for the convection and diffusion of turbulence. This was accomplished by 
employing an additional transport equation, usually for the realisation of the kinetic energy 
of turbulence, k . The general form of this transport equation takes the following form 

ak ak aUi a [f.1 ak 1-,-,-, 1-,-,] 
Tt+Ujax' = Tijax_ -E+ ax- pax' -2,u;u;u j --p PUj 

- J J J J 

(2.27) 

The first term in Right-Hand Side (RHS) (Tij ~_~~) represents the production of turbulence. 

From the terms in the square brackets, the first (_pf.L aa~.) is the molecular diffusion term, the 
XJ 

second (u~u~uj) is the turbulent flux of the turbulent kinetic energy and the third (~p'uj) 
is the pressure diffusion term, which is usually neglected due to its small contribution. 
The term E is the dissipation rate of k per unit mass of fluid, and is usually defined by 

f.1 au~ au~ 
E=--I-I 

p aXk aXk 

Eddy viscosity for one-equation turbulence models is usually calculated by 

f.1t = pC~(II1l;x.Jk 

where Cp is a coefficient specific to the model. 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Baldwin-Barth [247] and Spalart-Allmaras [192] are the most common one-equation mod
els. History effects of turbulent kinetic energy are beUer accounted for in one-equation 
models than algebraic models due to the additional differential equation, which can be 
particularly important in non-equilibrium flows. Although one-equation models are tuned 
for aerodynamic flows with adverse pressure gradients and transonic flow conditions, they 
also work well for flow regions where the mean velocity gradient is zero. Due to their mod
ular design, one-equation models are also very easy to manipulate. For instance, in the 
case of the Spalart-Allmaras model described in the next section, beUer prediction of 
near-wall effects and transition is obtained by adding the third and fourth terms in Equa
tion 2.32. This modular design of one-equation models has added to their popularity in 
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aerospace applications. The disadvantage of such models is that they include no mech
anism for the omputation of the length scale, l. Thus, highly turbulent flows are difficult to 
predict. In that respect, one-equation models are still similar to algebraic models. 

Many modifications have been undertaken to one-equation turbulence models, especially 
to the Spalart-Allmaras model, with the view of extending their range of applications. 
Extensions to compressible supersonic flows over complex configurations have been ad
dressed by Deck [258] while rotational and curvature effects to account for the change 
on turbulent shear stress have been addressed by Spalart and Shur [259]. The Spalart
Allmaras model has also been modified to be used in DES computations [191]. 

2.6.1 Spalart-Allmaras Model 

The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [192] solves a transport equation 
for the eddy viscosity directly. The kinematic eddy viscosity, (vt ), in the Spalart-Allmaras 
model is calculated by 

where 

Vt = v· 1vl 

X3 
1vl = X3 +c~l and 

v 
X=V-

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

In the above equations, and hereafter, the term 1 refers to a function, c refers to a con
stant, v is the molecular viscosity and v is the undamped eddy viscosity that obeys the 
following transport equation 

Dv =cbd1- it2)SV+~ (\J' ((V+v) \J v) +Cb2 (\JV)2) 
Dt a 

(-)2 cbl V 2 
- (cw d w - 1(2 it2) d + itl f1U 

(2.32) 

The first term on the right-hand side is the production term, the second is the diffusion 
term and the third is the near-wall term. The last term models transition downstream of 
tripping. The subscript b stands for basic, w for wall and t for trip. The parameter a 
represents the turbulent Prandtl number and d is the wall-distance. 

The term S in Equation (2.32) is defined by the following equation, where S is the magni
tude of vorticity 

- V F 
S = S + k2d2Jv2, 

X 
F -1- F Jv2- 1+XJvl 

(2.33) 

The function 1w in Equation (2.32) is given by 

F _ (1 + c6 
) 1/6 

Jw _ g w3 
g6+ c6 ' 

w3 

g = r+cw2 (r6 
- r) , V 

r= _-
Sk2d2 

(2.34) 

For large r, the function 1.v approaches a constant value. Values for r where this occurs 
can be truncated to approximately 10. The wall boundary condition is satisfied where 
v = O. In the free-stream, 0 is the best value to use for the working variable (v), provided 
that numerical errors do not push v to negative values near the edge of the boundary 
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layer (the exact solution cannot go negative). Values below v /10 are also acceptable. 
The same applies to the initial condition. The it2 function is defined by 

it2 = Ct3 . e-Ct4·x2 (2.35) 

The trip function itl is defined as 
2 

F _ -c !'!L(d2 2 2) 
Jtl-Ctlgt. e t2/:lU2 +gtdt (2.36) 

where elt is the distance from the field point to the trip, Wt is the wall vorticity at the trip, 
~u is the difference between the velocity at the field point and that at the trip and gt = 
min (0.1, ~U / wtf:..x) , in which f:..x is the grid spacing along the wall at the trip. 

2.6.2 Model Coefficients 

Values used in PMB for the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model constants are given in 
Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Closure coefficients for the Spalart-Allmaras model 

Coefficient Cbl (j Cb2 K Cw2 Cw3 Cvl cn Ct2 Ct3 Ct4 

Value 0.1355 2/3 0.622 0.41 0.3 2 7.1 1 2 1.1 2 

The constant Cwl is defined as 

Cbl (1 + Cb2) 
Cwl = 2 + = 3.2391. k (j 

(2.37) 

A value of 2/3 has been used for the turbulent Prandtl number, (j. 

2.7 Two-Equation Models 

By far the most popular type of turbulence model used is of the two-equation type. Two
equation models are 'complete', i.e. can be used to predict properties of a given flow with 
no prior knowledge of the turbulence structure or flow geometry. Two transport equations 
are used for the calculation of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and turbulence length scale, 
I, or a function of it. The choice of the 2nd variable is arbitrary and many proposals have 
been presented. The most popular involves using: 

• E - dissipation rate of turbulence. 

• W - k-specific dissipation rate. 

• r - turbulent time-scale. 
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Table 2.2: Different types of two-equation turbulence models and the corresponding sec
ond variable used 

Two-Equation Model 
Kolmogorov (c. 1942) [260] 
Rotta (c. 1950) 
Harlow-Nakayama (1968) [261] 
Spalding (1969) [262] 
Speziale (1992) [263] 
Nee 
Harlow-Nakayama 

Equation 2nd Variable Used 
kJ f2I- f w (Frequency Length Scale) 
1 
k3/ 21-1 

kl-2 

Ik- 1/ 2 

kl 
Ik- 1/ 2 

E (Energy Dissipation Rate) 
W '2 (Vorticity fluctuations squared) 
'r (Time-Scale) 
kl (k times length scale) 
Vt (Eddy viscosity) 

A description of the different types of two-equation models is provided in Table 2.2. As 
well as indicating the variable used for the second transport equation, Table 2.2 includes 
the equation used to calculate the eddy viscosity. 

One of the most widely used two-equation turbulence models is the k - E model. One of 
the original versions of this model was developed by Jones and Launder [133] in 1972. 
The turbulent scale in the k - E model is calculated using a second transport equation for 
the turbulent dissipation rate, E. The eddy viscosity for the k - E model is typically derived 
from 

k2 

IlT = CJLP- (2.38) 
E 

where CJL is the model coefficient. The advantage of the k - E model is that it performs well 
for attached flows with thin shear layers and jets but fails to predict the correct flow be
haviour in many flows with adverse pressure gradients, extended separated flow regions, 
swirl, buoyancy, curvature secondary flows and unsteady flows. 

The other class of two-equation turbulence models that is widely used is the k - w model. 
In 1988, Wilcox [138] developed the famous k - w model originally conceived by Kol
mogorov. The k - w model is similar to the k - E model but instead uses the k -specific 
dissipation rate as a second variable to compute the turbulent length scale. The eddy 
viscosity is obtained by 

k 
IlT = P w (2.39) 

Although the k - w model provides better performance in adverse pressure gradient flows, 
it suffers largely from the same problems as the k - E model. Hybrid versions of the k - w 
and k - E models called the Baseline k - wand SST models were later introduced by 
Menter [245]. These, in particular the SST version, perform well in separated flows. The 
idea behind the Baseline k - w model is to exploit the robust and accurate formulation 
of the k - w model near the wall but to also take advantage of the lack of sensitivity to 
free-stream values of the k - E model away from the wall. Menter [245] achieved this by 
transforming the k - E model into the same format as the k - w formulation. This process 
generated an additional cross-diffusion parameter in the w transport equation. For the 
SST model [245], the idea was to improve the Baseline k - w model by including terms 
to account for the transport of the principal shear stress. This term is incorporated in 
Reynolds Stress Models (RSM) and was also applied in the Johnson-King model [264]. Its 
importance was realised based on the significantly improved results for adverse pressure 
gradient flows [245]. 
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2.7.1 Model Equations: Linear k - w Model 

Mathematical formulations of the different types of the linear k - w two-equation turbu
lence models discussed in the previous sections are described here. More information on 
the k - E and k - g models can be obtained from Ref. [244]. 

Since the introduction of the linear k - w model by Wilcox in 1988 [138], the other no
table modification to the k - w model came from Menter in 1994 [245] who proposed the 
hybridisation of the k - w model with the k - E model, as described previously. Table 2.3 
lists the four notable versions of the k - w models and further describes if they include 
parameters to compute the low Reynolds number properties. 

Table 2.3: Different types of linear k - w turbulence models 

Type of Model 
Wilcox (1988) [138] 
Wilcox (1994) [265] 
Menter (1994) [245] - (i) Baseline Model 
Menter (1994) [245] - (ii) SST Model 

Low-Re 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Turbulence transport equations used in the formulation of the k - w models are given by 
the following. 

a a a [( Ilt) ak 1 -a (pk)+-a . (pUjk) = -a. f.1+- -a . +p(P-f3*wk) 
t Xl Xl CJk Xl 

(2.40) 

a a a [( ~lt) awl (a (3) -(pw)+- (pUjW) = - f.1+- -- +p -P--- +ps[ 
at aXj aXj CJO) aXj Vt f3*w 2 

(2.41 ) 

In the transport equation for k and w above, the production of turbulence, P, and the 
dissipation rate specific to k , PO), is defined by 

RaUi 
Pk = 1:ij aXj' 

a 
PO) = P-Pk· 

Vt 
(2.42) 

Values for the coefficients used in all the four types of linear k - w models discussed here 
are given in the Tables 2.4 and 2.5. 

Menter's models [245] are constructed as a 'blend' of the k - wand k - E models. Here 
the k - E model is phrased in the same form as the k - w model so as to exploit its inde
pendence of free-stream values. Blending of the k - E and k - w model values for ex, f3, 
CJk-

1 and CJ;1 is (in this notation) given by the following equation 

B ( ~ ) - Fl a + (1 - Fr) h. (2.43) 

The blending function is defined by 

FI = tanh (argi) , (2.44) 
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Table 2.4: Values of constants used in linear k - w models (continued) 

Type of Model 
Wilcox (1988) [138] 

Wilcox (1994) [265] 

a* 
1 

fo+ RW 
_6_. 

I+Rw 
6 

f3* a f3 
9 -5 ---.-~ 

100 9" 40 
2.+(Rw)4 1 Rw 9 18 8 5 10+2.1 3 

100 1+(Rw)4 9" l+Rw 40 
8 2.7 

52 

009 B ( 0.553 ) B ( 0.075 ) 
. 0.440 0.083 

Menter (1994) [245] 1 
(Baseline) 

Menter (1994) [245] (SST) min (1, O~I w) 0.09 B 

Table 2.5: Values of constants used in linear k- w models (concluded) 

Type of Model O'k O'U) SI 
Wilcox (1988) [138] 2 2 0 
Wilcox (1994) [265] 2 2 0 

Menter (1994) [245](Baseline) I I B( I2IV~'VW) ( 0.5 ) ( 0.5 ) 
B 1.0 B 0.856 

Menter (1994) [245](SST) I I B ( I2IV~. Vw ) ( 0.85 ) ( 0.5 ) 
B 1.0 B 0.856 

where 

[ ( 
kI/2 500V) 2kw 1 

argI = min max f3*wy' y~w 'y~max(Vk.Vw,O.O) . (2.45) 

The SST model places an additional vorticity-dependent limiter on the shear stress 

F2 = tanh (arg~) , ( 
2kl/2 500V) 

arg2 = max -~-'-2 - . 
fJ*wy y w 

(2.46) 

Note that this model also uses a slightly different value of O'k. 

For low-Reynolds number versions of the k - w model and Menter's Baseline k - wand 
SST models, the following boundary conditions are assumed for a direct integration to the 
wall 

For k: kw = 0, flux(k)w = o. 
For w: w = 00, flux(w)w = -vVw. 

where the subscript w denotes the value at the wall. 

2.8 Wall Functions 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

In the finite-volume approach, wall functions supply the following quantities when the near
wall cell is too large to resolve the flow structure close to the wall: 
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• Wall shear stress (and heat flux) for the mean-flow equations, 

• Volume-averaged production and dissipation terms for the k equation; 

• Near-wall values of E (and, in principle, co) and structure functions uauf3/k. 

In equilibrium shear flows, a universal law of the wall is assumed such that the mean 
velocity profile (for a smooth wall) takes the following form 

U = {tIn(EY+) , 
Ur y+ 

y+ 2: yt 

y+ S; yt 
(2.49) 

where y+ = Ynur/v and k, E and yt are constants. Continuity requires E = exp (kyt) IYt. A 
typical dimensionless sublayer height is yt = 11.2. Kinematic shear stress 'Lw = U'L2 would 
be calculated from U at the near-wall node. However, this leads to an eddy viscosity 
Vt = kLlrY which vanishes at impingement points, where U vanishes, at variance with the 
observed maximum heat transfer at such points. 

The solution (by Chieng and Launder [266]) is to adopt a turbulent velocity scale based 
on the turbulent kinetic energy, Uo rv C1/4ky2, and corresponding eddy viscosity, so that 
the (constant) shear stress in the fully turbulent layer is 

aU 
'L = kuoy ay , (2.50) 

with the solution at the near-wall node (assumed to lie in the fully turbulent layer) given by 

U = 'LIV In (EYUO) . 
kuo v 

(2.51) 

Thus, the wall shear stress is deduced from 

k (C1/4k~/2) Up 
'L - ----'--,---------'--

II' - In (E*y~) , 
(2.52) 

where a subscript 'p' denotes a value at the near-wall node and k, E* and y~u take the val
ues 0.41, 5.4 and 20.4, respectively. Strictly speaking, the use of wall functions requires 
the near-wall node to lie within the fully turbulent region; say, y+ 2: 30 or y+ 2: 55. If, for any 
reason, y* S; y~u, then 'Lw should be set equal to the viscous stress vUp/yp. To implement 
the scheme in the momentum equations, the co-ordinate projections of 'LIV are used to 
replace the diffusive fluxes on cell faces abutting the boundary through the source terms. 

To establish turbulence quantities, universal profiles must be adopted for production and 
dissipation. It is assumed that 

p=o, 
2vk 

(y S;Yn u) (2.53) Erv-
y2 ' 

au u3 

p = 'Lw ax ' E rv ~ (y2:Yn u) (2.54) 
ky' 

where Yv = Ynu*v /k~/2 and kv is the turbulent kinetic energy at the top of the viscous 
sublayer, taken to be equal to kp (although more complex algorithms may be constructed). 
In the dissipation equation the value of E at the near-wall node is set equal to that defined 
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above. In the k equation, k and its flux are set to zero at the wall and cell-averaged values 
of dissipation used in the near-wall cell. Integrating the profiles above then gives the 
following 2 

Pav = 1//1~/2 In (8 /Yv) (2.55) 
CJl kp k8 

2 k C3/4k3/2 
V v J.l p (8/) 

Cav = Yv 8 + k8 In Yv (2.56) 

where 8 (= 2yp) is the cell height. 

2.9 Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) 

Although most of the LES work has been carried out for incompressible cases, compress
ible flow investigations with LES have started to appear. Starting from the application of 
spatial filtering 

7= fv Gfdv (2.57) 

where G represents a grid filtering function. Each variable of f is decomposed as 

f=7+ fsg (2.58) 

with 7 denoting the filtered part and fsg denoting the sub-grid part. 

The different treatment of the compressible cases starts here where the filtered part is 
replaced with its Favre-averaged [267] component 

1= pf 
75 

(2.59) 

The above formulation in conjunction with the filtering results in several additional terms 
to the Navier-Stokes equations. All of these new terms are concentrated in the viscous 
flux vectors. 

In the transformed co-ordinate system, for instance, for the ~-direction, the viscous flux 
reads 

l 

~xi (Gil + Til) 1 
F = ~ ~xi (Gil + Til) 

J ~x; (G;3 + 1';3) 
~x; [Uj (Gij + Tij) - q; - Q;] 

(2.60) 

where Gij is the Favre-averaged stress tensor and is defined as 

G .. - J1 (OU; O~k + OUj O~k _ ~8 .. OUk O~l) 
IJ - O~k OXj O~k OX; 3 IJ O~l OXk 

(2.61 ) 

qi is the Favre-averaged heat flux vector 

[ 
1 (J1) 01' O~jl 

q;=- [(y-l)M;] PI" O~jOX; (2.62) 
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Tij is the sub-grid stress and is defined as 

Tij = -Re p (U{llj - ili~lj) (2.63) 

and Qi is the sub-grid heat flux, which is defined as 

Qi = Re p (UiT - ait) (2.64) 

Note that both Tij and Qi need to be modelled. The simplest approach is based on 
Smagorinsky's suggestion of a sub-grid turbulent viscosity 

2 
f.lt = Re Cs J-'3 pSm (2.65) 

Sm = V2SijSij (2.66) 

Sij = ! (OUi O~k + OUj O~k) 
2 O~k OXj O~k OXi 

(2.67) 

The term J-~ arises from the transformation and the grid-filter and Cs is the Smagorinsky 
'constant'. Also, 

Tij = 2f.lt (Sij - ~SkkDij) + ~TkkDij (2.68) 

where tTkkDij is the isotropic part and is usually small for incompressible flows compared 
to the pressure. 

For compressible flow, the sub-grid stress tensor Tij and the sub-grid heat flux tensor Qi 

is given by 
Tkk = -2Re C[ J-~ pS;, (2.69) 

( 
f.lt) ot O~j 

Qi = Prt O~j OXi 
(2.70) 

where C[ is a parameter. 

2.10 Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) 

Despite the potential of LES, there are problems in resolving the near-wall turbulent 
stresses since the required resources approach those of Direct Numerical Simulation 
(DNS). Overall, pure LES just gives 10 times higher Reynolds numbers than DNS so it is 
of limited practical application. Alternatives to this include RANS, in which a turbulence 
model is required to solve all flow properties and LES with a Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) model, 
which solves the near-wall properties while the grid explicitly resolves the flow properties 
elsewhere. Another alternative that has gained popularity over the years involves hybrids 
of LES and RANS such as Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES). 

The original idea of DES was postulated by Spalart et al. [191]. Its underlying principle 
involved using RANS for the near-wall and boundary layer and LES everywhere outside. 
It is this concept that is called DES: Detached-Eddy Simulation. 

Spalart et al. [191] modified the SMA model to achieve a DES equivalent. The only modi
fication is in the dissipation term of the transport equation of V 

-Cwlj;,'1 Gr (2.71 ) 
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In the pure one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [192], the terms J and d, 
which represent the distance to the wall, were identical, i.e. 

cl = d = distance of the nearest wall (2.72) 

In the DES formulation of the Spalart-Allmaras model, however, these terms are different 
and J is given by 

J = CDESjj, (2.73) 

where CDES is a constant and jj, is the metric of the grid size. 

In practice, the distance to the wall in the DES formulation of the one-equation Spalart
Allmaras model is expressed as a comparison between the actual distance to the wall and 
that calculated by CDESjj" which essentially computes the size of the maximum cell length 

J = min (d,CDESjj,) 

jj, = max (jj,x, jj,y, jj,z) \;j cell. 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

When the cell length {Le. CDESM is less than the actual distance to the nearest wall (d), 

LES is triggered. RANS is activated when the converse occurs. This boundary between 
LES and RANS is therefore completely dependent on the geometry and on the density 
of the computational domain. For stretched meshing, the actual distance to the wall d is 
likely to be always smaller than the actual cell length near the wall so RANS will remain 
active there. Note that other metric relations are also possible. 

For closures other than S-A (e.g. two-equation models), the corresponding DES formu
lation was proposed by Strelets [193]. A similar idea put forward by Batten et al. [268] 
is called LNS: Limited Numerical Scales and has several advantages compared to the 
original DES. For instance, LNS claims to be 'automatic' by detecting the areas of ap
plication of the RANS and LES without a priori knowledge of the location of walls or 
wall-distances. Furthermore, LNS approaches DNS as jj, ----+ 0 and reverts back to RANS 
at the far-field of the flow if the grid there is coarse. Ref. [244] describes how to implement 
LNS. 

For DES with the two-equation k - w model, the only modification, as with the one
equation Spalart-Allmaras DES variant, is in the dissipation term 

The turbulent length scale is defined by 

-{3*pwk 

k1/ 2 

I=
{3*w 

Re-arranging for {3*w and substituting into equation 2.76 gives 

/(3/2 
-p-

I 

where I is given by 
1= min (Z,CDESjj,) . 

CDES is set to 0.78 and jj, is as before. 
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(2.77) 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 



Chapter 3 

Description of Experiment 

The experimental data used to validate the numerical results in this thesis were pro
vided by Ross, Foster et al. [7, 8, 13, 65, 269], who performed numerous experiments 
on cavities of different configurations and various flow conditions at DERA Bedford, UK. 
The wind tunnel experiments, which comprised mostly unsteady pressure measurements, 
were predominantly conducted in the wind tunnel facility of Aircraft Research Association 
(ARA) Ltd. at Bedford. The ARA wind tunnel is a 9 ft. by 8 ft. (2.74m by 2.44m) continuous 
flow, transonic wind tunnel (TWT) with ventilated roof, floor and side walls. The main ob
jective of the earliest studies [7, 8] was to investigate the effect of the unsteady pressure 
field and the acoustic variation in the weapons bay on the stores. Toward the late 1990s, 
tests were also carried out with the aim of assessing the effectiveness of various palliative 
devices in controlling the unsteady and harsh aeroacoustic environment in the weapons 
bay [11, 12]. Recently, analysis of the variations of the acoustic levels in weapon bays [13] 
and use of non-intrusive experimental methods such as PIV as well as numerical methods 
such as CFD have also been applied with the aim of gaining a better understanding of the 
cavity flow environment [6, 65, 269]. 

3.1 Generic Cavity Rig Model 

The generic cavity rig model is shown inside the wind tunnel in Figure 3.1. The basic ge
ometry of the cavity was designed to be sting-mounted in the wind tunnel and the model 
was capable of representing a broad range of cavity geometries of varying dimensions. 
A remote drive mechanism was also installed and this enabled sting-mounted store anal
ysis to be performed, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 (a). This facility allowed the store to be 
traversed across the cavity depth up to a distance approaching several diameters outside 
the cavity. 

For the purposes of this project, experimental results from the UD=5, clean cavity con
figuration were employed. In this configuration, the cavity length was specified to be 20 
inches with a depth and width of 4 inches. The entire cavity was embedded into the 
surface of a flat plate, which extended to a length of 31 inches ahead of the cavity as de
picted in Figure 3.1 (b). Immediately behind the cavity, a second cavity, which housed the 
driving mechanism for the normal motion system, was present. This second cavity was 
closed with a cover plate so that it was flush with the flat plate surface. The sting mounting 
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Figure 3.1: The generic cavity rig model with a sting-mounted store in the ARA 9 ft. by 8 
ft. transonic wind tunnel and a schematic of the plan and side views of the cavity model. 
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extended to a distance of 25 inches aft of the flat plate behind the actual cavity model. 
The complete cavity assembly was boxed in and provided sufficient room for mounting 
pressure switches. The front end of the assembly was wedged at an angle of 15° to the 
oncoming flow, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). 

The generic cavity rig model was positioned at zero incidence, sideslip and yaw and 
the wind tunnel was operated at a Mach number of 0.85 with atmospheric pressure and 
temperature. The Reynolds number of the flow was approximately 13.4 x 106 per metre, 
which was equivalent to a value of 6.783 x 106 based on the cavity length. The wind tunnel 
was operated at a total pressure and temperature of approximately 14.5 psi and 310 K, 
respectively [270]. 

Weapon bay doors could also be attached to the cavity model as illustrated in Figure 3.2 
to analyse the effect of the doors on the unsteady flow-field in the bay. The height of 
the bay doors was half the cavity depth, i.e. 2 inches, and slots were provided to hold 
the bay door brackets. Bay door junctions were inclined at 45° to facilitate opening and 
closing of doors. Comparison of the experimental results with doors open vertically at 
90° with 2D CFD results revealed that the doors prevented any leakage at the cavity 
edges in the spanwise direction forcing the flow to channel into the cavity. In the doors-on 
configuration, the flow therefore may behave as if it was two-dimensional and the cavity 
may be modelled as 2D. 
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Figure 3.2: Cavity model with doors inclined at 90° to flow. 
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3.2 Pressure Measurements 

Unsteady pressure measurements were registered inside and outside the cavity via Kulite 
pressure transducers for both the doors-off and doors-on configurations. For the empty 
cavity with doors-off, ten pressure transducers were aligned along the centreline of the 
floor of the cavity rig as shown in Figure 3.3. The centreline of the cavity rig was not 
coincident with the centreline of the actual cavity model. These ten pressure transducers 
were thus offset from the cavity rig model centreline by 1 inch as shown in Figure 3.1. 
Two pressure transducers were also positioned on the flat plate ahead of the cavity, one 
on the flat plate aft of the cavity and two on the front wall [270]. 

Aside from the standard ten pressure transducers at the cavity floor, two more pressure 
transducers were used on the front plate, rear plate and rear walls in the doors-on con
figuration, as indicated in Figure 3.4. Three additional transducers were placed on the 
inside section of the bay door and one on its outside. Four transducers were positioned 
on the port side cavity wall as well. In both doors-on and doors-off configurations, one 
pressure transducer was situated on the port side working section of the wind tunnel. 

The data were sampled at 6 kHz using a high-speed digital data acquisition system for 
doors-on and doors-off. In addition to this, a higher sampling rate of 31.25 kHz was also 
employed for the deep, UD=5 cavity with doors-on [270]. of the experimental data signal 
was approximately 3 seconds for most cases although some longer record lengths of 30 
and 60 seconds were also obtained. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The experimental pressure measurements were then post-processed and presented in 
terms of Sound Pressure Levels (SPLs) and Power Spectral Density (PSD). The SPLs 
are an indication of the intensity of noise generated inside the cavity and can be obtained 
from the measurements using the equation 

( 
Prms ) SPL(dB) = 201og10 2 X 10-5 

where the Prllls is the RMS pressure and is defined by 

Prllls = 

N 2 
L (pi - PlIlean) 
i=l 

N 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

with N denoting the number of samples, Pi denoting the instantaneous pressure at every 
measurement and PlIlean representing the mean pressure, which is given by 

N 

LPi 
i=l 

PlIlean - N (3.3) 

In Equation 3.1, the RMS pressure is normalised by the International Standard for the min
imum audible sound of 2 x 10-5 Pa. Spectral analysis was performed using Fast Fourier 
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Transform (FFT) to obtain the Power Spectral Density (PSD), which presents the RMS 
pressure versus frequency and provides a measure of the frequency content inside the 
cavity. To compute the FFT of the data signal, Welch's method was employed where the 
Hanning function is used as the apodization function, which is already integrated in the 
MATLAB software package. 

A more in-depth study of the frequency content of the signals was then undertaken by 
performing band-limited frequency analysis. In this case, the resultant signal in the fre
quency domain (after FFT) was filtered using four frequency bands and then averaged to 
give a mean pressure variation for each frequency band. This was performed for each 
of the ten pressure transducers situated on the cavity floor, as indicated in Figures 3.3 
and 3.4. Sound Pressure Levels were then calculated using Equation 3.1 and plotted 
with respect to the cavity length. Each of the four frequency ranges used in this analysis 
contain at least one of the Rossiter modes calculated using the formula given by Equation 
1.3 of Chapter 1. For the UD=5 cavity, the first frequency band (50 Hz ~ f ~ 250 Hz) 
straddles the first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz), the second band (350 Hz ~ f ~ 450 Hz) con
tains the second mode (~ 380 Hz), the third band (500 Hz ~ f ~ 700 Hz) includes the third 
mode (~600 Hz) and the fourth band (750 Hz ~ f ~ 850 Hz) comprises the fourth mode 
(~ 820 Hz). Band-limited frequency analysis is useful in understanding which mode plays 
the most significant role and therefore helps to identify the physical processes driving 
the flow. When making comparisons with different methods, as will be discussed later, 
analysing the data in this way can also be effective in illustrating the differences between 
the methods. 

3.4 Experimental Analysis: Doors-On 

The noise level and frequencies generated inside the UD=5, W/D=1 cavity with doors-on 
based on experimental measurements are presented in Figure 3.5 for the 6 kHz sampling 
rate signal and in Figure 3.6 for the 31.25 kHz sampling rate signal. In both cases, plots for 
different experimental signal durations of 3s (blue lines with plus symbols), 0.2s (red lines 
with circular markers) and 0.1 s (green lines with crosses) are superimposed for SPLs and 
PSD at the cavity rear, i.e. at xl L = 0.95 where the most sensitive pressure transducer 
(,Kulite 29') is located. On the same figures, approximate values of the Rossiter modes 
as calculated by Rossiter's formula discussed in Chapter 1 are denoted as dotted black 
lines. 

Variations in noise level are negligible among experimental signal lengths of 3 seconds 
(which is the actual experiment duration) and truncated Signal lengths of 0.1 and 0.2 
seconds for both sampling rates, as indicated in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.6(a). Variations in 
spectral plots are however more pronounced and this is demonstrated in Figures 3.5(b) 
and 3.6(b), which correspond to the 6 kHz and 31.25 kHz sampled signals respectively. 

Longer experiment signal lengths increase the number of samples, denoted by N in Equa
tion 3.2, proportionally and therefore reduce the RMS pressure values. The frequency 
magnitudes are therefore much lower and because of the larger number of samples, the 
resolution, for the longer duration signal, is much sharper with thin sidelobes at the main 
acoustic tone locations. SPLs are calculated using logarithms so effects of experiment 
signal duration are less evident. All CFD computations were run to an approximate real
time of 0.1 or 0.2 seconds. When comparing the numerical results with experiment, it was 
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therefore ensured that the computational results were sampled at the same rate as ex
periment and that the experimental signal length corresponded to the same final run-time 
as CFD. 

From Figures 3.5 and 3.6, it is evident that the second Rossiter mode (~ 380 Hz) is the 
dominant acoustic tone and that the SPL curve has a 'w' shape with a maximum SPL 
value of 168 dB at the cavity rear. 

3.5 Experimental Analysis: Doors-Off 

SPL variation and spectral analysis of the entire experimental signal for the UD=5 cavity 
with doors-off are presented in Figure 3.7. Unlike for the doors-on case, the SPL shape 
takes the form of a 'tick'-shape and the third Rossiter mode (~600 Hz) has a higher 
magnitude. More frequencies exist with doors not included with no single tone being 
dominant and this is typically manifested in the form of a SPL curve with fewer kinks. 

3.6 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) Measurements 

Measurements of the cavity flowfield were provided by PIV experiments conducted by 
Ross [6, 65]. A stereoscopic two-camera system accompanied with a two-head Nd-YaG 
laser was employed for measurements of all three velocity components. Each laser pulse 
was fired within time intervals of 1 J.1s. Four data acquisitions were taken with each ac
quisition comprising 2 photographic images taken at 1 J.1s intervals. The width of the laser 
sheet was limited to approximately 5.5 inches so the total cavity length of 20 inches was 
captured in 4 sections using the motorised camera/laser traverse gear shown in Figure 
3.8. 

Seeding was originally provided by various combinations of water droplets sprayed in the 
settling chamber (as indicated in Figure 3.9) and vegetable oil mist diffusion from small 
holes in the cavity floor. Vegetable oil mist diffusion was however later not used because 
the oil particles were found to adhere to the surface. 

Analysis of data signals was performed by phase-locking onto each peak of signal and 
introducing a series of delays to synchronise image acquisitions at a particular part of the 
cycle. A number of acquisitions were then taken and averaged to define the flowfield at 
that part of the cycle. For highly unsteady flows with multiple cyclic components it was 
recognised that phase-locking on anyone component does not 'freeze' the flowfield. As 
highlighted by Ross [6], the highly turbulent flow in cavities makes it difficult to account for 
all aspects of the flow-field. For complete definition of the flowfield with time-dependency, 
very high-speed image acquisition equipment would be required. 
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Figure 3.5: Sound Pressure Levels (SPLs) and spectral analysis (at x/L = 0.95) of the 6 
kHz sampling rate experimental signal for three signal durations - 3 seconds, 0.1 seconds 
and 0.2 seconds - for the UD=5, clean cavity with doors-on. 
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Figure 3.6: Sound Pressure Levels (SPLs) and spectral analysis (at x/L = 0.95) of the 
31.25 kHz sampling rate experimental signal for three signal durations - 3 seconds, 0.1 
seconds and 0.2 seconds - for the UD=5, clean cavity with doors-on. 
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Figure 3.7: Sound Pressure Levels (SPLs) and spectral analysis (at x/L = 0.95) of the 6 
kHz sampling rate experimental signal for three signal durations - 3 seconds, 0.1 seconds 
and 0.2 seconds - for the UD=5, clean cavity with doors-off. 
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(a) Equipment for seeding the cavity 

(b) Four cavity sections 

Figure 3.8: Equipment for spraying water droplets for seeding of the cavity (above) used 
in the PIV experiment by firing the laser (with a width of 5.5 inches) across 4 sections 
(below) to cover the entire cavity length of 20 inches. 
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Figure 3.9: Water droplets sprayed into the settling chamber for seeding of the cavity in 
the PIV experiment. 
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Chapter 4 

LlD=5 Cavity: URANS Results 

Previous research in cavity flows at the University of Glasgow by Henderson [9] and 
Lawrie [10] applied the URANS method to the study of 20 and 3D cavity flows. Hender
son [9] focused primarily on understanding the physics of open, transitional and closed 20 
cavity flows using the k - (J) turbulence model by Wilcox [138]. Results obtained on coarse 
grids demonstrated good agreement with experiment but this deteriorated with finer grids. 
Grid independence was not achieved for the 20 open cavity flow case considered and it 
was suggested that URANS was not appropriate for this type of flow due to mean flow 
and turbulence interactions. Lawrie [10] researched predominantly with 3D cavity flows, 
although some 20 cavity flow investigations were also carried out, over a wide range of 
Mach and Reynolds numbers for both the wake and the shear layer modes. Lawrie [10] 
utilised both the k - (J) model by Wilcox [138] and the Baseline k - (J) model by Menter 
[245]. For 20 cavities in the shear layer mode, Lawrie [10] concluded that the Baseline 
k (J) turbulence model was more robust than the k - (J) model, with the latter being very 
sensitive to grid refinement. For the 3D cavity, Lawrie suggested using other methods 
apart from URANS. 

Neither Henderson [9] nor Lawrie [10] however elucidated why the turbulence model was 
sensitive to the type of computational domain employed and why grid convergence was 
difficult to achieve. A thorough investigation into 20 cavity flows with the URANS method 
was therefore performed in order to explain this. Three-dimensional cavities were not 
analysed initially because the presence of three-dimensional effects would have compli
cated the problem further. 

The effects of grid density and computational time-step were addressed here for three 
two-equation turbulence models: standard k - (J) [138], Baseline k - (J) [245] and the SST 
[245] turbulence models. Description of these models was given in Chapter 2. Analysis of 
the acoustic and the turbulent spectra as well as the velocity distribution was conducted 
at the cavity floor. Such analyses allowed an understanding of the influence of turbulent 
processes on the cavity flow-field to be obtained. The performance of the turbulence 
models is also highlighted via comparisons of the predicted turbulent and velocity profiles 
inside the cavity against experiments. All the numerical results of 20 cavity computations 
were compared with the experimental 3D cavity data in the doors-on configuration, as 
was explained previously in Chapter 3. 
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4.1 Description of Computational Domain 

Four different grids were used for the 20 UD=5 cavity, as detailed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Information about the grids of different densities used for the 20 clean cavity 
with UD=5. 

Name Overall Points in Wallspacing Blocks in Cav-
Points Cavity ity (Overall) 

Coarse 33,250 10,302 Y = 1.05 x 10-5 1 (6) 
Fine 90,570 52,118 Y = 1.05 X 10-5 1 (6) 
Very Fine 362,286 208,472 Y = 1.05 X 10-5 1 (6) 
Ultra Fine 1,449,150 833,888 Y = 1.05 X 10-5 4 (12) 

The coarse UD=5 cavity grid consists of approximately 33,000 grid points and comprises 
six blocks with the cavity completely contained within one block, as shown in Figure 4.1, 
which also indicates the boundary conditions applied. While constructing the grid, all di
mensions were scaled with respect to the cavity length, L. The blocks immediately ahead 
and aft of the cavity contained flat plates 1.55 and 1.05 times the cavity length, respec
tively, as in the experiment (Figure 3.1 (b)). The length of the far-field domain was specified 
to be 1.5 times the cavity length and was based on previous studies where the effects of 
various far-field lengths were investigated for the UD=5 cavity. Results revealed that this 
was the minimum length at which acoustic wave reflections from the far-field boundary 
were minimised. 

Furthermost upstream and downstream of the cavity are two blocks (denoted as blocks 2 
and 6 respectively in Figure 4.1 (a)) with a y-symmetry boundary condition applied at the 
surface. The purpose of the furthermost upstream block was to negate numerical errors 
arising from the 'slip-stick' condition that can occur when the free-stream suddenly en
counters and interacts with a solid surface. Similarly, the furthermost downstream block 
(denoted as block 6 in Figure 4.1 (a)) compromises the numerical errors arising from the 
'stick-slip' condition, which occurs when a solid surface where the no-slip condition is ap
plied suddenly meets the free-stream. A wall-spacing of y = 1 X 10-5 was applied through
out the computational domain with a combination of bi-geometric and hyperbolic mesh 
distributions. This wall-spacing has been applied to the cavity in previous computations 
[9, 10] and has been found to give reasonable resolution of the boundary layer. Since 
the 3D PMB flow solver is based on a finite volume discretisation method, the 20 cavity 
grid consisted of unit width in the third dimension as illustrated in Figure 4.1 (b). Inevitably 
no grid points were specified in the spanwise direction and a 20 boundary condition was 
applied on both z=O and z=1 planes. 

This basic topology of the coarse cavity grid was applied to all the others. The fine UD=5 
grid was constructed from the coarse grid by increasing the number of points inside the 
cavity with the objective of improving the aspect ratio of cells inside the cavity. All sub
sequent grids were then constructed from the fine grid by doubling the number of points 
in each direction apart from the z-direction. The number of blocks for all the finer grids 
except for the ultra fine grid remained the same. The ultra fine grid was too large to run 
on a single processor so more blocks were added to allow for better parallelisation. In all 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the 2D (UD=5) cavity grid illustrating all dimensions and bound
ary conditions applied and the finite width applied with no resolution in the spanwise 
direction for use with the 3D PMB flow solver [5]. 

finer grids, the wall-spacing was kept fixed to y = 1 X 10- 5 . Free-stream boundary con
ditions were applied outside the cavity as illustrated in Figure 4.1 (a). Zero velocity was 
imposed inside the cavity for the initialisation of the solution while free-stream conditions 
were used elsewhere. The free-stream Mach number was set to 0.85 and the Reynolds 
number based on the cavity length was specified to be 6.783 million, as was used in the 
experiment. 
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4.2 Spatial and Temporal Refinement Effects: Compari
son Between Coarse and Fine Grids 

Results for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the k - W , Baseline k - wand SST turbulence 
models are first presented for the coarse and fine grids with time-steps of 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 
1O-5s) and 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s). Based on Nyquist's sampling theorem, time-steps of 
0.01 and 0.005 correspond to sampling frequencies of 55.127kHz and lIO.25kHz, respec
tively. Numerical results were sampled at 31.25kHz but were compared with both the 
6kHz and 31.25kHz experimental signals. 

4.2.1 Acoustic Spectrum Analysis 

Noise levels and frequencies generated inside the cavity with the k - w model for the 
coarse and fine grids and time-steps are indicated in Figure 4.2. The SPLs do not change 
substantially when a lower time-step is used for the coarse grid. The phase and domi
nance of the discrete tones did however change with a lower time-step. At the front of 
the cavity, i.e. xl L = 0.05, both the first and second Rossiter modes were shifted to the 
right with the second mode's location agreeing much better with experiment when a lower 
time-step was used (Figure 4.2(b)). Similar observations were made at the cavity middle 
(i.e. xlL = 0.55) and rear (i.e. xlL = 0.95) although at the cavity middle a lower time-step 
for the coarse grid predicted a greater magnitude of the first Rossiter mode compared 
to the second mode (Figure 4.2(c)). This increase in the amplitude of the first mode for 
the coarse grid with fine time-step is compensated for by a decrease in the second mode 
amplitude resulting in overall SPLs of similar magnitude to the coarse grid with coarse 
time-step (Figure 4.2(a)). The lower time-step for the coarse did however offer significant 
improvement for the higher frequencies as shown in the zoomed views inset in Figures 
4.2(b) to 4.2(d). 

Such effects of temporal refinement are anticipated simply because the lower time-step 
allows for the resolution of smaller structures of short lifetime. Where the flow changes 
significantly is when the grid is refined in space. The shape of the SPL curve changes 
from a 'W' shape for the coarse grid to a 'V'-shape for the fine grid accompanied with an 
increase of the overall SPLs by a couple of decibels at the cavity front and rear (Figure 
4.2(a)). This change of the SPL shape corresponds to a change in the frequency distribu
tion. Dominance also has shifted from the second Rossiter mode to the first for all three 
stations shown in (Figures 4.2(b)-4.2(d)) suggesting that a 'W' SPL shape corresponds 
to the second mode being dominant while a 'V' shape suggests a dominant first mode. 
Time-refined results on the fine grid have the same effect as for the coarse grid, with fre
quencies being shifted to the right. One observation from these results is that the higher 
frequencies, which are predominantly evident at the cavity rear (Figure 4.2(d)), are com
pletely eliminated for the fine grids. Numerical dissipation tends to be less with finer grids 
so the reason for the absence of these higher frequencies in the finer grids may be due 
to the employed turbulence modelling strategy. Another observation is the over-prediction 
of the first Rossiter mode in all cases with the k - w model. 

For the Baseline k - w turbulence model, the SPL and PSD produced for the same four 
computations are shown in Figure 4.3. As with the k - w model, the effect of the lower 
time-step with the coarse grid on SPLs was negligible but shifted the location of the fre
quencies to the right when analysed in the Fourier domain. Refining the grid in space 
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Figure 4.2: (continued) 

however changed the shape of the SPL curve and hence shifted the dominance from the 
second mode to the lower frequencies. 

Noise levels generated inside the cavity with the Baseline k - ill model were however far 
greater when compared to experiment and indeed the k - ill model results (Figure 4.3(a)). 
SPLs were slightly higher at the cavity front for the coarse grid with the Baseline k - ill 

model than for the k - ill model suggesting that noise resulting from flow separation at the 
lip of the cavity is more pronounced with the Baseline k - ill model. 
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Figure 4.2: SPLs and PSD (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along the cavity 
floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity grid with the k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, I1t = 
0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [blue (plus markers)]; coarse grid, I1t = 0.005 (_ 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red 
(circular markers)]; fine grid, I1t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, 
I1t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [magenta (square markers)]. 

Another difference between the Baseline k - wand the standard k - w models is the ex
tremely high SPLs of about 180 dB generated at the cavity rear with the fine grids for 
the Baseline k - w model compared to 173 dB for the k - OJ model. Dominant frequen
cies for the Baseline k - w model with the fine grid no longer coincide with any Rossiter 
mode positions and suggest that the flow has changed from the shear mode to the wake 
mode. Higher frequencies were also eliminated with the finer grids in a similar manner to 
the k - w model. One other discernible difference between the Baseline k - wand k - w 
model results was the less significant dominance of the first mode in the Baseline k - w 
model computations, especially with the coarse grid (Figures 4.3(b)-4.3(d)). 

4.2. COARSE AND FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.3: (continued) 

SPL variations and spectral analyses for the coarse and fine grids at different time-steps 
for the SST model are illustrated in Figure 4.4. Noise levels produced inside the cavity 
with the SST model are much greater than experiment and k - w results, especially at the 
cavity middle and rear (Figure 4.4(a)). In fact, the SPL distribution is very similar for the 
Baseline k - wand SST models and this is related to the fact that both are zonal models 
formulated in a similar manner. Spectral analysis reveals a trend that is therefore also 
similar with the Baseline k - w model results. 

A change from the 'w' to a 'V'-shaped SPL curve with refinement of the grid in space 

4.2. COARSE AND FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.3: SPLs and PSD (at xl L = 0.05, xl L = 0.55 and xl L = 0.95) for the 2D, 
UD=5 cavity grid with the Baseline k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, I!!t = 0.01 
(- 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [blue (plus markers)]; coarse grid, I!!t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red (cir
cular markers)]; fine grid, M = 0.01 (- 1.814 x 1O-5s) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, 
M = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [magenta (square markers)]. 

seems to be a common factor between all two-equation models tested. The SPL curve 
no longer has the characteristic 'double dip' and becomes almost flat with the Baseline 
k - wand SST models. In this case, the overall noise levels are augmented by about 10 
dB at the cavity rear compared to experiment. This change in shape of the SPL curve for 
the fine grid reflects changes in the flow physics inside the cavity (and vice versa). For 
the Baseline k - wand SST models, spectral analysis revealed that frequencies appeared 
to resemble harmonics of a lower frequency of about 100 Hz. This is much lower than 
the first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz), as calculated by Rossiter's formula in Equation 1.3 in 
Chapter 1 , that typically exists for the UD=5 cavity at these flow conditions. 

4.2. COARSE AND FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.4: (continued) 

4.2.2 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

A closer inspection of the results is provided in Figures 4.5 to 4.7, which displays the 
band-limited noise level variations for 4 frequency ranges for the standard k - w , Baseline 
k - wand SST models. These plots are useful as they clearly illustrate which modes 
are influenced by changes in spatial and temporal resolutions. Furthermore, it helps to 
highlight which frequencies are more dominant for the UD=5 cavity and therefore can be 
used to identify the flow mechanisms occurring in the cavity. 

4.2. COARSE AND FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.4: SPLs and PSD (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along the cavity 
floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity grid with the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, M = 
0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [blue (plus markers)]; coarse grid, /).t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red 
(circular markers)]; fine grid, M = 0.01 (- 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, 
/).t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s) [magenta (square markers)]. 

The first (~ 160 Hz) and fourth (~820 Hz) Rossiter modes always appear to be over
predicted and under-predicted, respectively, by the k - w model for both coarse and fine 
grids and time-steps. In contrast, the accuracy of the predictions of the second (~ 380 Hz) 
and third (~600 Hz) modes varies. For the first and third modes, time refinement has little 
effect on both coarse and fine grids whereas its effect is more evident on the second and 
fourth modes (Figure 4.5). 

For the Baseline k - w turbulence model, the trend was similar to that obtained with the 
k - w model. Spatial refinement of the cavity grid increased the magnitudes of the first 
Rossiter mode significantly with values over-predicting experiment by ~ 25-27 dB. The 
second mode was relatively well predicted and agreement between the turbulence model 
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Figure 4.5: Band-limited SPL plots along the cavity floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity grid with 
the k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, I'J.t = 0.01 (- 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [blue (plus mark .. 
ers)]; coarse grid, I'J.t = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red (circular markers)]; fine grid, I'J.t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O-5s) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, I'J.t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s) [magenta 
(square markers)]. 
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and experiment improved with time refinement. Like for the k - w results, the third mode 
was also over-predicted with the fourth mode comparing well with experiment at the cavity 
rear but deteriorating at the cavity front for finer grids (Figure 4.6). 

Results from the coarse grid with the coarse time-step showed good comparison with 
experiment when the SST turbulence model was employed (Figure 4.7). With finer time
steps, agreement with experiment generally tended to improve especially at the higher 
frequency end. For the fine grid for coarse and fine time-steps, the first mode is again 
over-predicted by the SST model, similarly to the k - wand Baseline k - w model re
sults. Agreement with experiment generally improved with the second Rossiter mode 
(~380 Hz) with the SST model when the grid was refined in space, as indicated in Figure 
4.7(b}. With coarse time-steps, the shape of the SPL curve for the second frequency 
band seemed slightly out of phase with experiment. This was however ameliorated with 
temporal refinement. Predictions for both the third and fourth Rossiter modes agreed 
well with experiment at the cavity rear when the grid is refined in space and time but this 
deteriorated at the cavity front. 

4.2.3 Observations from Acoustic Spectrum Analyses 

A few observations can be made in light of the results obtained so far. First, the first 
Rossiter mode is always over-predicted for the fine grid irrespective of the model used. 
This is particularly the case with the k - w model, which also over-predicts the first mode 
amplitude regardless of grid and time-step (Figure 4.5(a)). Since spatial refinement has 
the effect of increasing the overall noise levels produced inside the cavity and the first 
mode exhibits the largest increase, this increase in SPLs is attributed to an increase in the 
amplitude of the first mode. Clearly, the first mode is highly sensitive to grid refinement. 
All models, for all grids, show negligible change in the first mode shape and amplitude 
with a lower time-step. 

The second Rossiter mode (~380 Hz) is generally not as sensitive to grid refinement 
for the Baseline k - w (Figures 4.6(b)} and SST (Figure 4.7(b)} models but appears to 
be sensitive to temporal refinement with agreement with experiment improving with lower 
time-steps. With the k - w model, however, the second mode is still sensitive to the grid: 
large variations are observed between coarse and fine grids with both coarse and fine 
time-steps (Figure 4.5(b)). Higher frequencies are generally more sensitive to the time
step used but this is anticipated as the smaller flow scales are better captured with a 
lower time-step. Sensitivity to temporal refinement is however less pronounced with the 
k - ill model for higher frequencies (Figures 4.5(c}-4.5(d)) suggesting that the k - w model 
is particularly sensitive to spatial refinement and less so with time refinement. Similari
ties with the Baseline k - wand SST model results are likely to be due to their similar 
formulations. 

4.2.4 Boundary Layer Characteristics 

To understand why a change in the shape of the SPL curve from a oW' to a 'V' occurs 
for the k - w , Baseline k - wand SST models with grid refinement, the properties of the 
boundary layer were investigated. Boundary layer profiles for the flow just upstream of the 
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Figure 4.6: Band-limited SPL plots along the cavity floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity grid with 
the Baseline k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, M = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O-5s) [blue 
(plus markers)]; coarse grid, M = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red (circular markers)]; fine grid, 
8.t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O-5s) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, 8.t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-

6
s) 

[magenta (square markers)]. 
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Figure 4.7: (continued) 
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Figure 4.7: Band-limited SPL plots along the cavity floor for the 2D, UD=5 cavity grid with 
the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, ~t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [blue (plus mark
ers)]; coarse grid, ~t = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6S) [red (circular markers)]; fine grid, ~t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O- 5S) [green (cross markers)]; fine grid, ~t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-

6
S) [magenta 

(square markers)]. 
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mouth of the cavity (at x/L = -0.05) for coarse and fine grids and time-steps are illustrated 
in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 corresponding to the k - (J) , Baseline k - (J) and SST models, 
respectively. Thicknesses of the boundary layer are clearly annotated for comparison 
purposes. Prior to any refinement in space or time, the boundary layer is the thickest 
for the k- (J) model for the coarse grid at a coarse time-step, 8 = 0.035L (Figure 4.8(a)). 
Changes in the transverse velocity in space and time for the k - (J) model are minimal. The 
increase in boundary layer thickness and the slight increase in the transverse velocity for 
the fine grids suggest that the flow becomes slightly more turbulent as the grid density is 
increased with the k - (J) model (Figure 4.8(b)). 

Temporal refinement has little effect on the shape and intensity of the streamwise and 
transverse velocity components in the oncoming boundary layer for all models. Refine
ment in space however has a more obvious change in the characteristics of the boundary 
layer. Typically, the boundary layer is observed to become thicker as the grid is refined. 
Compared to the coarse grid, the boundary layer thickness for the fine grid was twice as 
large for the Baseline k - (J) model and 1.5 times larger for the SST model. Transverse 
velocity components also exhibit large increases for the Baseline k - (J) (Figure 4.9(b)) and 
SST (Figure 4.1 O(b)) models. The profile of the streamwise velocity suggests that a more 
laminar-like boundary layer exists for the fine grids. 

Since these velocity profiles are extracted near the lip of the cavity, where the flow sepa
rates, most, if not all, of the energy and momentum contained within the boundary layer 
is likely to be imparted into the shear layer. For the k - (J) model, the boundary layer char
acteristics demonstrate a thickening of the boundary layer with finer grids. Consequently, 
the shear layer predicted by the k - (J) model with finer grids will be thicker and more turbu
lent, which is less susceptible to deflections from the vortical structures existing inside the 
cavity. The lack of shear layer fluctuations suppress any higher frequencies from being 
generated. Lower-frequency motion become the prominent source of noise and the SPL 
curve exhibits a change in shape from a 'W' to a 'V' shape (Figure 4.2(a)). 

In contrast, the large change in transverse velocity component with fine grids for the Base
line k - (J) and SST models demonstrate that the flow has become less turbulent. The 
lower turbulent levels mean that the vortices are less viscous and freer to move. In fact, 
the vortices are stronger with the fine grids for the Baseline k - (J) and SST models and ev
idence of this is provided in the flow-field plots in the next section. The shear layer is also 
less turbulent and is more prone to fluctuations. The stronger vortices push the weaker 
shear layer outwards and prevent it from extending across the cavity opening. Since the 
shear layer does not impinge on the rear wall in this situation, higher frequencies are not 
generated. Lower frequencies again prevail and the SPL curve changes from a 'W' to a 
flatter curve with fewer kinks (Figures 4.3(a) and 4.4(a)). This flatter SPL curve for the 
Baseline k - (J) and SST models is attributed to the shear layer not extending across the 
cavity. 

4.2.5 Flow-field Visualisation 

Verification of the results and explanations provided in the previous sections is presented 
via flow-field visualisation for the k - (J) , Baseline k - (J) and SST turbulence models. Time
averaged plots using Mach contours normalised by the free-stream Mach number of 0.85 
superimposed with streamlines are employed to illustrate the differences in the cavity 
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Figure 4.8: Boundary layer profiles at xlL=-0.05 for the 2D, UD=5, cavity grid with the 
k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, I1t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [green (solid) lines]; 
coarse grid, !:It = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red (dashed) lines]; fine grid, !:It = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 
1O- 5s) [blue (dash-dot) lines]; fine grid, !:It = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [magenta (long-dashed) 
lines]. 
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Figure 4.9: Boundary layer profiles at xlL=-O.05 for the 2D, UD=5, cavity grid with the 
Baseline k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, 8.t = 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [green (solid) 
lines]; coarse grid, 8.t = 0.005 (== 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [red (dashed) lines]; fine grid, 8.t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O-5s) [blue (dash-dot) lines]; fine grid, 8.t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [magenta 
(long-dashed) lines]. 
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Figure 4.10: Boundary layer profiles at xlL=-0.05 for the 20, UD=5, cavity grid with the 
SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, !::.t = 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O- 5s) [green (solid) lines]; 
coarse grid, !::.t = 0.005 ( 9.07 x 1O-6s) [red (dashed) lines]; fine grid, !::.t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 
1O-5s) [blue (dash-dot) lines]; fine grid, !::.t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) [magenta (long-dashed) 
lines]. 
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flow mechanisms for the spatial and temporal refinements. Mach contours are used to 
highlight both shear and boundary layers. 

A single primary vortex exists inside the cavity with the k - ill model and this scenario is 
sustained irrespective of grid density and time-step as demonstrated in Figure 4.11. The 
positions of vortex cores have not been affected significantly although the vortex cores 
appear to be a little more stretched and span a greater proportion of the cavity length in 
the fine grid computations. 

The boundary layer is slightly thicker for the fine grid computations and this results in a 
thicker shear layer. The shear layer also appears to be more diffused in the fine grid 
computations at the cavity front and middle (Figure 4.11 (c)). Spreading of the shear layer 
adds more momentum to the vortex inside the cavity increasing its vorticity. Regions 
of higher Mach number (depicted by the lighter (green) colours) at the cavity floor for 
the fine grid results (Figures 4.11 (c) and 4.11 (d)) compared to the coarse grid results 
(Figures 4.11 (a) and 4.11 (b)) are a testament to this. The higher noise levels observed at 
the front of the cavity with the finer grids in Figure 4.2(a) therefore result from this thicker 
shear layer separating at the lip of the cavity. Similarly, more noise is produced at the 
rear of the cavity with the finer grids due to the impingement of a thicker shear layer on 
the downstream wall. For each grid density, lowering the time-step has little effect on the 
properties of the shear layer and the vortex. 

Figure 4.12 displays the flow-field plots for the same four computations with the Baseline 
k - ill model. As shown, a large vortex is now predicted at the front of the cavity. Combined 
with the vortex that spans the rest of the cavity domain, a dual vortex cycle exists for the 
Baseline k - ill model on average with the coarse grid. The core of the primary vortex 
situated near the rear of the cavity is more stretched (Figure 4.12(a)) than that of the 
k ill vortex core (Figure 4.11 (a)). Mach values are also higher near the cavity floor and 
extend over a greater proportion of the cavity length (with the Baseline k - ill model than 
with the k - ill model). Peripheral velocities of the vortex must therefore be predicted to be 
higher with the Baseline k - ill model. This is likely to be due to the Baseline k - ill model 
being formulated as a blend of the k - ill and k - E models with the k - ill model activated 
near the wall and the k - E model triggered at a distance away from the wall. The Baseline 
k - ill model produces lower levels of eddy viscosity so the vortex exhibits more laminar 
properties leading to stronger vortices and hence more noise being generated from the 
interaction with the cavity walls. 

On refinement of the grids in space, the time-averaged plots confirm that the flow physics 
inside the cavity changes completely for the fine grids. Rather than a large vortex located 
toward the downstream wall of the cavity, a large vortex exists near the front of the cavity 
(Figure 4.12(c)). This vortex is significantly larger in size and extends out of the cavity 
depth deflecting the flow around it upwards. This pushes the separation point from the 
cavity lip to further upstream. Boundary layer height is increased as a result and this 
enables more energy to be imparted into the vortices adding to their momentum. A shear 
layer does not form across the cavity opening because of the large vortex at the cavity 
front and a vortex shedding cycle takes place. A small region of recirculation situated 
at the upstream wall corner in Figure 4.12(c) is created as the large vortex detaches 
from the cavity floor. Absorption of energy from the larger vortex ensures growth of this 
smaller vortex. Negative vorticity accumulates as this smaller vortex grows and pushes 
the larger vortex away from the walls, which subsequently convects downstream and 
dissipates away. Energy from the premature separation of the boundary layer is fed into 
this smaller vortex allowing it to grow further. A flow cycle is thereby maintained and the 
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Figure 4.11: Time-averaged flow-field plots using normalised Mach contours and stream
lines for the 2D, UD=5, cavity with the k - w turbulence model for: coarse grid, M = 

0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O-5s); coarse grid, M = 0.005 (_ 9.07 x 1O-6s); fine grid, /;:;.t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O-5s); fine grid, /;:;.t = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6
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Figure 4.12: Time-averaged flow-field plots using normalised Mach contours and stream
lines for the 2D, UD=5, cavity with the Baseline k - w turbulence model for the coarse grid, 
;),.t = 0.01 ( 1.814 x 1O-5s); coarse grid, ;),.t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s); fine grid, ;),.t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O-5s); fine grid, ;),.t = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6s). 
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vortex shedding cycle continues. High peripheral velocities of the vortices generate high 
quantities of noise as they interact with the shear layer and the cavity walls and clarifies 
why the fine grids produce such high SPLs with the Baseline k - ()) model (Figure 4.3(a)). 

By refining the fine grid in time, the smaller vortex located at the cavity rear is observed 
to grow in size (Figure 4.12(d)). Although much smaller in dimension than the primary 
vortex, its increased vorticity magnitude (identified by a slightly greater region of lighter
coloured Mach contours) creates more noise as it interacts with the cavity floor and back 
wall supplementing the overall SPLs generated at the cavity floor. A larger number of 
vortices are also present in the fine grid computations for the Baseline k - ()) model than 
were noticed with the k - ()) model. 

Results from the SST model for the same four computations are presented in Figure 4.13. 
The differences between the Baseline k - ()) and SST model results are minimal because 
their formulations are similar. 

The fact that the time-averaged flow-field plots of the k - (J) and Baseline k - ()) models 
are so different from each other suggests that the different formulation far from the wall 
incorporated in the Baseline k - ()) model is responsible. Greatest dissipation occurs near 
the cavity walls or at the surfaces of the flat plate upstream and downstream of the cavity. 
Away from the walls, toward the centre of the cavity and in the shear layer, for instance, the 
k - ()) model does not introduce additional dissipation to model the decay of turbulence. 
The flow therefore remains turbulent. Originally designed for free shear flows, the k - E 

model adds more dissipation in regions that are far from the wall. Levels of turbulence 
inside the cavity with the k - E (and hence Baseline k - (J) ) model should therefore be 
somewhat lower than with the k - ()) model alone. 

4.2.6 Turbulent Spectrum Analysis 

Figure 4.14 illustrates the level of turbulence predicted by the k - ()) and Baseline k - ()) 
models by depicting the variations in eddy viscosity levels across the cavity depth for three 
stations inside the cavity (namely x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95). The SST model 
gives results similar to the Baseline k- ()) model and so its results are not described here. 
Near the wall, the Baseline k - ()) model is identical to the k - ()) model so the predicted 
boundary layer on the flat plate upstream of the cavity is expected to be the same for 
both models. Since most energy from the boundary layer is expected to be imparted into 
the shear layer, at the front of the cavity (i.e. x/L = 0.05), eddy viscosity levels should be 
reasonably similar for both models (Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b)). And this is observed for 
the coarse grid at coarse and fine time-steps. Differences however become more evident 
when the grid is refined in space. At the front of the cavity, this difference is reflected by 
the greater eddy viscosity levels above the shear layer plane (i.e. y/L=O) across a greater 
proportion of the cavity for the Baseline k - ()) model. This signifies greater flow activity 
outside the cavity. 

Further downstream and away from the wall where the k - E model is active for the Base
line k - ()) model, eddy viscosity levels are less than half for the coarse grid computa
tions with the Baseline k - ()) model ((J.1t/ J.1= )11lax rv 5500) compared to the k - ()) model 
((~lt/ ~loo)11lax rv 15000). As the grids are refined in space, eddy viscosity levels remain un
changed for the k - ()) model (Figures 4.14(c) and 4.14(e)) whereas they decrease for the 
Baseline k - ()) model (Figure 4.14(d) and 4.14(f)). 
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Figure 4.13: Time-averaged flow-field plots using normalised Mach contours and stream
lines for the 2D, UD=5, cavity with the SST turbulence model for the coarse grid, 
I1t = 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O- 5s); coarse grid, I1t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s); fine grid, I1t = 0.01 
(= 1.814 x 1O- 5s); fine grid, I1t = 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s). 
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Figure 4.14: Time-averaged plots of eddy viscosity (~~ ) for the 20, UD=5 cavity with 
the k - w model (left column) and Baseline k - w model (right column) for: coarse grid, 
fj,t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O-5s); coarse grid, fj,t = 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O- 6s); fine grid, fj,t = 0.01 
(- 1.814 x 1O- 5s); fine grid, /j,[ = 0.005 (_ 9.07 x 1O-6s). 
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The general consensus therefore is that the standard k - ill model is more turbulent than 
the baseline one. Dissipation with the k - ill model accounts for the decay of the turbu
lence at the walls only but fails to do so in the regions away from the walls making the 
shear layer too turbulent and the vortices too viscous. In contrast, the Baseline k - ill 

model predicts lower eddy viscosity away from the walls ensuring that the vortices re
main less viscous. With spatial refinement, however, too much dissipation appears to be 
applied by the k - E model within the cavity. Although the vortices exhibit more laminar 
properties, the much lower turbulence levels allow them to expand in size preventing any 
shear layer from forming across the cavity opening. Since the SST model is similar in 
formulation to the Baseline k - ill model, results between the two models are similar as 
is reflected by the similar frequency decomposition patterns and noise level distributions 
presented earlier. 

4.3 Spatial & Temporal Refinement Effects: Very Fine 
and Ultra Fine Grids 

From the above results, it would appear that refinement in time only begins to have some 
sort of effect for the fine grid and that too at higher frequencies as the smaller time-step 
captures more of the smaller temporal turbulent scales. Improvements in agreement with 
experiment for higher frequencies with the fine grid with a finer time-step are therefore 
anticipated. Subsequent sections therefore focus on results with even finer grid densities 
with a fixed time-step of 0.01 ( 1.814 x 1O-5s). Due to the large run-times and cost 
associated with running these finer grids, only results with the SST turbulence model 
were performed. Details of the grids used in this study are given in Table 4.1. Analysis 
of the acoustic spectrum is not presented here as it has been given for coarser grids in 
the previous sections. The focus of the analysis performed here will look at studying the 
velocity distribution and the turbulent spectrum inside the cavity with further refinement in 
space. 

4.3.1 Velocity Distribution Analysis 

Figure 4.15 illustrates the time-averaged streamwise and transverse velocity profiles with 
the SST model for three stations (x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along the floor of 
the cavity. PIV measurements are superimposed. Plots correspond to four different grid 
levels, details of which are provided in Table 4.1. 

For the first two stations (x/L = 0.05 and x/L = 0.55), the coarse grid gave the best agree
ment with PIV for both the streamwise and transverse velocity profiles. At the cavity rear, 
however, agreement between PIV and numerical results deteriorated significantly. This 
may however be due to the poor resolution of the PIV experiment at this location. Evi
dence of this is provided in Figure 4.16, which displays the variations in the streamwise 
(Figure 4.16(a)) and transverse (Figure 4.16(b)) velocity components for the PIV experi
ment at a distance equal to the depth of the cavity above the cavity lip. Stations x/ L = 0.05 
and x/ L = 0.55 lie within sections 1 and 3 as designated in Figure 4.16. At these points, 
PIV resolution was good and both velocity components corresponded to their expected 
values, i.e. the streamwise component equalled the freestream velocity and the transverse 
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Figure 4.15: Time-averaged streamwise (!i, ) and transverse (~ ) velocity profiles for 
the 2D, open, rectangular UD=5 cavity along the cavity floor using the SST turbulence 
model. Results correspond to 4 grid levels with a fixed i1t of 0.01 ( 1.814 x 1O-5s): coarse 
grid (solid green lines), fine grid (dashed red lines), very fine grid (dash-dot blue lines) 
and ultra-fine grid (long-dashed magenta lines). Long dash-dot black line represents PIV 
measurements. 
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component equalled zero. At the cavity rear, however, resolution of the PIV experiment 
diminished so much so that the streamwise velocity component no longer matched the 
free-stream value and exhibited erratic fluctuations (Figure 4.16(a)). For this reason, the 
non-dimensionalised value of the streamwise velocity (fi ) above the cavity lip for the PIV 
trace, depicted by the black line in Figure 4.15(e), does not equal 1. The PIV resolution 
is also poor at/near the cavity walls and so agreement with the numerical results is also 
significantly worse at these positions. 

Differences between the coarse and fine grid levels are most evident at the cavity front 
(x/L = 0.05). Flows captured by the finer grids appear to have a stronger transverse veloc
ity component compared to the coarse grid (Figure 4.15(b)). In a typical open, rectangular 
cavity, as is the case here, a shear layer forms across the cavity and flow unsteadiness 
develops in the cavity as momentum from the shear layer is transferred into the cavity 
via turbulent stresses. This effect occurs almost immediately after the shear layer forms 
at the lip of the cavity. This can be elucidated using the time-averaged flow-field plots 
shown earlier where the shear layer can be observed to thicken. The free-stream velocity 
however drives the shear layer downstream and hence any vortical structures generated 
due to this transfer of momentum from the shear layer are also convected downstream. 
Consequently, little flow activity occurs near the front of the cavity for the shear layer 
mode. This can be illustrated in Figure 4.15 where the transverse and streamwise veloc
ity profiles for the coarse grid (solid green lines) register little change across the cavity 
depth near the front wall (Figures 4.15(b) and 4.15(a)). Variations in both streamwise and 
transverse velocities are, however, more pronounced for the fine grids stressing that there 
is more activity at the front of the cavity. A large negative streamwise velocity component 
occurs for all fine grids at the cavity front (Figure 4.15(a)) and this is representative of a 
large region of recirculation with strong negative (i.e. against the oncoming flow direction) 
vorticity. This feeds flow from the bottom of the cavity back to the top (and vice versa) near 
the separation point at the front corner thereby leading to positive transverse velocities as 
depicted in Figure 4.15(b). 

4.3.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Changes in cavity flow behaviour are attributed to the large increase in the transverse 
velocity component at the cavity front. This transfer of momentum displaces the shear 
layer upwards and the deflected shear layer forces the separation point to move further 
upstream. Massive separation is created as a result and strong vortices are shed from 
the cavity lip rather than being convected downstream within the shear layer. Vortices 
produced upstream of the mouth of the cavity 'roll-off' into the cavity and form a very large 
vortical structure that spans a large proportion of the cavity length (Figure 4.17). Driven 
by the oncoming flow and the premature separation upstream of the cavity, this vortex 
convects downstream, decelerating and deflecting more flow around it thereby generating 
high SPLs (Figure 4.4(a)). The flow cycle is termed the wake mode and is no longer 
driven by self-sustained pressure oscillations and a feedback loop as was originally the 
case with the shear layer mode for the coarse grid (Figure 4.17(a)). This flow behaviour 
is observed inside all the finer grid cavities as illustrated in Figures 4.17(b) to 4.17(d). 

4.3. VERY FINE AND ULTRA FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.17: Time-averaged Mach contours with streamlines inside the 20 UD=5 cavity 
using the SST turbulence model. Plots correspond to 4 grid levels with fj,t = 0.01 (-
1.814 x 1O-5s): coarse grid 4.17(a), fine grid 4.17(b), very fine grid 4.17(c) and ultra
fine grid 4.17(d). All plots drawn to the same scale with Mach number normalised with 
reference to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 
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4.3.3 Turbulent Spectrum Analysis 

Further confirmation of this change in flow behaviour between the coarse and fine grids 
can be obtained by analysing the turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress profiles indi
cated in Figure 4.18. Greater variations in turbulent kinetic energy and shear stresses are 
observed for the finer grids at the front of the cavity (Figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(b)). This is 
due to the stronger vortices that exist in the finer grids. The comparatively little variation 
in turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress for the coarse grid is again testament to the 
fact that there is little flow activity at the cavity front with most energy concentrated in the 
shear layer. Further downstream of the cavity, the shear layer in the coarse grid compu
tation decelerates and the shear stresses gradually transfer energy and momentum into 
the cavity. An increase in shear stress levels at the cavity middle for the coarse grid in 
Figure 4.18( d) supports this. The shear stress peak near y / L = 0 is still present for the 
finer grids at the cavity middle (Figure 4.18(d)) and is representative of a stronger primary 
vortex (with higher peripheral velocities) interacting with the external fluid at this location. 
At the cavity rear, the shear layer impinges just below the cavity's downstream corner 
for the shear layer mode. The flow above the dividing streamline is ejected downstream 
while the flow below it is circulated back into the cavity and a 'deflated' vortex forms at the 
cavity rear. This mass-breathing process leads to high shear layer deflection and is the 
source of the pressure waves that propagate upstream externally and internally. Large 
stresses therefore develop across the cavity depth for the coarse grid as a result of this 
and is clearly identified by the high shear stress values at the cavity rear in Figure 4.18(f). 

For the fine grids, the shear layer does not extend across the cavity as shown in the 
flow-field plots. In fact, the wake mode prevails and large-scale vortices exist the cavity. 
These vortices are not confined by the shear layer and so extend outside the cavity. On 
approaching the downstream wall, more flow is therefore ejected downstream during the 
wake mode in the fine grid computations than during the shear layer mode in the coarse 
grid results. The size of the region of ejected flow downstream of the cavity can be 
identified using the turbulent kinetic energy and, in particular, the shear stress plots at the 
cavity rear in Figure 4.18. For the coarse grid, for instance, the shear stress levels rise to a 
maximum value at the shear layer (i.e. y/L = 0) and fall to zero at approximately y/L = 0.1. 
In contrast, for the fine grids, the shear stress approach a maximum just above the shear 
layer plane (at y/L~ 0.02) and fall to zero at y/L~ 0.2. This suggests that the vortex 
is significantly larger in the cavity in the fine grids and hence the region of separation 
downstream of the cavity is also larger. 

4.3.4 Observations from Turbulent Spectrum Analyses 

Despite the strong coupling between the shear layer and the flow structures inside the 
cavity, some observations on the role of turbulence in cavity flows can be made based on 
the analysis of the turbulent spectrum. The turbulent kinetic energy was found to control 
the amount of energy and momentum inserted into the cavity. The eddy viscosity levels, 
which described the level of turbulence in the flow, combined with the turbulent kinetic 
energy both tend to have a strong influence on the shear layer thickness. High eddy vis
cosity (and low turbulent kinetic energy) levels led to more viscous (and slower) vortices 
and turbulent shear layers that were less free to move. Noise levels produced were still 
high due to the interaction of the vortices and shear layer with each other and cavity walls. 

4.3. VERY FINE AND ULTRA FINE GRID RESULTS 
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Figure 4.18: Time-averaged turbulent kinetic-energy (k ) and shear stress ('l'xy ) profiles 
for the 2D, open, rectangular UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model. Results 
correspond to 4 grid levels with I:!.t = 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O-5s): coarse grid (solid green lines), 
fine grid (dashed red lines), very fine grid (dash-dot blue lines) and ultra-fine grid (Iong
dashed magenta lines). Long dash-dot black line represents PIV measurements. 
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The thicker, turbulent shear layer was however less prone to deflections and higher fre
quencies (associated with the interaction of the shear layer with the downstream wall and 
the movement of the shear layer above and below the downstream corner) were reduced. 
The effect of the turbulent stresses is difficult to isolate as it is strongly coupled with the 
turbulent kinetic energy. Nonetheless the turbulent shear stress was found to affect the 
redistribution rate of momentum from the shear layer into the cavity and therefore controls 
the unsteadiness in the flow. The lower shear stresses observed with the Baseline k (jJ 

and SST models resulted in the flow inside the cavity to be more violent and unsteady, es
pecially with finer grids. Higher shear stresses in the k - (jJ model appeared to minimise 
the fluctuations of the shear layer probably by making it less prone to movement from 
the vortical structures in the cavity. In contrast, normal stresses were found to stretch 
the vortical structures, altering their physical dimensions, and therefore may affect the 
breakdown of the shear layer. 

Despite the difficulties with the turbulence models predicting the cavity flow features of the 
UD=5 cavity with finer grids, a good qualitative description of the flow could be obtained 
on coarse grids. 

4.4 Concluding Remarks 

Previous research [9, 10] highlighted the sensitivity of the URANS method to grid refine
ment and therefore mentioned the difficulty in obtaining an accurate picture of the flow
field produced inside the cavity. Use of turbulence models to numerically model cavity 
flows and provide consistent and accurate results was therefore also uncertain. In order 
to assess this, different turbulence models of varying complexity were initially applied here 
to the 20, UD=5 cavity at a free-stream Mach number of 0.85 and a Reynolds number 
based on the cavity length of 6.783 million. Effects of spatial and temporal refinement 
were investigated for different two-equation turbulence models. Comparisons were made 
with experimental pressure and PIV measurements to ascertain the validity of the CFD 
results. 

Spatial and temporal refinement studies were conducted with the k - (jJ model by Wilcox 
[138], the Baseline k - (jJ and SST models by Menter [245] with coarse and fine grids at 
coarse and fine time-steps. Temporal refinement improved the prediction of the higher 
frequencies as the more intermittent scales were better resolved. Influence of grid re
finement was more profound and different for different turbulence models. For the k - (jJ 

model, the SPL curve changed from a 'W' shape to a 'V' shape for the fine grids and 
the dominant tone shifted from the second Rossiter mode (~ 380 Hz) to the first mode 
(~ 160 Hz). This was attributed to a more turbulent and thicker oncoming boundary layer 
resulting in a thicker shear layer that was less prone to fluctuations. For the Baseline k - (jJ 

model, the SPL curve became flatter in shape with finer grids and approached amplitudes 
of 180 dB near the cavity rear, approximately 12 dB higher than experiment. This increase 
in SPLs was attributed to a reduction in the eddy viscosity levels and more laminar-like 
boundary layer characteristics. This enabled the vortex to grow and extend outside the 
cavity forcing the separation point further upstream of the cavity, thereby instigating the 
formation of the wake mode. The SST model is similar in formulation to the Baseline k - (jJ 

model so produced similar results to the Baseline k - (jJ model. All models over-predicted 
the intensity of the acoustic tones relative to experiment. With spatial refinement, the 
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largest increase in the frequency magnitudes was associated with the first mode. As the 
grids were refined, the higher frequencies were suppressed for all models. 

Further refinement in space was investigated with the SST model only. It was realised 
that results for the very fine and ultra fine grids resembled that of the fine grid suggesting 
that the first refinement in space triggered the change in results. Since the fine grid 
was created from refining the mesh inside the cavity only with a view to improving the 
aspect ratio of cells in the shear layer and cavity, the manner in which the grid is refined 
is highlighted to be important. 

Higher resolution experimentation was also realised to be imperative for proper validation 
of CFD results. Comparisons with PIV measurements was found to be poor at the cavity 
rear where the resolution of the experiment was not as high. 

The k - w model was found to over-predict the level of turbulence in the cavity causing 
a suppression of the higher frequencies. The Baseline k - wand SST models limited 
the production of turbulence but over-predicted the strength of the laminar vortices and 
caused a change in the flow from a shear layer mode to a wake mode. In terms of 
turbulence effects, eddy viscosity defined the level of turbulence in the flow while the 
turbulent kinetic energy controlled the amount of energy and momentum in it. High levels 
of eddy viscosity in particular led to the development of a thicker, more turbulent shear 
layer. The shear stress was observed to influence the amount of energy and momentum 
that is transferred and redistributed from the shear layer into the cavity. Normal stresses 
were observed to stretch and alter the physical dimensions of the vortical structures and 
therefore could influence the breakdown of the shear layer. 

4.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 



Chapter 5 

LlD=5 Cavity: LES & DES Computations 

The requirement for better resolution of the turbulent flow-field and the acoustical signa
ture in cavity flows has diverted attention from the use of purely statistical models towards 
simulation methods such as Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) [164]. LES works by filtering 
the flow structures in terms of their scale size, as described in Chapter 2. Any turbu
lent length scale greater than the grid filter length is therefore explicitly resolved. Due to 
the turbulent nature of the cavity flow problem, however, the filter length size approaches 
DNS scales if the small dissipative boundary layer turbulent scales are to be resolved. 
This becomes very expensive for high Reynolds number flows so hybrid methods of LES 
and URANS (such as DES) were also applied to cavity flows here. 

LES and DES computations are required to be 3D and unsteady so all numerical simu
lations presented in this chapter were performed in 3D. Calculations were conducted for 
the clean, open, rectangular cavity with and without doors. Wind tunnel pressure mea
surements were compared with the relevant computational results in terms of noise levels 
and frequency content at the locations specified in Chapter 3, a schematic of which is 
re-iterated in Figure 5.1 for convenience. Numerical results were also compared with PIV 
measurements to assess the difference in velocity distributions between experiment and 
simulation. 

The cavity considered here again has a UD ratio of 5 and a width-to-depth ratio (WID) of 
1. The free-stream Mach and Reynolds (based on the cavity length)numbers are 0.85 and 
1 million, respectively. In an attempt to minimise the computational overhead in running 
LES, the Reynolds number was reduced from the experimental Reynolds number of 6.783 
million to 1 million. Preliminary studies into the effects of the Reynolds number were 
conducted for the 3D, UD=5, clean cavity (with doors-off) using LES on a coarse grid of 1 
million points. Two calculations were run: one with the normal Reynolds number of 6.783 
million and another with a reduced value of 1 million. SPLs and PSD (at x/L = 0.95) are 
shown in Figure 5.2. Little variation in noise levels and frequency content (at x/L = 0.95) 
was observed between the two Reynolds numbers. 

Further evidence of the effect of Reynolds number is provided in Figure 5.3, which depict 
the variations in RMS pressure for four frequency ranges: 50 Hz ::; f ::; 250 Hz (which 
includes the first mode (~ 160 Hz)), 350 Hz ::; f ::; 450 Hz (which straddles the second 
mode (~ 380 Hz)), 500 Hz ::; f ::; 700 Hz (which straddles the third mode (~600 Hz)) and 
750 Hz::; f::; 850 Hz (which contains the fourth mode (~ 820 Hz)). RMS pressure varia
tions are more sensitive than SPLs (which are plotted on a logarithmic scale) and hence 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity (with doors-on) illustrating the 
positions of the pressure taps at which experimental and numerical results were com
pared. 

any influence of Reynolds number should be more pronounced. As can be seen in Figure 
5.3, however, the curves and the corresponding pressure magnitudes between the 1 m 
and 6.783m Reynolds numbers are close. 

Rizzetta [164] also conducted his numerical simulations at a lower Reynolds number and 
still compared his results with experiments using the actual Reynolds number. Further
more, the effect of Reynolds number on cavity flows was also studied by Ross[13]. Al
though Ross conducted the study at higher Mach numbers, his experiments revealed the 
effects of Reynolds number to be negligible. Based on these results, all numerical sim
ulations using LES and DES were run at a lower Reynolds number of 1 million but still 
compared with the 6.783 million Reynolds number experimental results. 

5.1 Description of Computational Domain 

For the grids discussed in Table 5.1, all dimensions were scaled with respect to the cavity 
length. For the DES and LES grids, the far-field length was set to 3.5 times the cavity 
length so as to minimise any spurious results from acoustic wave reflections. A flat plate 
1.5 times the cavity length was used ahead of the cavity (as was specified in experiment) 
to allow the oncoming boundary layer to develop naturally. Some attempts were made 
to run separate LES flat plate computations and then insert the resulting velocity profile 
at the beginning of the cavity. One of the main reasons for doing so was to allow for 
quicker cavity calculation run-times and accurate inflow to the cavity. Even with the com
plete cavity domain, however, run-times were reasonably low and so additional flat plate 
calculations were not conducted. 

The height of the doors was set to half the cavity width, i.e. 0.1 L, while their width was 
set to 0.375 inches (i.e. 0.01875 L) as in the wind tunnel experiment (Chapter 3). Effects 
of stores in the cavity are addressed later in Chapter 8. 

5.1. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
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Figure 5.2: Reynolds number effects on the SPLs and PSD (at x/L = 0,95) for the 3D, 
UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity (with doors-off) using LES (Smagorinsky SGS), 
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Figure 5.3: Reynolds number effects on the band-limited RMS pressure for the 3D, UD=5, 
W/D=1 clean cavity (with doors-off) using LES (Smagorinsky SGS). 
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Table 5.1: Information on grids used for the 3D, UD=5, clean cavity in the doors-off and 
the doors-on at 90° configurations. 

Grid Overall Points Points in Cav- Wallspacing Blocks in Cavity 
ity (Overall) 

Clean cavity with doors-on (at 900 
) 

URANS 1,483,173 446,824 y=1xlO 5 20 (110) 
LES/DES 1,248,544 179,520 y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (240) 
(Coarse) 
LES/DES 2,218,854 493,679 y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (240) 
(Medium) 
LES/DES 4,783,162 1,177,646 y = 7.1825 x 64 (240) 
(Fine) 10-4 

Clean cavity with doors-off 
URANS 1,174,824 305,424 y = 2.214 x 10-5 20 (110) 
LES/DES 1,225,824 179,520 y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (256) 
(Coarse) 
LES/DES 2,178,480 493,679 y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (256) 
(Medium) 
LES/DES 4,696,128 1,177,646 y = 7.1825 x 64 (256) 
(Fine) 10-4 

LES/DES 8,388,608 2,097,152 y = 5 X 10-5 64 (256) 
(Very Fine) 

The finest grid used for the doors-on configuration contained approximately 4.5 million 
points while the finest grid (denoted as 'very fine' in Table 5.1) for the doors-off case 
approached 8.5 million points. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provide views of the mesh distribution 
employed for the finest grids in the doors-on and doors-off configurations, respectively. In 
Figure 5.4, the top picture shows the meshing along the cavity centreline (Le. Z/W=0.5) in 
the xy plane (Le. streamwise direction). A close-up of the mesh near the corners of the 
cavity (where uniform mesh distribution with cell aspect ratios as close to one as possible 
were enforced) is also provided in this view. The other view illustrates the resolution in the 
spanwise direction. The inclusion of doors has little difference on the mesh distribution in 
the streamwise plane and so is not shown in Figure 5.5. Instead, the meshing in the xz 
and yz planes as well as in the regions closest to the corners of the doors are illustrated. 

5.2 Doors-Off Results 

Results for the clean, doors-off 3D UD=5, W/D=1 cavity are presented in Figures 5.6 to 
5.10. The URANS results were obtained with Menter's Baseline k - w turbulence model 
[245] while LES results were obtained with the standard Smagorinsky SGS model [271]. 
For DES computations, the Spalart-Allmaras model [192] was used to realise the near
wall properties because it was the simplest model to implement into the code, although 
the k - w model has also been used for DES and results from this are presented in later 
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(a) XY Plane (doors-off) 

(b) YZ Plane (doors-off) 

Figure 5.4: Different views of the meshing distribution for the very fine (8.5m), doors-off 
grid. 

chapters. For the Baseline k - ill results, a time-step of 0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O-5s) was used 
compared to 0.001 (_ 1.814 x 1O- 6s) for the fine grid DES and very fine grid LES calcula
tions. All numerical data were sampled at 6 kHz in the same manner as experiment. 

Unsteady pressure comparisons with experiment reveal best agreement with DES and 
LES. The shape of the SPL curve for Menter's Baseline k - ill model is completely different 
and, as will be explained later, resembles the shape characteristic of the doors-on case, 
and 2D results discussed previously. LES results with the very fine grid compare best with 
experiment, with noise levels approaching within 1 dB of experiment at the cavity rear as 
shown in Figure 5.6(a). 

When the doors are excluded, redistribution of momentum in the spanwise direction is 
possible. In contrast, in the doors-on configuration, the flow tends to be channelled into 
the cavity and the flow behaves more in a two-dimensional manner. Unlike LES and DES, 
The fact that Menter's Baseline k - ill model predicts a completely incorrect SPL shape 
(Figure 5.6(a)) suggests that it has difficulty in resolving flow effects on the spanwise 
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r 
(a) XZ Plane (doors-on) 

(b) YZ Plane (doors-on) 

Figure 5.5: Different views of the meshing distribution for the fine (4.5m) doors-on grid. 

dimension. In fact, the shape of the URANS SPL curve was found to resemble the doors
on SPL curve, as will be discussed in more detail later. The difference in frequencies 
without doors is clearly represented by the spectral analysis in Figures 5.6(b) to 5.6(d). 
Although Menter's Baseline k - ().J model predicts the 3rd mode relatively well it fails to 
account for any of the lower or higher frequencies as shown in Table 5.2, which includes 
approximate values for the amplitudes and locations of the first four Rossiter modes as 
calculated by Rossiter's formula (Equation 1.3). 

5.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Closer inspection of the results is provided by taking windowed SPL plots over four fre
quency ranges: 50 Hz ::; f ::; 250 Hz, 350 Hz ::; f ::; 450 Hz, 500 Hz ::; f ::; 700 Hz and 
750 Hz ::; f::; 850 Hz. Figure 5.7 clearly emphasises the better agreement between ex
periment and simulation techniques than with URANS. As with the 20 computations, 
URANS manages to capture only the strongest frequency which is the third Rossiter mode 
(~600 Hz) in the doors-off case. For frequencies other than this dominant tone, URANS 
results are generally under-predicted. Both DES and LES fare much better across the 
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Figure 5.6: (continued) 
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Figure 5.6: SPLs and PSD plots (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) for the 3D, 
UD=5, W/D=1, clean cavity with doors-off using URANS (Menter's Baseline k - w), DES 
(Spalart-Allmaras) and LES (Smagorinsky SGS). Plots taken at Z/W=O.25 and along the 
cavity floor (y/D=1). 
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Table 5.2: Comparisons of (approximate) frequencies and their amplitudes predicted be
tween LES, DES, U RANS (Menter's Baseline k - OJ) for the doors-off clean cavity (at the 
cavity rear i.e. at x/L = 0.95), Rossiter's semi-empirical formula [3] and experiment. 

Method 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode 

Rossiter's Formula 
Experiment (6kHz) 
Baseline k - OJ 

DES (Fine) 
LES (Fine) 
LES (Very Fine) 

Freq. 
(Hz) 
162 
137 
156 
150 
140 
100 

Ampl. Freq. 
(Pa) (Hz) 

378 
1355 358 
261 382 
2065 372 
650 400 
2233 401 

Ampl. Freq. Ampl. Freq. Ampl. 
(Pa) (Hz) (Pa) (Hz) (Pa) 

594 811 
1834 590 1995 784 329 
346 591 1613 
1821 620 2927 796 585 
1650 670 1500 820 550 
1942 628 1174 904 1064 

entire frequency spectrum analysed. Results are however slightly more favourable with 
LES at higher frequencies (Figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d)). 

5.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Instantaneous Mach number contours for both Menter's Baseline k - OJ model and DES
SA along the cavity centreline are illustrated in Figure 5.8. The Mach number plots dis
tinctly demarcate the lower-velocity, dark-coloured (blue) regions inside the cavity from the 
transonic, lighter-coloured (yellow) regions outside the cavity. These two regions meet at 
the shear layer. Menter's Baseline k - OJ model always predicts a larger single primary 
vortex structure at the cavity rear with some combination of two or more counter-rotating 
vortices at the cavity front. The shear layer is also consistently found to span the cavity 
with distinct deflection at the cavity rear (Figure 5.8). It is this dual-vortex cycle inside 
the cavity that results in the 'W'-shaped SPL curve in Figure 5.6(a). The DES, however, 
portrays a different picture and is something that is perhaps more intuitively correct for the 
clean, doors-off cavity. The crucial difference between the DES and URANS results lies 
in the behaviour of the shear layer and this is evident in Figure 5.8. At no point for the 
DES computations does the shear layer extend across the entire length of the cavity. At 
the most, the shear layer can be observed to be coherent up to the middle of the cavity at 
which point, if not earlier, it breaks down. What follows is intensive mixing and spreading 
of the energy from the shear layer and the free-stream with the lower-velocity flow region 
inside the cavity. 

With the shear layer detached, the flow is no longer confined inside the cavity. The vortical 
structures that form (which are typically smaller in size than compared to when the shear 
layer remains attached across the cavity opening) interact with the cavity walls to create 
regions of higher pressure and more flow activity. Not confined by the shear layer, the flow 
can, in some cases, be observed to 'spill' over the cavity. Indications of these 'spillages' 
can distinctly be seen in both DES and LES computations in Figure 5.9, which provides 
a three-dimensional perspective of the instantaneous flow-field (using Mach number con
tours normalised by the free-stream Mach number of 0.85) inside the cavity with doors-off. 
As the breakdown of the shear layer is not predicted in the URANS computations, these 
vortical 'spillages' are also not observed (Figure 5.9(a)). A close-up of these vortical 
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Figure 5.7: Band-limited SPLs for the 3D, UD=5 , W/D=1, clean cavity with doors-off com
paring URANS (Menter's Baseline k - w), DES-SA and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) results 
with experiment. Plots taken at Z/W=O.25 and along the cavity floor (y/D=1). 
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Figure 5.8: Instantaneous Mach number contours with streamlines for the clean cavity 
with doors-off at for 4 different time-steps during flow cycle for the URANS (Menter's 
Baseline k- w) and DES-SA computations. Plots taken along the cavity centreline (Z/W 
= 0.5). 

'spillages' for the DES computation are depicted in Figure 5.10. Their production, de
tachment from the shear layer and dissipation into the surroundings is clearly shown in 
this figure, which illustrates their flow cycle for eight time-steps during the computation. 
Analysis of the flow cycle of the vortical 'spillages' reveals that more activity occurs toward 
the port wall of the cavity (i.e. at z/W=0.2). All computations were conducted without any 
sideslip or yaw. 

Note also the sharp boundary between the regions of higher Mach flow (green) and lower 
Mach flow (blue) inside the cavity for the LES case in Figure 5.9. DES and URANS results 
show a less distinct boundary. This is thought to be due to the higher dissipation levels in 
the turbulence models used in the URANS computations. 

These 3D views comprise 3 slices taken very close to the cavity floor, cavity port wall and 
the cavity downstream wall. The similarity between DES and URANS results is attributed 
to the fact that DES behaves like URANS near the wall. For the LES computations, 
the sub-grid scale (SGS) model adds less dissipation than the turbulence model used in 
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Figure 5.9: Three-dimensional perspective of the flow field inside the 3D UD=5 clean cav
ity with doors-off using URANS (Menter's Baseline k - w), DES-SA and LES (Smagorin
sky SGS). Plots show instantaneous Mach number contours normalised by the free
stream Mach number of 0.85. 
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Figure 5.10: Close-up of the 'vortical spillages' (in the y-z plane) observed near the 
downstream corner of the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity with doors-off for the DES-SA 
with the fine grid for 8 time-steps illustrating their flow cycle. Contours are of Mach number 
normalised by the free-stream Mach number of 0.85. 
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URANS and in the near-wall treatment of DES computations. The higher dissipation levels 
of URANS are indicative of more energy being injected into the more energetic larger 
vortical structures, which leads to a stronger cascade process. From visual inspection, 
the shear layer in the URANS computations therefore appears to be very thick, making its 
breakdown more difficult. Despite the use of a turbulence model in the near-wall region 
for the DES computations, the shear layer is clearly observed to break down. 

The turbulent flow predicted by URANS and in the near-wall regions by DES, also means 
that the flow is more diffusive. Consequently, smaller scales that occur near the walls 
are also likely to be spread over a larger area. These smaller, energetic scales have 
higher vorticity levels and are depicted as lighter (blue) regions in the Mach contour plots 
in Figure 5.9. The boundary between the lower and higher Mach regions inside the cavity 
in Figure 5.9 therefore appears to be less defined in the URANS and DES computations. 

Since both the doors-on and doors-off cases were run at identical flow conditions, the 
mean flow energy imparted from the free-stream and the turbulent flow energy imparted 
from the oncoming boundary layer (the height of which is also identical in both cases) 
is identical. The doors channel the flow into the cavity and prevent any leakage into the 
spanwise direction. All the energy from the oncoming boundary layer is therefore concen
trated into the shear layer, which maintains its flow path predominantly in the streamwise 
and transverse plane. The confining presence of the doors precludes large transfer of en
ergy along the spanwise direction outside the cavity. Even inside the cavity, little transport 
and/or redistribution of energy along the width of the cavity occurs and this is indicative 
of insignificant three-dimensionality effects at the cavity floor. For the clean cavity case, 
however, there is a means for energy to be redistributed along the spanwise direction both 
outside and consequently inside the cavity. Energy is therefore extracted from the shear 
layer and spread into the surroundings. The pressure at the cavity rear rises due to this 
mixing process and is manifested in the form of a rising SPL curve (refer to Figure 5.6(a)). 
This breakdown of the shear layer is, however, not observed at all in Menter's Baseline 
k - OJ model (Figure 5.8) and is probably why it (and indeed URANS) fail to correctly pre
dict the noise level and frequencies inside the cavity. 

One important point to note is the relatively good accuracy of the LES results with ex
periment for comparatively low-resolution computational domains. To resolve the entire 
frequency spectrum in the cavity, more spatial and temporal resolution would be required, 
especially since the frequency of the highest tone approaches 1 kHz in the cavity. How
ever, previous computations with 1 m, 2m, 4.5m and 8.5 million at various time-steps have 
revealed that high density grids are not necessary for reasonably good prediction of the 
cavity flow-field even at the high Reynolds number of 1 million at which this cavity is run 
and at transonic conditions. Evidence of this is provided in Figure 5.11, which compares 
the SPLs for each of the four grids mentioned in the doors-off section in Table 5.1 us
ing LES. Coarse grid results (~ 1 m points) used a time-step of 0.01 (- 1.814 x 1O-5s), 
the medium grid used a time-step of 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O-6s) while a time-step of 0.001 
(= 1.814 x 1O-6s) was used for the fine and very fine computations. The general shape of 
the SPL curve as well as amplitudes can clearly be observed to consistently match with 
each other with spatial and temporal refinement. 
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Figure 5.11: SPLs inside the 3D UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity with doors-off using LES 
(Smagorinsky SGS) with the 1 m, 2m, 4.5m and 8.5m grids. 

5.3 Doors-On Results 

Doors-on results for the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity based on DES, LES and URANS meth
ods are presented in Figures 5.12 to 5.15. Since DES gave good results for the doors-off 
case it was decided to run a fine grid DES computation for the doors-on configuration. 
The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model [192] was used to realise the near-wall prop
erties in DES computations. This allowed the use of coarser grids than would have been 
required for LES. For comparison purposes, however, a medium grid LES computation 
with the doors-on was also conducted. For consistency, Menter's Baseline k - w model 
[245] was used for the URANS calculations of the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity with doors-on, 
as was the case with doors-off. With the 2D cavity thought to be a good representation 
of the full 3D cavity, results from the 2D cavity are also included. Results from the coarse 
grid (details of which were provided earlier in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4) were used for the 
2D cavity. 

Two sets of experimental data were provided in the doors-on configuration, as was men
tioned previously in Chapter 3. Normally all wind tunnel measurements for the cavity 
were conducted with a sampling rate of 6 kHz with the exception of the doors-on case for 
which an additional experiment with a higher sampling rate of 31.25 kHz was also per
formed. Experimental results corresponding to both sets of sampled data are included 
when comparing SPLs, spectrals and band-limited frequency results with computations. 
Changes in results between the 6 kHz and 31.25 kHz experimental data sets are delib
erately highlighted to emphasise the requirement of higher resolution experimental data 
for high Reynolds number cavity flows. All numerical results were sampled at the 31.25 
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kHz sampling rate. Overall, about 3 dB of of difference was observed between the two 
experimental data sets. 

Figure 5.12 show the difference between DES, LES and URANS methods in the predic
tion of noise levels and frequency content at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95 along 
the cavity floor. Results for both LES, 2D URANS (SST model) and 3D URANS (Baseline 
k - ()) model) agree well with experiment. In fact, near the front of the cavity, the shape 
of the SPL curve for Menter's Baseline k - ()) model [245] follows the experiment better 
than the LES results. Fourier transform of the numerical signal indicates the frequencies 
generated inside the cavity as shown in Figures 5.12(b)-5.12(d). These plots illustrate a 
less promising agreement between Menter's Baseline k - ()) model and experiment. Nei
ther the 1 st nor the 3rd Rossiter modes were captured. Table 5.3 presents the compar
ison between the frequencies and amplitudes predicted by the numerical computations 
and experiment. The 2nd Rossiter mode (~380 Hz) is well captured in the 3D URANS 
computations but is over-predicted by about 1 kPa. This over-prediction was found to 
be a common occurrence for most URANS comparisons with experiment. Even for very 
coarse grids, however, LES and even DES predict the amplitudes of the frequencies very 
well. 

A distinct difference between the amplitudes of the acoustic tones and the overall SPLs 
can be observed in the 2D and 3D URANS results in the spectral and noise level dis
tribution in Figure 5.12. Although the 2D results over-predict the magnitude of the 2nd 
Rossiter mode by as much as approximately 4 kPa at the cavity rear (x/L = 0.95) relative 
to 3D URANS and by about 5 kPa relative to experiment (Figure 5.12(d)), it fares better 
than the 3D URANS results in predicting the less dominant 1 st (~ 160 Hz) and, to a lesser 
extent, the 3rd (~600 Hz ) Rossiter modes. The full 3D cavity will however have different 
boundary layer characteristics compared to the 2D cavity due to spanwise effects. In fact, 
the boundary layer height at the lip of the cavity is typically greater than for the full 3D 
cavity. It is probable that the significant over-prediction of the frequency amplitudes for 
the 2D cavity is attributed to this. 

Another observation from the SPL and PSD plots is the difference between the 6 kHz 
and 31.25 kHz experimental signals. Shape of the SPL curves are different for almost all 
positions along the cavity floor (Figure 5.12(a)). In the frequency domain, a phase shift is 
observed between the two experimental signals with the higher sampled signal typically 
shifted to the right for the three stations analysed (Figures 5.12(b)-5.12(d)). Amplitudes 
of the modes can also differ between the two signals with a difference of about 0.5 kPa 
noted at the cavity middle (x/L = 0.55). 

5.3.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

A more in-depth analysis of the numerical results is provided in Figure 5.13, which present 
the fluctuations in the noise level within four different frequency bandwidths. The first 
bandwidth (50 Hz::; f ::; 250 Hz) straddles the first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz), the second 
bandwidth (350 Hz::; f ::; 450 Hz) contains the second mode (~380 Hz), the third band
width (500 Hz::; f::; 700 Hz) includes the third mode (~600 Hz) and the fourth bandwidth 
(750 Hz ::; f::; 850 Hz) includes the fourth mode (~ 820 Hz). 

It can be clearly observed in Figure 5.13 that both DES and LES generally provide better 
agreement with experiment across all four frequency bandwidths. The best agreement for 
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Figure 5.1 2: SPLs and PSD (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along cavity floor 
for the UD=5, W/D=1, clean cavity with doors-on at 900 vertically comparing 20 URANS 
(SST), 3D URANS (Baseline k - w), DES-SA and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) results with 
experiment. Plots taken at Z/W=0.25 and along the cavity floor (y/D=1). 
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Table 5.3: Comparisons of (approximate) frequencies and their amplitudes predicted be
tween LES (Smagorinsky SGS for medium grid), DES (Spalart-Allmaras for fine grid), 
URANS (Baseline k- w for coarse grid) for the doors-on clean cavity (at x/L = 0.95), 
Rossiter's semi-empirical formula [3] and experiment. 

Method 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode 
Freq. Ampl. Freq. Ampl. Freq. Ampl. Freq. Ampl. 
Hz Pa Hz Pa Hz Pa Hz Pa 

Rossiter's Formula 162 378 594 811 
Experiment (6kHz) 166 1631 385 3927 577 688 839 493 
Experiment 207 1786 401 4225 605 539 813 429 
(31.25kHz) 
2D U RANS (SST) 130 1200 340 9500 680 1500 1200 500 
3D URANS (Base- - 339 5174 675 594 
line k- w) 
DES (Fine) 157 1057 442 1796 654 2263 883 478 
LES (Medium) 241 1360 465 1328 - 789 886 

Menter's Baseline k - w model with experiment exists for the 2nd Rossiter mode (:::::; 380 
Hz) as portrayed in Figure 5.13(b): both the shape and amplitude are well predicted. 
Since this second Rossiter mode is the dominant mode (Figure 5.12(d)), it has the great
est contribution in the overall noise levels produced in the cavity, especially since the 
amplitudes of the other modes are significantly smaller. Consequently, the URANS re
sults appear good at a first glance but a closer inspection of other frequency bandwidths 
in Figure 5.13 reveal that a significantly better comparison exists between LES, DES 
and experiment. In general, LES/DES capture the higher frequencies much better than 
URANS. 

Better agreement is also achieved between the 20 cavity case and experiment than with 
the 3D cavity case. This is especially the case for the first Rossiter mode (Figure 5.13(a)). 
In general, the 20 URANS results tend to predict much higher magnitudes than the 3D 
URANS results across the entire frequency spectrum analysed. Since DES and LES 
add less dissipation to the flow, URANS results should predict amplitudes lower than 
DES and LES results, especially since the broadband spectrum is not accounted for by 
URANS. This is the case with the 3D URANS but not so with 20 URANS suggesting 
that the 20 approximation may not be valid. The over-prediction of overtones in this 20 
results may be attributed to the oncoming boundary layer profile. For the same initial 
conditions, the oncoming boundary layer is generally twice as thick in the 20 cavity than 
for 3D. Consequently more energy is fed into the shear layer and this may explain the 
augmented 2nd Rossiter mode magnitude and hence overall noise levels. 

5.3.2 Turbulence Decay Characteristics 

With LES performing better than URANS in predicting the narrowband acoustics inside 
the cavity, its effectiveness in capturing the turbulent characteristics was assessed. As 
mentioned previously, at such high Reynolds numbers for the cavity flow, a broad range 
of turbulence scales exist. Proper prediction of turbulence would therefore depend on 
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Figure 5.1 3: Band-limited SPLs for the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1, clean cavity with doors-on at 
900 vertically comparing 2D URANS (SST), 3D URANS (Baseline k - w), DES-SA and 
LES (Smagorinsky SGS) results with experiment. Plots taken at Z/W=0.25 and along the 
cavity floor (y/D=1). 
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resolving correctly not only the larger, more-energetic scales, the smaller, more isotropic 
scales and their interactions between them. Turbulence cascade is therefore important 
and an illustration of it can be obtained by analysing the turbulence decay spectrum of 
the cavity flow and comparing it with the theoretical -5/3 Kolmogorov slope. Figure 5.14 
illustrate the turbulence decay for DES, LES and Menter's Baseline k - (J) model with ex
periment for three stations along the cavity floor: cavity front (x/L = 0.05), cavity middle 
(x/L = 0.55) and cavity rear (x/L = 0.95). The 6 kHz sampling rate experimental signal was 
inappropriate for analysing the experimental turbulence decay characteristics and as such 
only the decay spectrum for the 31.25 kHz experimental signal was superimposed here. 
The solid magenta line in Figure 5.14 represents the -5/3 Kolmogorov slope. Turbulence 
decay spectrum for DES and (even under-resolved) LES is much closer to experiment 
than URANS in terms of amplitudes. The decay slope is generally in better agreement 
with the Kolmogorov -5/3 slope with DES and LES computations. Based on these results, 
it would seem feasible to use low-resolution grids for LES computations for high-Reynolds 
number cavity flows. 

A couple of observations can be made based on the decay plots in Figure 5.14. Note 
the distinct peak located between 4-7 kHz in the experimental signal as well as the less 
clear double peaks at about 7 kHz in the DES, LES and, to a lesser extent, URANS 
signals, occurring predominantly at the cavity front (Figure 5.14(a)) and towards the end 
of the shown signal. These peaks in the numerical signals appear to be more evident 
in the coarser grids and disappear as the grids are refined. These frequencies are too 
high to be narrowband but may be attributed to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the 
shear layer. A recent publication by Larcheveque et al. (2004) [272] also supports this 
fact. Larcheveque et al. (2004) [272] conducted LES on the same UD=5, W/D=1 cavity 
but at a slightly higher Reynolds number and showed that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 
occurred within the 3-6 kHz frequency range. 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability arises when there are large changes in, for instance, the 
streamwise velocity component across two parallel streams of different velocities adjacent 
to each other, i.e. during shear. The flow in these circumstances can become unstable to 
perturbations of infinitesimal size. At high Reynolds number, a shear layer mode exists in 
the UD=5 cavity, where a shear layer forms and extends across the cavity opening. In this 
situation, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are likely to have a significant effect on the flow. 

Variations in velocity gradients across the shear layer will vary from position to position 
across the cavity opening. Wavenumbers produced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability are 
typically associated with the inverse of the velocity difference across the shear layer inter
face. Normally, the shear layer becomes thicker further downstream because it loses en
ergy and diffuses and so the velocity gradient across it is more uniform. Velocity difference 
across the shear layer is therefore much less and hence wavenumbers produced by an 
instability are much larger. Frequencies generated in this case are therefore higher. At 
the cavity front (i.e. x/L = 0.05), the shear layer is thin and all the energy from the bound
ary layer is concentrated within it. A much larger velocity gradient exists across the shear 
layer at this point and hence frequencies generated are somewhat lower than at the cavity 
middle or rear. This may explain why the peak occurs at a slightly lower frequency of 4 
kHz at the front (i.e. x/L = 0.05) compared to the 7 kHz at the cavity middle (i.e. x/L = 0.55) 
and rear (i.e. x/L = 0.95) in Figure 5.14. 

Whether these peaks are definitely due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is uncertain and 
requires further investigation. Nonetheless, one further piece of evidence that supports 
the fact that these peaks may be related to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (which is a 
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Figure 5.14: Turbulence decay plots (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) for the 3D, 
UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity with doors-on at comparing 20 URANS (SST), 3D URANS 
(Baseline k - w), DES-SA and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) results with experiment. Plots 
taken at z/W=O.25 and along the cavity floor (y/D=1). 

two-dimensional phenomenon) is that these peaks are also observed in 20 cavity flows. 
It must also be highlighted that the decay plots in Figure 5.14 depict the turbulent decay 
spectrum at the cavity floor and not at the shear layer, which is where the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability will have the strongest effect. Peaks observed at the cavity floor can however 
still be indirectly related to the effect of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the same way 
that pressure waves of a particular frequency existing outside the cavity can interact with 
the shear layer to provide 'footprints' of the same frequency on the cavity floor. 

The second observation is based on the fact that even with a higher sampling rate of 31.25 
kHz, the experimental signal is not long enough to analyse the 'roll-off' characteristics 
at the very high frequency end. Experimental data with a yet higher sampling rate are 
therefore required for better validation of computations. For comparison purposes, the 
LES results correspond to a sampling rate of approximately 55 kHz. 

5.3.3 Broadband Spectrum Analysis 

Aside from the prediction of narrowband noise, analysis of the broadband spectrum was 
also conducted. Broadband noise may be important in situations where the cavity is 
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exposed to the free-stream for longer periods of time. In this situation, the structure of the 
cavity along with its contents can exhibit fatigue failure. The broadband can be analysed 
by plotting the variation in noise level over a large frequency range. At higher frequencies 
(or Strouhal numbers), the discrete, acoustic tones are no longer present and the source 
of all noise becomes broadband, as shown in Figure 5.15. DES and LES results are noted 
to be closer to experiment in terms of amplitudes. Lower SPLs for Menter's Baseline k - (j) 

model for the 3D cavity and the SST model for the 2D cavity is a clear representation of 
the inability of URANS to capture broadband noise. 

5.3.4 Flow-field Visualisation 

Instantaneous flow-field for the doors-on cavity using the DES (fine) results are presented 
in Figure 5.16. Comparisons are made with the 2D SST results rather than the 3D Base
line k - (j) results due to the much better agreement provided by the 2D case, as has been 
demonstrated earlier. Development of the flow cycle is illustrated over four time-steps and 
compared for both cases. Plots shown in Figure 5.16 correspond to Mach number con
tours at a slice taken at the centre of the cavity (Le. z/W=O.5). 

Although results from the DES with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model provided good 
agreement with experiment in the doors-off configuration, its accuracy deteriorated when 
doors were included. This is likely to be attributed to the inadequacy of the one-equation 
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model to correctly model the near-wall properties. With only 
one transport equation to model the kinetic energy of turbulence, it provides no mecha
nism for calculating the turbulent dissipation and hence turbulent length scales. 

Previous studies revealed that the effect of the wall inside the cavity was insignificant to 
the overall physics of the flow inside the cavity. With doors-off, the turbulence model is 
active only very close to the cavity walls with LES active elsewhere for DES computations. 
With little influence of the cavity walls, whether the model can or cannot correctly predict 
the near-wall characteristics makes little difference. In the doors-on case, however, the 
turbulence model is forced to be active near the region of the doors as well, which do play 
a more significant role in channelling the flow in and out of the cavity. Dissipation of turbu
lence is not properly predicted by the Spalart-Allmaras model perhaps because a trans
port equation is not included to calculate it, unlike the k - (j) model. This may lead to an 
inaccurate production of the smaller turbulent scales, thereby providing a comparatively 
poorer prediction of the acoustic levels and frequencies. This can be demonstrated by 
analysing the SPLs predicted by DES (Figure 5.12(a)), where the high-pressure plateau 
at the cavity middle is less well predicted. Menter's Baseline k - (j) model and indeed the 
SST model used in the 2D cavity computation performed much better in predicting the 
SPL shape in the doors-on configuration, indicating its superior capability in predicting 
the near-wall properties. Since both the Baseline k - (j) and SST are zonal models and 
use the standard k - (j) model near the wall, DES in conjunction with the Wilcox k - (j) 

model or LES with higher resolution grids should provide better accuracy and agreement 
with experiment. Evidence of this is given in Figure 5.17, which compares the SPLs for 
the doors-on UD=5 cavity using the DES-SA (fine grid) and DES with the k (j) model 
(coarse grid) and LES (medium grid). Even for a coarse grid, DES with k- (j) provides 
better agreement with experiment than DES-SA. 
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Figure 5.15: SPLs against Strouhal number (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) 
for the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity with doors-on comparing 20 URANS (SST), 3D 
URANS (Baseline k- w), DES-SA and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) results with experiment. 
Plots taken at Z/W=0.25 and along the cavity floor (y/D=1). 

5.4 PIV Comparisons 

Description of the PIV experiment was given by Ross [6] and Foster [65] and is discussed 
in detail in Chapter 3. The PIV experiment was conducted for the 3D cavity in the doors
on configuration only and so results from the corresponding doors-on computations are 
only compared with it. 

Streamwise and transverse velocity profiles for three different stations inside the cavity 
(xlL=0.05, xlL=0.55 and xlL=0.95) for URANS, DES and LES computations are illustrated 
in Figure 5.18. The black line denotes the PIV measurements. URANS results corre
spond to time-averaged 20 cavity results using the SST turbulence model. The time
averaged fine-grid DES results using the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model are also 
shown along with the medium-grid LES results using the standard Smagorinsky sub-grid 
scale model. Details of the grids used are presented in Table 5.1. A dimensionless time
step of 0.01 (- 1.814 x 1O-5s) was used for the 20 computation, 0.001 (= 1.814 x 1O- 6s) 
for the DES computation and 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) for the LES calculation. 

Agreement with PIV is good with all methods at the front of the cavity (Figures 5.18(a) 
and 5.18(b)) where the flow activity is minimal. Toward the middle of the cavity, better 
agreement was obtained between DES, LES and PIV. The greater differences at this 

5.4. PIV COMPARISONS 
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(a) t=t, =0.0816s (2D SST) (b) t=t, =0.0816s (DES) 

(c) t=t2=0.0834s (2D SST) (d) t=t2=0.0834s (DES) 

(e) t=t3=0.0852s (2D SST) (f) t=t3=0.0852s (DES) 

(g) t=t4=0.0870s (2D SST) (h) t=t4=0.0870s (DES) 
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Figure 5.16: Instantaneous Mach number contours with streamlines for the clean cavity 
with doors-on at for 4 different time-steps during flow cycle for the URANS (Menter's 
Baseline k- w) and DES (Spalart-Allmaras) computations. Plots taken along the cavity 
centreline (Z/W = 0.5). 

location between the 2D URANS results and PIV were attributed to an over-prediction 
in the strength of the primary vortex inside the cavity. At the rear of the cavity, however, 
agreement between DES, LES and PIV deteriorated. This may be explained by the poorer 
resolution of the PIV experiment at this location, which was discussed in detail in the 
previous chapter (Chapter 4). 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

Large-Eddy and Detached-Eddy Simulations of a 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 clean cavity with 
and without doors at a Mach number of 0.85 and a Reynolds number of 1 million (based 
on the cavity length) were performed. Analysis of unsteady pressure measurements with 
experiment revealed that both DES (in conjunction with the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras 
model) and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) consistently gave better agreement than URANS in 
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Figure 5.17: SPLs along the cavity floor for the UD=5, W/D=1, clean cavity with doors
on at 900 vertically comparing DES-SA, DES (with k - w) and LES (Smagorinsky SGS) 
results with experiment. Plots taken at Z/W=0.25 and along the cavity floor (y/D=1). 

terms of frequency content, phase and noise levels for both the doors-on and doors-off 
configurations. Menter's Baseline k - w model was used for the 3D URANS computations, 

With doors-off, the 3rd Rossiter mode (~ 600 Hz ) was found to be the dominant mode. 
Menter's Baseline k - w model still predicted a 'W'-shaped SPL curve as it did for the 
doors-on case unlike LES and DES, which correctly predicted the 'tick'-shape. Windowed 
SPL plots indicated that both LES and DES fared much better than URANS in predicting 
the shapes of the SPL curves across four specific frequency bands that contain the first 
four Rossiter modes found in the cavity for this flow regime. While URANS predicted the 
dominant 3rd Rossiter mode quite well it was observed that it failed to provide the same 
level of accuracy for any of the frequencies higher or lower than this dominant mode. 
Analysis of flow-field plots for the doors-off cavity with Menter's Baseline k - w model and 
DES revealed that DES predicted a breakdown of the shear layer while Menter's baseline 
k - w model consistently illustrated a coherent shear layer that spanned the cavity. It was 
concluded that URANS had difficulty in accounting for the larger transport and/or diffusion 
of energy and momentum present in the doors-off case. 

With doors-on, the SPL curve takes the form of a 'W' shape, the flow is typically governed 
by a dual-vortex cycle and the 2nd Rossiter mode (~380 Hz) is dominant. Since the 20 
cavity was thought to be a good representation of the full 3D cavity with doors-on, results 
from the SST model were also compared with the 3D doors-on results. Initial analysis of 
the doors-on results revealed that better prediction was obtained with 3D URANS than 
with DES and LES. Band-limited frequency analysis, however, revealed that 3D URANS 
predicted the dominant (2nd Rossiter) mode well but had difficulty in capturing most of 
the higher (and in some cases, some of the lower) frequencies as well, as was observed 
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Figure 5.18: Time-averaged streamwise (!jJ and transverse (~) velocity profiles for the 
clean cavity with doors-on along cavity floor at xl L = 0.05, xl L = 0.55 and xl L = 0.95 using 
2D URANS coarse grid (with SST model (solid, green line)), fine DES grid (with Spalart
Allmaras (dashed, red line)) and medium LES grid (dashed-dot, blue line). Black line 
corresponds to experimental PIV data (provided by Ross [6]). 
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in the doors-off configuration. In contrast, both DES and LES fared much better in pre
dicting correctly the shapes of the SPL curves and the intensity of the frequency tones. 
Furthermore, URANS was typically found to consistently over-predict the acoustic tone 
magnitudes in the doors-on cavity. Results using the 2D cavity with the SST model over
predicted the dominant 2nd Rossiter mode in the doors-on cavity by almost double the 
experimental values. This was attributed to a much thicker oncoming boundary layer in 
the 2D cavity and may suggest that the 2D approximation is incorrect for the doors-on 
cavity. Differences were observed with the two sets of experimental data available for 
the doors-on cavity. It was concluded that high resolution experimental data are just as 
much required as high resolution numerical results to obtain an accurate understanding 
of cavity flow physics. 

Analysis of the turbulent decay characteristics revealed a peak at around 4-7 kHz in the 
experimental and numerical results. Since this is too high to be narrowband, its source 
may be attributed to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Investigation of the broadband spec
trum emphasised the inadequacy of URANS to account for broadband noise. 

Streamwise and transverse velocity plots were compared for the doors-on case with PIV 
measurements and showed consistently good agreement at the cavity front and middle 
for different DES variants and LES. Comparisons with the best 2D results revealed that 
the flow is far too energetic and leading to a stronger primary vortex causing significantly 
more shear layer fluctuations. At the cavity rear, the agreement with PIV deteriorated 
between LES and DES and these discrepancies may be attributed to poor resolution in 
the PIV experiment at this position. 

The grids used for LES computations were found to provide good agreement with exper
iment in both doors-on and doors-off configurations. Despite the high Reynolds number 
of cavity flow under investigation here, it was observed that accurate predictions of the 
cavity flow-field can be provided by reasonably low-resolution grids by LES standards. 
However, unlike URANS, LES/DES computations can only be performed in 3D and low 
time-steps are required for accurate resolution of the cavity flow-field. This is described 
in Table 5.4, which gives the calculation details for two of the finest LES/DES calculations 
performed in this project and compares with a 3D URANS calculation. This table shows 
that although LES/DES is cheaper per time-step, it requires more CPU hours and hence 
is overall more expensive. 

Table 5.4: URANS, DES and LES calculation details. 

Calculation Details 3D URANS DES-SA LES 
Cavity Configuration Doors-On Doors-On Doors-Off 
Grid Size 1.5 x 106 4.5 X 106 8.5 X 106 

Processors 19 320 256 
CFD Time-Step 1.81 x 10-5 1.81 X 10-6 1.81 X 10-6 

Unsteady Tolerance 0.005 0.001 0.001 
Pseudo-Steps/CFD Time-step 39 6 7 
CFD Time-Steps/min. 0.425 9.72 2.57 
Total CFD Time-Steps 5,506 50,200 18,546 
Total CPU Hours 3,121 28,100 39,936 
Signal Duration 0.1 s 0.1 s 0.034 s 
Total Run-time 9 days 3.46 days 6 days 
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Chapter 6 

Different Aspect Ratio Cavity Flows 

With LES and DES consistently producing good results for the UD=5 cavity, the URANS 
method was revisited in an attempt to explain its poor predictions. To assess this, different 
cavity aspect ratios were investigated and parametric studies in time and space performed 
to analyse whether more consistent results were obtained with URANS for other cavity 
geometries. The main objective of this study is to ascertain the range of applicability of 
the URANS method and is not meant to be a definitive study on different cavity UD ratios. 

Two-dimensional deep, open cavities (UD=2), transitional cavities (UD=10) and closed 
cavities (UD=16) were studied. All computations were conducted using Menter's SST tur
bulence model [245], which proved to be the most robust based on the UD=5 calculations. 
No experimental data were however available to validate the CFD data so the 2D URANS 
results were compared to DES (with k - w ) results for the 3D cavity with doors-on. A 
medium-sized grid of about 2 million points was used for the DES computation. 

6.1 Description of Computational Domains 

Computational domains for the 2D UD=2, UD=10 and UD=16 calculations were all based 
on the UD=5 grid. As for the UD=5 case, the coarse grids for the UD=2, UD=10 and 
UD=16 cavities comprised six blocks with the cavity completely contained within one 
block. Two blocks were used ahead and aft of the cavity while the far-field was maintained 
at 1.5 times the cavity length. With respect to the UD=5 grid, only the block containing the 
cavity and the block above the cavity were modified to account for the different cavity ge
ometries. The other blocks therefore remained unchanged. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the 
mesh distributions for the UD=2, UD=10 and UD16 coarse grids in and near the vicinity 
of the cavity. For reference, the UD=5 mesh is also shown. 

Finer grids were then constructed from the coarse grid by doubling the number of points in 
each direction apart from the z-direction. Free-stream conditions were applied outside the 
cavity and zero-velocity was imposed inside the cavity for the initialisation of the solution. 
Each grid section was scaled relative to the cavity length, L. For the UD=2 and UD=10 
grids, the cavity length was fixed and normalised to 1 unit and the depth varied to 0.5 and 
0.1, respectively, as shown in Figures 6.1 (b) and 6.2(a). In the case of the UD=16 cavity, 
the cavity length was increased to 1.6 times its original length and the depth specified to 
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Figure 6.1: Meshing in and near the cavity for the UD=5 and UD=2 coarse grids. 

0.1 (units of the cavity length). As the Reynolds number is based on the cavity length, the 
Reynolds number used for the UD=16 cavity was increased accordingly to 10.8528 million 
compared to the 6.783 million for all other cavity UD ratios. This ensured that the L/8 ratio, 
which relates the cavity length to the boundary layer thickness, was held constant. The 
3D grid used for the DES computations was designed in the manner described previously 
in Chapter 5. 

To ascertain the degree of accuracy and consistency obtained with the SST turbulence 
model for cavities with UD ratios of 2, 10 and 16, four computations were conducted for 
each geometrical configuration: coarse and fine grids with coarse (~t = 0.01 1.814 x 

6.1. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL DOMAINS 
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Figure 6.2: Meshing in and near the cavity for the UD=10 and UD=16 coarse grids. 

1O-5s) and fine (~t = 0.01 _ 9.07 x 1O- 6s) time-steps. Details of the coarse and fine grids 
for all cases are provided in Table 6.1 . 

6.2 LlD=2 Open Cavity 

Noise levels and spectral decomposition at three stations along the cavity floor (i.e. x/ L = 0.05, 
x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) for the coarse and fine UD=2 cavity grids with time-steps of 
0.01 (= 1.814 x 1O- 5s) and 0.005 (= 9.07 x 1O- 6s) are shown in Figure 6.3. Comparisons 
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Table 6.1: Information about the 2D cavity grids with UD ratios of 2, 10 and 16. 

Grid Overall Points Points in Cav- Wallspacing Blocks in Cav-
ity ity (Overall) 

LlD=2 clean cavity 
SST Coarse 34,374 10,404 Y = 5 x 10-6 2 (8) 
SST Fine 137,496 41,616 Y = 5 X 10-6 2 (8) 
DES k- (j) 2,218,854 493,679 Y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (240) 

LlD=10 clean cavity 
SST Coarse 46,206 16,320 y=5xlO 6 2 (8) 
SST Fine 180,336 65,280 y = 5 X 10-6 3 (10) 
DES k- (j) 2,218,854 493,679 y = 3.125 X 10-3 64 (240) 

LlD=16 clean cavity 
SST Coarse 48,654 17,544 y = 5 X 10-6 4 (12) 
SST Fine 190,128 70,176 y = 5 X 10-6 4 (12) 

with DES results reveal good agreement with the coarse grids and for the fine grid with 
coarse time-step but deteriorates for the fine grid with fine time-step. As was the case 
with the UD=5 cavity, the UD=2 results demonstrate a change in the flow characteristics 
on refinement in space. 

Analysis of the PSD plots in Figure 6.3 revealed that URANS tended to over-predict the 
magnitude of the second mode (~380 Hz) for the UD=2 cavity. The DES calculation 
also indicated a strong presence of the first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz), which was not 
predicted by URANS. More scatter was also observed around the main Rossiter modes 
for this cavity UD ratio with finer grids with URANS as illustrated in the spectral plots in 
Figure 6.3(d). Results for the UD=2 cavity therefore still appear to show a dependency to 
the grid and time-step, as was the case with the UD=5 cavity. 

6.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Windowed frequency analysis is provided in Figure 6.4. Variation in the noise levels within 
the four frequency ranges that straddle the first four Rossiter modes found for this UD 
ratio is illustrated in these band-limited frequency plots. The four frequency intervals used 
here are the same as for the UD=5 case because the length of the cavity and the flow 
conditions are the same. The first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz) falls within the first frequency 
band of 50 Hz ::; f ::; 250 Hz and the second Rossiter mode (~380 Hz) falls in the second 
band of 350 Hz ::; f::; 450 Hz. The third (~600 Hz) and fourth (~ 820 Hz) Rossiter modes 
are contained within the third (500 Hz::; f ::; 700 Hz) and fourth (750 Hz::; f ::; 850 Hz) 
frequency bands, respectively. 

Analysis of these windowed SPL plots revealed that variations in noise level amplitudes 
and SPL curve shapes differ from the coarse and fine grids, a result similar to the UD=5 
configuration. Although the fine grid (with coarse time-step) results compared reasonably 
well with DES for frequencies above ~ 380 Hz, poor agreement was observed for the 
frequencies in the first frequency band (Figure 6.4(a)). Further refinement of the fine 
grid in time however gave different noise level amplitudes. The shape of the SPL curve 
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Figure 6.3: SPL and PSD plots (atx/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) for the 2D open, 
rectangular UD=2 cavity along the cavity floor using the SST turbulence model for: coarse 
grid, coarse time-step (solid blue with plus signs); coarse grid, fine time-step (solid red 
with circular markers); fine grid, coarse time-step (solid green with crosses) and fine grid, 
fine time-step (solid magenta with square symbols). DES results (with k - w ) for the 3D 
UD=2 cavity are shown in black (with triangles). 
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Figure 6.4: Band .. limited SPLs for the 20 open, rectangular UD=2 cavity along the cav .. 
ity floor using the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, coarse time"step (solid blue 
with plus signs); coarse grid, fine time"step (solid red with circular markers); fine grid, 
coarse time-step (solid green with crosses) and fine grid, fine time-step (solid magenta 
with square symbols). DES results (with k - w ) for the 3D UD=2 cavity are shown in black 
(with triangles). 
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also changed with the finer grids and this represented a subsequent change in the flow 
characteristics inside the cavity. 

6.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Visualisation of the flow-field inside the UD=2 cavity is indicated in Figure 6.5, which 
shows the time-averaged plots with Mach number contours and streamlines. The effect 
of time-step refinement on the noise levels and spectral decomposition was found to be 
less significant for the coarse grid (Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(c)). The flow-field plots support 
this, which show similar contours and vortical structures inside the cavity. 

The greatest difference occurred with spatial refinement, as was highlighted previously, 
and this is evident from the time-averaged plots in Figures 6.5(d) and 6.5(e). A large 
corner vortex developed at the front wall of the UD=2 cavity with the finer grids. The 
primary vortex in the fine grid therefore could not span the entire length of the cavity 
as was the case with the coarse grids. Consequently, this primary vortex was forced to 
deflect upwards out of the cavity and the slightly protruded shear layer therefore tended 
to generate more noise. Overall, the UD=2 cavity results with the SST turbulence model 
were still found to be inconsistent and sensitive to the grid employed. Consequently, 
turbulent simulation based on LES/DES is recommended for this UD ratio, as was the 
case for the UD=5 cavity. 

6.3 UD=10, Transitional Cavity 

SPLs and PSD for the UD=1 0, transitional cavity are indicated in Figure 6.6, which include 
plots from the coarse and fine grids with time-steps of 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O-5S) and 0.005 
(= 9.07 x 1O-6s). Comparisons with DES showed that best agreement is achieved with 
the coarse grid with fine time-step. The other computations predict a different shape of 
the SPL curve and different SPL magnitudes (Figure 6.6(a)). 

Analysis of the PSD plots at the x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95 of the cavity in 
Figure 6.6 however indicate that the coarse grid with fine-step results over-predict the 
intensity of the second Rossiter mode (~380 Hz). DES results show noise distributed 
among many modes rather than a single mode. URANS results however do not predict 
this with the fine grid results and the coarse grid with coarse time-step result predicting 
only a first mode (~ 160 Hz). Results for the UD=1 0 cavity therefore still appear to show a 
dependency to the grid and time-step, as was the case with the UD=2 and UD=5 cavities. 

6.3.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

A closer inspection of the spectral analysis is provided in Figure 6.7, which indicates the 
noise level distribution across four specific frequency bandwidths. Since the cavity length 
is the same for the UD=2, 5 and 10 cavities, the first four Rossiter modes (calculated by 
Rossiter's formula in Equation 1.3) are also the same. 

6.3. UD=10, TRANSITIONAL CAVITY 
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Figure 6.5: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 2D UD=2, 
open, deep cavity using the SST turbulence model for coarse and fine grids and time
steps and DES (with k - w ) for the 3D UD=2 cavity. Plots show Mach number normalised 
with respect to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 

Variation across the four computations for the UD=10 case was found to be more pro
found. Across all the four frequency intervals in Figure 6.7, it can be clearly observed 
that the noise levels and shape of curve are strongly influenced by the grid density and 
time-step used. As mentioned previously, DES results show the noise to be distributed 
across many frequencies. Consequently, the band-limited plots show SPL amplitudes of 
the same order of magnitude across all the four frequency bands analysed (Figure 6.7). 
URANS results do not predict this and large scatter is observed in amplitudes for all the 
four computations across all four frequency bands in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.6: (continued) 
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Figure 6.6: SPL and PSD plots (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) for the 2D 
transitional, rectangular UD=10 cavity along the cavity floor using the SST turbulence 
model for: coarse grid, coarse time-step (solid blue with plus signs); coarse grid, fine 
time-step (solid red with circular markers); fine grid, coarse time-step (solid green with 
crosses) and fine grid, fine time-step (solid magenta with square symbols). DES results 
(with k - ill ) for the 3D UD=10 cavity are shown in black (with triangles). 
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Figure 6.7: (continued) 
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Figure 6.7: Band-limited SPLs for the 2D transitional. rectangular UD=1 ° cavity along 
the cavity floor using the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, coarse time-step (solid 
blue with plus signs); coarse grid, fine time-step (solid red with circular markers); fine grid, 
coarse time-step (solid green with crosses) and fine grid, fine time-step (solid magenta 
with square symbols). DES results (with k - ()) ) for the 3D UD=10 cavity are shown in 
black (with triangles). 
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6.3.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Flow-field plots for the UD=10, transitional cavity are provided in Figure 6.8. Plots corre
spond to time-averaged flow-field data using Mach contours (normalised with respect to 
the free-stream Mach number of Moo = 0.85) with streamlines computed on the averaged 
flow superimposed. 
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Figure 6.8: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 20 UD=10, 
open, deep cavity using the SST turbulence model for coarse and fine grids and time
steps and DES (with k - w ) for the 3D UD=1 ° cavity. Plots show Mach number nor
malised with respect to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 

Comparisons between the DES and URANS results show that URANS fails to predict 
the correct flow features and this is reflected by the large scatter in the SPL and PSD 
analysis. Although, two vortices appear inside the cavity on average for both DES and 

6.3. UD=10, TRANSITIONAL CAVITY 
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URANS computations, the position of these vortices is significantly different in the two 
methods. DES predicts a greater deflection of the shear layer into the cavity than URANS. 
Consequently, the vortices in the cavity cover a significantly smaller proportion of the 
cavity in the DES calculation. A region of high Mach is also observed near the middle 
and rear sections of the cavity with DES (Figure 6.8(a)). This corresponds to the regions 
where the shear layer dips into the cavity and then separates again on approaching the 
downstream wall. The distributed noise observed in the band-limited frequency analysis is 
therefore likely to be broadband rather than narrowband. In contrast, URANS still predicts 
a shear layer than extends across the cavity length with a vortex spanning a greater 
proportion of the cavity than with DES. 

Although the noise levels are somewhat lower in the UD=10 cavity, the source of noise 
appears to change from narrowband to broadband. It is probable that the poor agreement 
between URANS and DES results is due to the fact that URANS cannot predict broadband 
noise. Overall, the UD=10 cavity results with the SST turbulence model were still found 
to be inconsistent and sensitive to the grid employed. Consequently, turbulent simulation 
based on LES/DES is again recommended for this UD ratio, as was the case for the 
UD=2 and UD=5 cavities. 

6.4 UD=16 Closed Cavity 

The SPLs and PSD plots for the UD=16 cavity are presented in Figure 6.9, in which, as 
before, results from the the coarse and fine grids with time-steps of 0.01 (_ 1.814 x 1O-5s) 
and 0.005 (- 9.07 x 1O-6s) are plotted. Although the fine grid produced slightly higher 
SPLs at the cavity front than for the coarse grid (Figure 6.9(a)), the general trend of 
the SPL curve and indeed the frequency content was more consistent than with shorter 
cavity aspect ratios. Although no DES results are presented here for validation, this level 
of consistency was not obtained with URANS with any of the other UD ratios studied 
and so provides evidence that URANS can predict the UD=16 closed cavity flow more 
accurately. 

Frequencies above 500 Hz were now observed to be completely non-existent for the 
UD=16 cavity. Even for frequencies between 0 Hz and 500 Hz, only the amplitudes of 
frequencies up to about 250Hz are significant. Consequently, only these frequencies 
contribute to the overall noise levels. The SPLs were also much lower for the UD=16 cav
ity than was the case with the lower cavity UD ratios, with maximum SPLs approaching 
approximately 155 dB at the cavity rear (xiL = 0.95) as highlighted in Figure 6.9(a). 

6.4.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Noise level variations for four specific frequency ranges are presented in Figures 6.10. 
For the UD=16 configuration, the cavity length is 1.6 times longer than for other cavity 
geometries analysed. Based on Rossiter's formula (Equation 1.3), which states that the 
frequency is inversely proportional to the cavity length, the first four Rossiter modes cor
responding to this cavity UD ratio are approximately 100 Hz, 235 Hz, 370 Hz and 505 Hz. 
Each of these modes is contained within the four frequency intervals illustrated in Figures 
6.10. 

6.4. UD=16 CLOSED CAVITY 
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Figure 6.9: SPL and PSD plots (at xlL = 0.05, xlL = 0.55 and xlL = 0.95) for the 20 
closed, rectangular UD=16 cavity at xl L = 0.55 and xl L = 0.95 along the cavity floor using 
the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, coarse time-step (solid blue with plus signs); 
coarse grid, fine time-step (solid red with circular markers); fine grid, coarse time-step 
(solid green with crosses) and fine grid, fine time-step (solid magenta with square sym
bols). 
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Figure 6.10: Band-limited SPLs for the 2D closed, rectangular UD=16 cavity along the 
cavity floor using the SST turbulence model for: coarse grid, coarse time-step (solid blue 
with plus signs); coarse grid, fine time-step (solid red with circular markers); fine grid, 
coarse time-step (solid green with crosses) and fine grid, fine time-step (solid magenta 
with square symbols). 
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As mentioned previously, most of the noise was generated from frequencies up to about 
250 Hz so it was anticipated that only the first two frequency bands would contribute to 
the overall noise levels produced inside the cavity. This was indeed reflected in Figure 
6.10 where SPLs at the cavity rear fall from approximately 150 dB for the first frequency 
band (Figure 6.1 O(a)) to 125 dB for the second frequency band (Figure 6.1 O(b)) to around 
110 dB and lower for higher frequency ranges (Figures 6.1 O(c) and 6.1 O(d)). Irrespective 
of frequency range, however, variations and scatter between the four computations was 
less pronounced for different grid sizes and time-steps for the UD=16 cavity. 

6.4.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Flow visualisation of the UD=16 cavity for all four cases is depicted in Figure 6.11, which 
shows the time-averaged plots of Mach number contours and streamlines. Only a single 
vortex exists in the cavity on the average for the UD=16 cavity and the flow is observed 
to reattach at the floor at approximately x/L = 0.5. For all the four computations, the time
averaged plots are very similar suggesting that grid sensitivity was less prominent for the 
UD=16 cavity. Turbulence modelling based on URANS can therefore be applied for the 
UD=16 cavity with good accuracy. 

It would therefore seem that the longer the cavity, the less sensitive are the results to the 
grid employed. This issue of grid dependency may be related to the overall complexity 
of the flow in the cavity. An indication of how well URANS can predict the flow may, for 
instance, be obtained by analysing the level of unsteadiness and turbulence in the flow. In 
addition, the noise levels and frequencies exhibited in the cavity can be used to determine 
the predictive capabilities of the URANS method. 

Very deep cavities such as the UD=2 cavity, for instance, generate a shear layer that 
bridges the cavity opening, in a similar fashion to the UD=5 cavity. The physical processes 
occurring in the UD=2 cavity are also similar to the UD=5 cavity with the shear layer 
dipping into the cavity and undergoing fluctuations. These oscillations are however not 
as pronounced as for the UD=5 cavity and this is probably due to the fact that the deeper 
cavity restricts the movement of the large vortex that exists in the cavity. Consequently, 
the frequencies generated in the UD=2 cavity are not as high as for the UD=5 cavity. On 
the other hand, interactions between the larger vortex in the cavity and the shear layer 
and the walls still generates high noise levels. Strong coupling between the shear layer 
and the vortices inside the cavity therefore still exists. Since the flow is unsteady and 
turbulent, a slight change to the grid can cause a change in the results. 

For the transitional cavity of UD=10, the shear layer still dips further into the cavity but 
the movement of the shear layer is minimised. Fewer vortical structures exist in the cavity 
and most of the noise is broadband rather than narrowband. Although the noise levels are 
somewhat lower, the fact that the noise is broadband means that URANS again has diffi
culty in resolving the flow features consistently. As the cavity UD ratio is increased further, 
i.e. closed cavity with UD=16, the shear layer falls further into the cavity opening and re
attaches at the cavity floor (at approximately x/L = 0.35). Only two regions of recirculation 
exist: a lower-pressure region between the cavity front wall and the re-attachment point 
and a higher-pressure region between the separation point (approximately x/L = 0.95) 
and the cavity back wall. The flow is quasi-steady and less turbulent with only lower fre
quencies prevailing. Combined with much lower SPLs, the flow is more quiescent and 
changes to the grid do not alter the flow physics inside the cavity as significantly and 
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Figure 6.11: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 2D, UD=16, 
closed cavity using the SST turbulence model for coarse and fine grids and time-steps. 
Plots show Mach number normalised with reference to the free-stream Mach number, 
Moo = 0.85. 
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statistical turbulence models provide more consistent results. In conclusion, the range of 
applicability of URANS can be summarised by Table 6.2. URANS can therefore be used 
to give reasonably accurate and consistent predictions for cavities with LID 2:: 16 while 
LES/DES would be needed for LID < 16. 

Table 6.2: The range of applicability of the URANS method for transonic, turbulent cavity 
flows (Moo = 0.85, ReL = 6.783 x 106). 

LID ratio 
2 
5 
10 
16 

6.5 Concluding Remarks 

Method 
LES/DES 
LES/DES 
LES/DES 
URANS 

Computations with cavities with UD ratios of 2, 10 and 16 were conducted to assess if 
the grid sensitivity issue noted with the UD=5 cavity was equally present for other cav
ity geometries. It was found that the SPL amplitudes, shape of the SPL curve and the 
frequencies were more consistently predicted with grid refinement as the cavity length-to
depth ratio was increased. Grid dependency was thought to be connected to the level of 
unsteadiness and turbulence in the flow, with the more unsteady and turbulent the flow, 
the less accurate the predictions with URANS. 

With deeper cavities, the noise levels were observed to be of the same order of magni
tude as for the UD=5 cavity. High frequencies were still present and coupling between the 
shear layer and the vortices inside the cavity was strong. Results with URANS changed 
on grid refinement, as was found with the UD=5 cavity. With transitional UD=10 cavities, 
the noise levels were lower but the source of noise was more broadband than narrow
band. URANS again failed to predict this accurately and more scatter was observed 
across all computations. With closed cavities (UD=16), URANS provided more consis
tent results. This was attributed to lower frequencies and noise levels being present and 
with coupling between the shear layer and the flow inside the cavity to be weaker. In such 
circumstances, the grid dependency was less evident. It was therefore concluded that 
URANS could be used accurately to predict the flow in longer, closed cavities where the 
flow is more quiescent but LES/DES would be required for accurate resolution of the flow 
in cavities with LID < 16. 

6.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 



Chapter 7 

Flow Control: LlD=5 Cavity 

With the flow physics inside the cavity relatively well understood, a study into suppressing 
the large noise levels and high frequencies generated in the open UO=5 cavity was un
dertaken. Both passive and active open-loop control methods were investigated and their 
effects on the flow structures, noise levels and frequencies for the UO=5 cavity demon
strated. Although cavities of higher UO ratios may also require control, for example to 
ameliorate the large pitching moments that can have an adverse effect on the release 
characteristics of stores, the focus of the control study addressed here was to reduce the 
large noise levels in the open UO=5 cavity. The weapon bay with doors-on and opened at 
900 is the configuration that the weapon bay will most likely be exposed to so flow control 
for the doors-on case is only studied here. 

Effectiveness of passive and active open-loop control devices is investigated. As was 
mentioned in Chapter 1, passive control devices involve manipulating the existing cavity 
geometry or adding external physical devices to modify the flow-field in the cavity. Effects 
of the spoiler and slanted cavity walls were studied in this case. For active open-loop 
control, steady jet blowing was used, which involved blowing air into the cavity. Since this 
method is not time-dependent, i.e. the jet conditions do not change in time, it could be 
regarded as a passive device as well. 

It has been mentioned before that the flow behaves two-dimensionally for the weapon 
bay with doors-on, so a reasonable approximation of the flow-field can be obtained by 
modelling the cavity as 20. Furthermore, to conduct a proper flow control study a large 
number of cases need to be performed, e.g. to study the effect of different positions. In 
such circumstances, LES/OES becomes too expensive and URANS is more convenient. 
On this basis, numerical computations for the flow control study were performed on the 
20 UO=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model. In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that 
the SST turbulence model gave reasonable agreement with experiment at coarse grids 
and provided a good qualitative prediction of the cavity flow features. Since the aim of flow 
control methods for the cavity is to minimise the fluctuations of the shear layer and reduce 
the flow unsteadiness, it can be further argued that URANS is a faster and sufficiently 
accurate method as it is better equipped to predict the lower frequencies that would occur 
in this situation. 

Investigations performed with the spoiler and slanted cavity walls were based on experi
ments conducted by Ross and Peto [11]. On the other hand, the steady jet concept was 
based on Lamp and Chokani's experiments [226]. Each control device was placed at dif
ferent locations (as shown in Figure 7.1) and its influence was recorded. For the spoiler, 
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additional computations with different heights were also performed (Figure 7.1 (a)). Effects 
of different angles of slant for slanted cavity walls were also investigated in addition to the 
position of slant (Figure 7.1 (b)). For the continuous mass jet, the effect of different exit jet 
velocities were also analysed (Figure 7.1 (c)). 

Details of all the results for all the configurations shown in Figure 7.1 are given in Appendix 
A. For the purposes of illustrating which flow control method was the best, however, only 
one set of results from each method is presented here (all results are given in Appendix 
A). For the spoiler, results with the spoiler placed in position 2 (with co-ordinates xsp/L = 

-O.l,Ysp/L = 0) as shown in Figure 7.1 (a) were used as an example. The width (wsp ) and 
height (hsp) of the spoiler were 0.25 inches and 0.42 inches, respectively. The height of 
the spoiler was approximately equal to the height of the boundary layer, 8. The value of 
the boundary layer height was calculated to be the distance above the flat plate at which 
the velocity was equal to 0.99Uoo. This gave a value of 0.021 L and was found to be similar 
to that specified in the experiments conducted by Ross & Peto [11]. 

To illustrate the effect of slanting cavity walls, results from the rear cavity wall slanted at 
45° are used (Figure 7.1 (b)). For steady jet blowing, on the other hand, results from the 
jet placed at the front cavity wall (Figure 7.1 (c)) are used. The jet exit velocity is calculated 
based on a reservoir total pressure and total temperature, assuming isentropic conditions, 
as described by Lamp and Chokani [226]. The angle of the jet is perpendicular to the flow 
and the jet exit Mach number is 0.1Moo. With a total reservoir pressure and temperature 
of 2 atmospheres and 298 K respectively, the jet exit velocity was calculated to be 29.4 
m/s. The jet slot width, w j, was 0.02L giving a value for the blowing co-efficient, Cp , 

derived as the ratio of the exit jet to the free-stream mass flow rate, of 0.01. Full results 
for all configurations of the spoiler, slanted cavity walls and the steady jet are given in 
Appendix A. 

The case where no control method is used are denoted as 'baseline'. Although no ex
perimental data were available for this control study, results were compared to the com
putational 'baseline' case as well as to the corresponding experimental results (Le. for the 
clean, 2D, UD=5 cavity where no control method was used) to illustrate the effectiveness 
of the control method. 

7.1 Description of Computational Domain 

Figure 7.2 provides two views of the grids used for the cavity with a spoiler ahead of cavity 
front corner, with a slanted front cavity wall and with a jet situated on the front cavity wall. 
A full view of each grid is depicted on the left column whereas an illustration of the mesh 
distribution near the cavity corner is given on the right column of the figure. For reference, 
the mesh distribution for the baseline case without any control device is also illustrated. 

For this control study, the original coarse UD=5 grid was modified to include the relevant 
control method. For the spoiler upstream of the cavity, for instance, meshing inside the 
cavity remained identical to the coarse UD=5 grid although the meshing upstream of the 
cavity was altered to incorporate the the spoiler (Figures 7.2(c)-7.2(d)). The front cavity 
corner was pushed further upstream (and the cavity length kept fixed) in the generation 
of the grid with the slanted front wall (Figures 7.2(e)-7.2(f)). And additional blocks were 
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Figure 7.1: Schematics illustrating the different positions and heights of the spoiler, dif
ferent positions and angles of slanted for shaped cavity walls and different positions and 
exit jet velocities investigated for the flow control study. 
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Figure 7.2: Full schematics (on left column) of grids used for the coarse UD=5 cavity 
(7.2(a)), LE spoiler (7.2(c)), slanted TE at 45° (7.2(e)) and jet at front cavity wall (7.2(g)). 
Close-up of the cavity corner for each of the grids is shown on the right column. 
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inserted inside the cavity for the case where a jet was fired from the front cavity wall 
(Figures 7.2(g)-7.2(h)). 

Table 7.1 provides a description of only the grids for which results are presented here. 
Information on the baseline, 20, UD=5, coarse cavity grid is also included. Details of all 
the grids for all the configurations are provided in Table A.1 in Appendix A. 

Table 7.1: Information about the grids used for the 20, UD=5, clean cavity control study. 

Location Overall Points in Wallspacing Blocks in Cav-
Points Cavity ity (Overall) 

Baseline (Coarse) 33,250 10,302 Y = 1.05 x 10-5 1 (6) 
LE spoiler 150,450 22,800 Y = 5 X 10-6 2 (17) 
(hsp/L = 0.021) 
Slanted Rear Wall 31,212 9,894 Y = 5 X 10-5 2 (8) 
(8=45°) 
Front Wall Jet 46,972 25,654 Y = 5 X 10-6 4 (9) 
(M; = O.lMoo) 

7.2 Acoustic Spectrum Analysis 

Pressure traces at the cavity rear (x/L = 0.95) and SPL variations along the cavity floor 
are shown in Figure 7.3. Out of the three passive control methods considered, steady jet 
blowing (magenta lines with square symbols) was the most effective, achieving reductions 
in SPLs of about 30 dB (Figure 7.3(a)). Analysis of the pressure signature in Figure 7.3(d) 
revealed that the jet was also effective in eliminating the higher frequencies completely 
leading to a steady solution. Although the spoiler (red lines with circular symbols) was 
also found to be effective in reducing the SPLs (as well as the higher frequencies) inside 
the cavity, more noise was created outside the cavity close to the position of the spoiler. 
As far as the slanted rear wall (green lines with crosses) is concerned, slight suppression 
of the pressure amplitudes was observed but it was not as pronounced as for the spoiler or 
the jet. However, the effectiveness of slanting the rear cavity wall is strongly dependent on 
the angle of slant. Analysis at additional angles of slant of 30° and 60° (refer to Appendix 
A) revealed that reductions of the same order of magnitude as the jet were achieved with 
high angles of slant and the flow became completely steady. 

7.3 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Figure 7.4 provides a more in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of each control method 
by illustrating the noise level variation within four frequencies: 50 Hz::; f::; 250 Hz, 350 Hz::; 
f::; 450 Hz, 500 Hz::; f::; 700 Hz and 750 Hz::; f::; 850 Hz. Each of these frequency bands 
contain one of the main acoustic tones (or Rossiter modes) that exist for this cavity for 
these flow conditions. This type of analysis assists in identifying which frequencies are 
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Figure 7.3: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor of the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with and without 
control. 
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more dominant thereby providing more insight into the physical principles underlying the 
flow control of cavity flows as well as illustrating the effectiveness of each control method 
in more detail. 

For both the spoiler and the jet, large reductions in the amplitudes are observed across 
all the four frequency ranges. On the other hand, for the slanted rear wall, reductions in 
frequency magnitudes are observed only for the first and third modes. The lower frequen
cies contained in the first and second frequency bands tend to contain most of the flow 
energy for the 2D cavity and typically correspond to the large vortical structures that exist 
in the cavity. 

7.4 Flow-field Visualisation 

Visualisation of the time-averaged flow-field inside the cavity with the upstream spoiler, 
slanted rear wall and the front wall jet is shown in Figure 7.5. For reference, the flow 
in the cavity for the baseline configuration is also shown. A dual-vortex cycle occurs 
for the baseline cavity where no control device was used. This typically takes the form 
of a strong primary vortex that spans most of the cavity length with a smaller corner 
vortex residing at the front wall. This front wall vortex is driven by the primary vortex 
situated further downstream and whose rotational sense is opposite to the primary vortex, 
i.e. counter-clockwise. The control devices investigated disrupt this feedback loop by 
primarily modifying the strength of the primary vortex and preventing this dual-vortex cycle 
from occurring. When a spoiler is used ahead of the cavity, a shear layer is still formed 
across the cavity opening but is significantly more diffused (Figure 7.5(b)). Turbulent 
diffusion is a key process in redistributing energy from the shear layer into the vortical 
structures inside the cavity. The strength of the primary vortex and hence the level of 
unsteadiness created inside the cavity relies on this. If the shear layer is diffused too 
much, however, less momentum is transferred inside the cavity. Consequently, the level 
of unsteadiness in the flow is reduced. Furthermore, since the spoiler offsets the shear 
layer from the cavity opening, the jet-edge tone interaction and hence the feedback loop 
is negated. The result is large reductions in the noise and frequencies as shown in Figure 
7.3(a). Despite this, a compression wave was observed to form at the front corner of the 
spoiler, which increases the noise produced outside the cavity (although this is still much 
lower than the noise levels produced inside the baseline cavity as mentioned in Appendix 
A). Since the strength of primary vortex is reduced, the front wall corner vortex in the 
spoiler is also less developed (Figure 7.5(b)). Consequently, a single vortex presides and 
covers most of the cavity area. 

For the jet, the flow was again pacified (Figure 7.3(d)) but the manner in which this is 
done is different from the spoiler. When the jet is fired from the front wall corner of the 
cavity, it adds more momentum to the shear layer. This forces the shear layer to span the 
cavity opening preventing it from dipping into the cavity (Figure 7.5(d)). The shear layer 
remains coherent and the additional momentum provided by the jet delays the onset of 
the diffusion process thereby preventing a redistribution of energy from the shear layer 
to the vortical structures inside the cavity. The strength of the primary vortex inside the 
cavity is again reduced so the noise levels in the cavity, produced by the interaction of the 
vortex with the walls, are significantly less (Figure 7.3(a)). In general, fluctuations in the 
shear layer are instigated by the vortex inside the cavity protruding into the shear layer. 
With the primary vortex not having enough energy to move the shear layer, oscillations in 
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Figure 7.4: Band-limited SPLs within four frequency ranges along the cavity floor of the 
2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with and without control. 
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Figure 7.5: Time-averaged Mach contours with streamlines inside the 20, UD=5 cavity 
using the SST turbulence model with and without control. 
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the shear layer are minimal. The mass breathing process whereby flow enters and leaves 
the cavity is also reduced and the higher frequencies generated by the impingement of 
the shear layer with the downstream wall are mitigated. The ejection of air via the jet does 
however add more noise at the cavity front (as is indicated by a small peak in the SPL 
curve at about x/L = 0.25), but on average this increase is still significantly lower than 
experimental results for the baseline cavity (Figure 7.3(a)). Although the twin-vortex cycle 
is again disrupted by additional blowing of air with the jet, the greater flow activity at the 
cavity front due to an injection of mass results in the front wall vortex becoming larger 
than for the spoiler. 

When the cavity geometry is manipulated by slanting the rear walls, however, neither is 
the shear layer sufficiently diffused (as was the case with the spoiler) and nor is the shear 
layer prevented from dipping into the cavity (as was the case with the jet). A twin-vortex 
cycle is still clearly evident and the flow is more unsteady. Noise levels are nonetheless 
still slightly lower than the baseline experiment (Figure 7.3(a)). This is due to the fact 
that the force with which the vortex impacts the downstream cavity wall is spread over a 
larger geometric area (Figure 7.5(c)). Since the length of the cavity floor is unchanged but 
the length of the shear layer plane is increased (by a factor of J2), greater flow entrain
ment is also achieved by slanting the rear wall. Consequently, fluctuations in the shear 
layer are minimised somewhat but to a lesser degree to the spoiler and the jet. As was 
mentioned previously, however, at higher angles of slant, greater flow entrainment can be 
obtained and the flow becomes steady with greater reductions in SPLs being obtained 
(see Appendix A). 

7.5 Conclusions 

Calculations with different passive and active open-loop control methods with the UD=5 
cavity were conducted in the aim of reducing the high noise levels and large frequency 
content observed inside the cavity. The effectiveness of the spoiler and slanted cavity 
walls as a passive control method and continuous mass injection as an active open-loop 
control method was investigated. 

Steady jet blowing (applied at the cavity front wall) was found to be most effective in mit
igating the noise level and frequency content in the cavity. The spoiler (placed upstream 
of the cavity) was also effective but generated slightly more noise outside in the vicinity 
of the spoiler while slanting the rear wall (by 45° ) was least effective. All these methods 
were observed to work in fundamentally the same way: by directly reducing the intensity 
of the lower frequencies which originate from the energy-containing larger vortical struc
tures, i.e. reducing the intensity of the primary vortex. With the spoiler, the shear layer was 
diffused and little energy was redistributed into the cavity. The jet added more momentum 
to the shear layer preventing it from dipping into the cavity and impinging on the rear wall 
thereby feeding little energy into the cavity. In contrast, the slanted rear wall increased 
flow entrainment in the cavity minimising the mass breathing process thereby weakening 
the primary vortex. 

7.5. CONCLUSIONS 



Chapter 8 

Cavity with Stores 

Having obtained confidence on the physics of clean cavity flows, studies of non-clean 
cavities, i.e. the effect of stores inside the cavity, were undertaken. Although results for 
a 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity (without doors) with a missile placed along the shear layer 
plane (i.e. y/D=O) of the cavity are only presented here, the objective is to pave the way 
for future research on cavity flows with stores. Since the influence of the missile is rela
tively unknown, the LES approach is used here, which demonstrated good accuracy and 
consistency for the clean cavity (Chapter 5). 

The store used here corresponds approximately to the size of an air-to-air missile without 
fins and is sting-mounted at the rear of the cavity. The analysis was split into two parts 
and involved one case with a half-model cavity (with a symmetry boundary condition 
applied at the cavity centreline for reducing the calculation run-times) and another with 
a full representation of the missile and the cavity. Details of the grids used for this study 
are given in Table 8.1. The flow conditions specified for this study were the same as for 
the clean cavity study, i.e. M=0.85 and Reynolds based on the cavity length (Red of 1 
million. 

Table 8.1: Information on grids used for the missile (without fins) placed at the shear layer 
plane of the UD=5, W/D=1 cavity in the doors-off configuration. 

Grid Overall Points Points in Cav- Wallspacing Blocks in Cav-
ity ity (Overall) 

Clean Cavity without Missile 
Clean LES 8,388,608 2,097,152 Y = 5 x 10-5 64 (256) 
(Very Fine) 

Cavity with Missile 
Half-Missile 767,250 147,500 Y = 1 x 10-5 17(61) 
LES 
Full-Missile 3,876,000 976,800 Y = 1 X 10-5 17(61) 
LES 

No experimental data were available for the cavity with the missile configuration so nu
merical results were compared with the experimental data with no missile to illustrate the 
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effect of the missile. In addition, numerical results from the 8.5 million point LES grid (with 
doors-off) are also included for reference. Where the cavity without any missile is referred 
to, it is denoted as 'baseline'. 

8.1 Description of Computational Domain 

The computational domain for a half-model cavity with a half-model missile placed on 
the cavity's shear layer plane at its half-width position (i.e. Z/W=O.5) was generated. A 
symmetry boundary condition was then applied across the cavity half-width position. The 

i 

mesh distribution on and around the missile and the surrounding symmetry plane is shown : : 
in Figure 8.1. The full-model cavity was generated simply by mirroring this grid about the 
symmetry axis. 

Figure 8.1: Mesh distribution on and around the half-body missile without fins. 

Initial results for the half-model missile were attempted on a coarse grid (by LES stan
dards). Although the full missile grid approached 4 million points, the resolution of these 
grids is admittedly low for LES computations, especially at these Reynolds numbers. How
ever, as was demonstrated in Chapter 5, even relatively low-resolution grids for LES com
putations have revealed good and consistent agreement with experiment. As a first under
standing of the flow inside the cavity with a store, the results presented should therefore 
hold reasonable merit. 

8.1. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
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8.2 Acoustic Spectrum Analysis 

Analysis of the noise level content along the cavity floor is shown in Figure 8.2, which 
also includes the pressure signature at the cavity front (x/L = 0.05), middle (x/L = 0.55) 
and rear (x/L = 0.95). The half-body missile results are depicted by the solid red lines 
with circular symbols. Two sets of full-body missile results are presented: the green lines 
with crosses correspond to Z/W=0.05, which is where the experimental results are taken, 
and denoted in the solid magenta lines with square symbols are the full-body missile 
results at z/W=0.15. The reasoning behind this is to give an indication of the acoustic 
content across the cavity span, where the cavity centerline is at zIW=0.1. Experimental 
and numerical results (indicated by the black lines with diamond symbols and blue lines 
with plus signs, respectively) correspond to the clean cavity with no missile. SPLs for the 
full-body missile are about 4 dB higher at the cavity rear than the baseline results. 

The noise level produced for the half-body missile is generally lower than the full-body 
missile and is of the same order of magnitude as the baseline results. It would therefore 
seem that the symmetry boundary condition applied for the half-body missile is a rea
sonable assumption. For all the numerical results with the missile, the pressure signals 
show an increase in the wavelengths (Figure 8.2). This is indicative of the lower frequen
cies being more dominant. Note also that the SPLs for the full-body missile at zIW=0.05 
(green line with crosses) and at Z/W=0.15 (magenta line with square symbols) overlap 
each other. The effect of the missile placed at the shear layer plane therefore tends to 
reduce the spanwise variation of the acoustic content. This will therefore mean that flow 
features in the spanwise plane will also be more symmetric, unlike for the clean cavity 
case, as was illustrated in Figure 5.10 in Chapter 5. 

8.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Band-limited SPL plots are shown in Figure 8.3, which help to identify which region of 
the frequency spectrum is more active thereby elucidating what type of flow-field exists in 
the cavity. As for the clean cavity flow analysis, noise level content across four frequency 
ranges (i.e. 50 Hz:::; f:::; 250 Hz, 350 Hz:::; f:::; 450 Hz, 500 Hz:::; f:::; 700 Hz and 750 Hz:::; 
f:::; 850 Hz) are illustrated. These four frequency bands straddle the first four Rossiter 
modes typically found for the UD=5 cavity at a free-stream Mach number of 0.85. 

For both half-body and full-body missiles, SPLs are at least 15 dB lower than the baseline 
experimental and numerical results for frequencies above 350 Hz. For the baseline case, 
i.e. where no missile is used, the dominant mode is the third Rossiter mode (~600 Hz). 
When the missile is inserted at the cavity shear layer plane, the intensity of this mode 
has diminished by as much as 60 dB at the cavity rear (Figure 8.3(c)). The dominant 
mode has also shifted to the lower end of the frequency spectrum (Figure 8.3(a)) where 
the noise levels at the cavity rear are of the same order of magnitude as the baseline 
experimental and numerical results. Even with 50 Hz:::; f :::; 250 Hz, however, the flow 
at the front of the cavity (x/L = 0.05) is significantly quieter than at the rear (x/L = 0.95). 
Differences between the half-body and full-body missile results are not that significant 
for frequencies above 350 Hz. The greatest difference occurs at the lower frequency 
end in 50 Hz :::; f :::; 250 Hz (Figure 8.3(a)), especially at the cavity front. In contrast, 
comparisons for the full-body missile at two spanwise positions reveal little differences in 
50 Hz:::; f:::; 250 Hz but these become slightly more apparent for higher frequencies. On 
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Figure 8.2: SPLs and pressure traces (at xl L = 0.05, xl L = 0.55 and xl L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor for the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity (without doors) with missile without fins 
using LES for the coarse half-body missile grids and the full -body missile (at two spanwise 
positions) . 
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the whole, however, the missile appears to damp out the asymmetry of the clean cavity 
flow. 

The fact that the frequencies within the first range (50 Hz::; f::; 250 Hz) are dominant with 
the missile inserted in the cavity suggests that a wake-like mode is triggered. In the wake 
mode, the shear layer does not have sufficient energy to span the cavity opening and 
instead 'rolls up' to form vortical structures near the cavity front that convect downstream. 
Vortex shedding prevails in this case and the lower frequencies and their harmonics are 
more evident. In fact, with the missile placed inside the cavity, frequencies much lower 
than the first Rossiter mode (~ 160 Hz) exist and it is these that contain most of the energy. 
Evidence of this is provided in Figure 8.4, which illustrates the noise level content along 
the cavity floor for frequencies contained within the range 0 Hz::; f ::; 50 Hz. Both the 
half-body and full-body missile calculations produce significantly more noise in the cavity 
within this low frequency range. The half-body missile predicts 12 dB more noise at the 
rear compared to the baseline experiment results and the full body missile 20 dB more 
noise. The resolution of the half-body missile grid is much lower than the full-body missile 
grid and this may explain the discrepancies between the two sets of results. 

The lower frequencies can dissipate more quickly into the surroundings and may cause 
less damage to the surrounding cavity structure and the store. The effect of the missile 
situated at the shear layer plane therefore appears to pacify the flow inside the cavity 
shifting the dominance from the higher frequencies to the lower ones. The influence of 
the missile however is likely to vary depending on where it is located in the cavity as was 
reported by Baysal et al. [139]. 

8.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Visualisation of the instantaneous flow-field inside the cavity with the missile placed in 
the shear layer plane is provided in Figure 8.5, which illustrates pressure contours with 
streamlines to show the structures developing inside the cavity. For reference, the flow
field inside the baseline clean cavity without any missile is also shown. All plots are drawn 
on the same scale and each plot is taken at approximately the same time-step in the flow 
cycle for direct comparison. Irrespective of whether a half-body or a full-body missile is 
used, the flow inside the cavity is observed to be more organised compared to the base
line case (Figure 8.5(a)). The flow in the baseline cavity is reasonably organised in the 
front of the cavity but becomes chaotic as the shear layer begins to break down. Where 
the missile is inserted in the cavity, typically a large region of recirculation is generated 
just aft of the leading edge of the missile. The lower SPLs at the cavity rear (Figure 8.2(a)) 
for the full-body missile may suggest that less flow is retained within the cavity causing 
little impingement of the flow with the downstream cavity wall. In contrast, much of the 
flow for the baseline cavity (Figure 8.5(a)) impinges on the cavity rear bulkhead. The high 
pressure that accumulates at the cavity rear manifests itself in the form of a rising SPL 
curve in Figure 8.2(a) for the baseline cavity. 

The confining presence of the missile body prevents the vortices from moving around 
inside the cavity. With the missile placed along the shear layer plane, the growth of the 
shear layer across the cavity opening is also restricted. Consequently, the oscillatory 
motion of the shear layer is also limited and hence its impingement near the downstream 
cavity corner avoided. This prevents the creation of acoustical disturbances and high 
noise levels resulting in a less turbulent flow-field with lower frequencies becoming more 
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Figure 8.3: (continued) 
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Figure 8.3: Band-limited SPLs along the cavity floor for the 3D, UD=5, W/D=1 cavity 
(without doors) with missile without fins using LES for the half-body missile grid and the 
full-body missile (at two spanwise positions). 
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Figure 8.4: Band-limited SPLs within 0 Hz :::; f:::; 50 Hz along the cavity floor for the 3D, 
UD=5, W/D=1 cavity (without doors) with a missile without fins using LES for the coarse 
and medium half-body missile grids and the fine full-body missile. 

dominant. It is also possible that the curved nose of the missile will further promote shear 
layer breakdown as the flow will be forced to 'swirl' into the cavity. This results in more 
of the energy being redistributed from the streamwise and transverse directions into the 
spanwise direction. Investigations with finer grids will provide more conclusive evidence 
of this. 

8.3 Concluding Remarks 

Numerical analysis of the flow-field inside the cavity (without doors) influenced by the 
presence of a store placed along the shear layer plane is investigated. Comparisons 
were made with experiment corresponding to the cavity without missile to illustrate the 
effect of the missile on the flow-field. 

Results for the missile without fins showed that the flow inside the cavity is more organised 
with lower frequencies appearing to be more dominant, which are less detrimental to the 
surrounding structure and dissipate quickly into the environment. The use of a symmetry 
plane along the cavity longitudinal axis appears to be justified when a missile has been 
inserted at the shear layer plane of the cavity. Comparisons of the acoustic content at two 
spanwise locations on the cavity floor with the full-body missile revealed little variation. 
This suggests that the effect of the missile (when placed at the shear layer) is to reduce 
the asymmetry in the flow that was previously observed in the clean cavity configuration. 

8.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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(a) No Missile (t=O.02S4s) 
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Figure 8.5: Instantaneous pressure contours for the clean cavity (without doors) with and 
without missile (without fins), where the missile is positioned at the shear layer plane of 
the cavity. Clean cavity results without missile obtained using 8.5 million LES grid. 
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Further studies should target to analyse the flow around the missile with and without fins. 
The effect of doors on the cavity flow-field with a missile as well as different positions of 
the missile inside the cavity should also be investigated. 

8.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 



Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

The main conclusions drawn from this project are now summarised and suggestions are 
put forward regarding future research on cavity flows. 

9.1 Conclusions from the Present Work 

Numerical computations of a weapons bay modelled by 20 and 3D open rectangular 
cavities at a Mach number of 0.85 were performed with the PMB code developed at CFD 
Laboratory of Glasgow University. The upstream boundary layer was turbulent and the 
Reynolds number based on the cavity length was 6.783 million. The cavity with a length
to-depth ratio (UD) of 5 (and width-to-depth ratio (WID) of 1 for 3D cavities) was selected 
for the benchmark case due to the readily available experimental data. Pressure and PIV 
measurements were performed by Ross et at. [6? , 7] at DERA Bedford and the data 
used to validate the numerical results. Three different turbulence modelling techniques 
were applied in this project: URANS, LES and DES. 

The URANS method was initially used for the 2D, UD=5 cavity in conjunction with a vari
ety of two-equation turbulence models to assess their capability in predicting the flow fea
tures. Effects of spatial and temporal refinement were investigated for the standard Wilcox 
k - ()) and Menter's Baseline k - ()) and SST models. Temporal refinement improved the 
prediction of the higher frequencies as the more intermittent scales were better resolved. 
Influence of grid refinement was more profound and found to be different for different tur
bulence models. Analysis of unsteady pressure measurements with experiment revealed 
that all models gave reasonable agreement with experiments on coarse grids, with the 
SST model providing the best prediction of the frequency and noise content. A good 
description of the flow-field in the cavity was also obtained with coarse grids for all tur
bulence models investigated. As the grid density was increased, however, the predictive 
capability of the models and their agreement with experiment deteriorated. For coarse 
grids, all models correctly predicted a shear-layer mode and a twin-vortex flow cycle gov
erned by shear layer deflection and self-sustained oscillations. For the k - ()) model, the 
dominant tone shifted to a lower frequency mode with grid refinement. For the Baseline 
k - ()) model, a transition to the wake mode flow cycle (governed by vortex-shedding of 
large-scale structures) occurred. The SST model is similar in formulation to the Baseline 
k - ()) model so it produced similar results. All models over-predicted the intensity of the 
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acoustic tones relative to experiment. With spatial refinement, the largest increase in the 
frequency magnitudes was associated to the first mode. As the grids were refined, the 
higher frequencies were suppressed for all models. The flow for the wake mode with finer 
grids with the Baseline k - (J) and SST models was more violent and produced higher 
noise levels. Although the wake mode has been been identified in 20 cavities in previous 
experiments and numerical computations, this was at lower Reynolds numbers where the 
state of the upstream boundary layer was laminar. This change in the flow physics of the 
cavity was therefore attributed to the sensitivity of the employed turbulence models. 

Comparisons of velocity and turbulent distributions inside the cavity with PIV measure
ments (where possible) also revealed poor agreement, especially with finer grids. How
ever, this type of analysis did highlight the significance of the turbulent processes in driv
ing the cavity flows. The state of the upstream boundary layer was critical in determining 
the flow characteristics in the cavity. The k - (J) model, in particular, predicted an over
turbulent and thick boundary layer, resulting in a thick shear layer across the cavity open
ing. The flow was less prone to separation and fluctuations and most of the flow unsteadi
ness was damped out. The k - (J) model therefore suppressed the higher frequencies and 
influenced the frequency content in the cavity. On the other hand, the Baseline k - (J) and 
SST models limited the production of turbulence and the boundary layer for the coarse 
grid was thinner relative to the k - (J) model. However, the Baseline k - (J) and SST models 
over-compensated for this by adding too much momentum into the vortices making the 
flow more violent and unsteady. Flow separation was found to occur further upstream with 
the Baseline k - (J) and SST models with finer grids and resulted in the formation of the 
wake mode. 

In terms of the role turbulence has to play in cavity flows, the turbulent kinetic energy was 
found to control the amount of energy and momentum inserted into the cavity. The eddy 
viscosity levels, which identified the level of turbulence in the flow, combined with the tur
bulent kinetic energy both tend to have a strong influence on the shear layer thickness. 
High eddy viscosity (and low turbulent kinetic energy) levels led to more viscous (and 
slower) vortices and turbulent shear layers that were less free to move. Noise levels pro
duced were still high due to the interaction of the vortices and shear layer with each other 
and cavity walls. The thicker, turbulent shear layer was however less prone to deflections 
and higher frequencies associated with the interaction of the shear layer with the down
stream wall and the mass breathing process from the movement of the shear layer above 
and below the downstream corner were reduced. The effect of the turbulent stresses is 
difficult to isolate as it is strongly coupled with the turbulent kinetic energy. Nonetheless 
the turbulent shear stress was found to affect the redistribution rate of momentum from 
the shear layer into the cavity and therefore controls the unsteadiness in the flow. The 
lower shear stresses observed with the Baseline k - (J) and SST models resulted in the 
flow inside the cavity to be more violent and unsteady, especially with finer grids. Higher 
shear stresses in the k - (J) model appeared to minimise the fluctuations of the shear layer 
probably by making it less prone to movement from the vortical structures in the cavity. 
In contrast, normal stresses were found to stretch the vortical structures, altering their 
physical dimensions, and therefore may affect the breakdown of the shear layer. 

Despite the difficulties with the turbulence models predicting the cavity flow features of 
the UD=5 cavity with finer grids, a good qualitative description of the flow was found 
to be obtained with coarse grids. For better quantitative agreement with experiment, it is 
anticipated that non-linear turbulence models are likely to give better estimates of the level 
of turbulence in the cavity and therefore provide better predictions of the flow structures 
in the cavity. 
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LES (using the standard Smagorinsky SGS) and DES (with the one-equation Spalart
Allmaras turbulence model) was then applied to the 3D UD=5, W/D=1 cavity with and 
without doors and compared with URANS (using Menter's Baseline k- w model) and 
experiment. With doors-off, the flow is governed by intense mixing and the 3rd Rossiter 
mode (~600 Hz) was found to be the dominant mode with URANS found to predict the 
SPLs and the shape of the SPL curve incorrectly. Band-limited frequency analysis was 
adopted to illustrate the variation of noise levels within separate frequency bands and 
indicated that both LES and DES fared much better than URANS to predict the shapes of 
the SPL curves across all the four frequency bands used. URANS was found to predict 
the dominant 3rd Rossiter mode well but failed to provide the same level of accuracy for 
any of the frequencies higher or lower than this dominant mode. Analysis of flow-field 
plots for the doors-off cavity with Menter's Baseline k - w model and DES revealed that 
DES predicted a breakdown of the shear layer while Menter's baseline k - w model did 
not. 

With doors-on, the flow is governed by a dual-vortex cycle and the 2nd Rossiter mode 
(~380 Hz ) is dominant. Initial analysis of the doors-on results revealed that better pre
diction was obtained with 3D URANS than with DES and LES. Band-limited frequency 
analysis, however, revealed that 3D URANS predicted the dominant (2nd Rossiter) mode 
well but had difficulty in capturing most of the higher (and in some cases, some of the 
lower) frequencies as well, as was observed in the doors-off configuration. In contrast, 
both DES and LES fared much better in predicting correctly the shapes of the SPL curves 
and the intensity of the frequency tones. Furthermore, URANS was typically found to 
consistently over-predict the acoustic tone magnitudes in the doors-on cavity. Results for 
a 2D cavity were also used since the 2D cavity was assumed to be a good representation 
of the full 3D cavity with doors-on. These 2D results were found to over-predict the domi
nant 2nd Rossiter mode in the doors-on cavity by almost double the experimental values. 
This was attributed to a much thicker and stronger oncoming boundary layer in the 2D 
cavity suggesting that the 2D approximation may be a less accurate approximation for the 
doors-on cavity. 

Analysis of the turbulent decay characteristics revealed a peak at around 4-7 kHz in the 
experimental and numerical results. Since this is too high to be narrowband, its source 
may be attributed to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Since this peak was also found in 
the 2D cavity results, there is some merit to this hypothesis. Investigation of the broad
band spectrum emphasised the inadequacy of URANS to account for broadband noise. 
Comparisons with PIV measurements showed consistently good agreement at the cav
ity front (x/L = 0.05 ) and middle (x/L = 0.55 ) using DES and LES, while URANS was 
found to over-predict the strength of the vortex in the cavity, especially at the middle po
sition. At the cavity rear, however, agreement with PIV deteriorated between LES and 
DES and these discrepancies may be attributed to poor resolution in the PIV experiment 
at this position. It was concluded that high-resolution experimental data are just as much 
required for accurate prediction of highly unsteady and turbulent cavity flow-fields as high
resolution numerical data, i.e. simulation. Another conclusion was that it was possible to 
obtain good predictions of the cavity environment even with low to moderate grid resolu
tions for LES/DES computations. 

URANS was then revisited in order to determine its range of applicability for cavity flows. 
This was accomplished by investigating the flow in cavities with different aspect ratios. 
Two-dimensional deep, open cavities (UD=2), transitional cavities (UD=10) and closed 
cavities (UD=16) were studied using the SST turbulence model and parametric studies 
in time and space were conducted. Though the SST model results on the UD=5 cavity 
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gave a reasonable prediction, it was found that the SPL amplitudes, shape of the SPL 
curve and the frequencies were more consistently predicted with grid refinement as the 
cavity UD ratio was increased. With longer cavities, coupling between the shear layer and 
the vortical structures inside the cavity becomes less intense. The flow is less unsteady 
and turbulent and lower frequencies are also more dominant. Changes to grid density 
influenced the cavity flow physics less dramatically and the turbulence model coped bet
ter, resolving the flow features more consistently. In contrast, for deeper cavities such 
as the UD=5 cavity, the flow is more unsteady and turbulent and coupling between the 
shear layer and acoustics is stronger. Despite a reasonable qualitative prediction of the 
flow-field with coarse grids, linear statistical turbulence models were however more sen
sitive to grid refinement in this case and the agreement with experiments deteriorated. It 
was further concluded that URANS was a good and accurate modelling option for closed 
cavities, i.e. LID 2: 16, while LES/DES would be required for better prediction of open and 
transitional cavities, i.e. LID < 16. 

Calculations with different control methods with the UD=5 cavity were then conducted in 
an attempt to reduce the high noise levels and large frequency content observed inside 
the cavity. Effectiveness of passive control methods such as the spoiler and slanted 
cavity walls and active open-loop control methods such as continuous mass injection 
were investigated. Results from the spoiler placed upstream of the cavity with its height 
equivalent to the height of the boundary layer, slanted cavity rear wall at 45° and a steady 
jet fired from the front wall just below the cavity lip were compared. Steady jet blowing was 
found to be most effective in mitigating the noise level and frequency content in the cavity. 
The spoiler was also effective but generated slightly more noise outside in the vicinity of 
the spoiler while slanting the rear wall (by 45° ) was least effective. All these methods were 
observed to work in fundamentally the same way: by directly reducing the intensity of the 
lower frequencies which originate from the energy-containing larger vortical structures, 
i.e. reducing the intensity of the primary vortex. With the spoiler, the shear layer was 
diffused and little energy was redistributed into the cavity. The jet added more momentum 
to the shear layer preventing it from dipping into the cavity and impinging on the rear wall 
thereby feeding little energy into the cavity. In contrast, the slanted rear wall increased 
flow entrainment in the cavity minimising the mass breathing process thereby weakening 
the primary vortex. 

Numerical analysis of the flow-field inside the cavity (without doors) influenced by the 
presence of a store (without fins) placed along the shear layer plane was also investigated. 
A half-cavity model was used to save computational run-time as well as a full-body missile 
with full cavity. Results for the missile without fins showed that the flow inside the cavity is 
more organised with lower frequencies appearing to be more dominant, which may be less 
detrimental to the surrounding structure as they dissipate quickly into the environment. 
The use of a symmetry plane along the cavity longitudinal axis appears to be justified 
when a missile has been inserted at the shear layer plane of the cavity since both the 
half-body and full-body results were similar. Comparisons of the acoustic content at two 
spanwise locations on the cavity floor with the full-body missile revealed little variation. 
This suggests that the effect of the missile (when placed at the shear layer) is to reduce 
the asymmetry in the flow that was previously observed in the clean cavity configuration. 
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9.2 Further Work 

Since much of the work focused on a particular cavity geometry, one aspect of future re
search would be to analyse cavity flows with different dimensions, especially with different 
planform aspect ratios. As an extension, the effects of Mach number and Reynolds num
ber are also addressed as possible areas of research. The most obvious areas of further 
work would however focus on flow control and the simulation of stores in cavities. 

From the flow control perspective, implementation of pulsating and/or synthetic jets would 
be a natural step forward. The effect of jet frequency and angle as well as its position 
could be considered as parametric studies for the pulsating jet. An extension may then 
be to look at closed-loop control in cavities. One other area would be to extend the 
work performed on passive control methods over a broader spectrum of flow conditions. 
The spoiler has been found to be particularly efficient but has been tested only for one 
flow condition. Different configurations of the spoiler (such as different inclinations to 
the flow) might be explored to see if its efficacy can be maintained over a greater range 
of speeds. Since the work presented here has focused on the UD=5 open cavity, flow 
control strategies on longer cavities could also be performed. Based on the success of 
LES/DES methodologies in cavity flows, an obvious aspect of further research would be 
to use LES/DES for flow control as well. 

To study the flow in the cavity with stores, a natural extension would be to apply simulation 
strategies for the store (with and without fins) at different positions in the UD=5 cavity with 
and without doors. Forces on the stores could also be calculated and compared with 
experiments. The effect of stores in cavities of different UD ratios could then also be 
investigated. Based on the analysis of the flow in the cavity with stores, flow control 
methods as used for the clean cavity could then be applied to ameliorate the environment 
in the non-clean cavity, if required. Another area of research would be to simulate the full 
store separation problem with the use of Chimera overset grids or sliding planes. 

One final candidate for further research is the application of acoustical analogies such as 
the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings and/or Kirchoff's methods to study cavity flow aeroacous
tics. 

9.2. FURTHER WORK 



Appendix A 

Flow Control: Detailed Results for the 
LlD=5 Cavity 

The results presented here provide a more detailed account of the flow control study pre
sented previously in Chapter 7. The effect of the spoiler at different positions and heights, 
slanted cavity walls at different positions and angles and continuous mass injection at 
different positions and exit jet velocities are highlighted here. Figure 7.1 in Chapter 7 
illustrates all analyses conducted for the three control methods studied here. To reiter
ate, cases where no control method is used are denoted as 'baseline'. No experimental 
data were available for this control study so results were compared to the computational 
'baseline' case as well as to the corresponding experimental results (Le. for the clean, 
20, UO=5 cavity where no control method was used) to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
control method. 

Table A.1 provides a description of all the grids used for the control studies. Information 
on the baseline, 20, UO=5, coarse cavity grid is also included. For clarity, the three 
different spoiler configurations (detailed in the following section) are numbered. Case 1 
denotes the LE spoiler whose coordinates correspond to xsp/L = -0.2,Ysp/L = 0, Case 2 
for the LE spoiler with coordinates xsp/L = -O.l,Ysp/L = 0 and Case 3 for the TE spoiler 
with coordinates xsp/L = 1,Ysp/L = O. Case 2 comprises two further sub-sets: one with 
the spoiler height set to 18 (Case 2a) and the other with the height doubled to 28 (Case 
2b), where 8 is the height of the boundary layer. The value of the boundary layer height 
was calculated to be the distance above the flat plate at which the velocity was equal to 
0.99Uoo. This gave a value of 0.021 L and was found to be similar to that specified in the 
experiments conducted by Ross and Peto [11]. 

For slanted cavity walls, five different configurations were employed: three involved slant
ing the front wall, rear wall and both walls independently at a fixed angle of 45° with a 
further two configurations concentrated on the rear cavity wall slanted at 30° and 60° as 
well to assess the effect of slant angle. For the steady jet, three different positions of the 
jet were investigated: jet applied upstream of cavity, on the front and rear walls. A further 
test case with the jet fired from the cavity front wall was conducted at a higher exit jet 
Mach number (Mj). For all other steady jet blowing cases, the exit jet Mach number was 
fixed to 10% of the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 
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Table A.1: Information about the grids used for the 2D, UD=5, clean cavity control study. 

Location Overall Points Points in Wallspacing 
Cavity 

(Coarse) 

LE (Case 1) 
LE (Case 2a) 
LE (Case 2b) 
TE (Case 3) 

20 UO=5 Clean Cavity 
33,250 10,302 

20 UO=5 Cavity with Spoiler 
80,658 10,200 
150,450 22,800 
80,658 10,200 
65,860 10,200 

20 UO=5 Cavity with Slanted Walls 
Front Wall (8 = 45° ) 35,394 11,016 
Rear Wall (8 = 30° ) 31,212 9,894 
Rear Wall (8 = 45° ) 31,212 9,894 
Rear Wall (8 = 60° ) 31,212 9,894 
Front & Rear Walls 31,926 10,302 
(8 45° ) 

Y = 1.05 X 10-5 

Y = 5 X 10-6 

Y = 5 X 10-6 

Y = 5 X 10-6 

Y = 5 X 10-6 

Y = 5 X 10-6 

Y = 5 X 10-5 

Y = 5 X 10-5 

Y = 5 X 10-5 

Y = 7 X 10-5 

20 UO=5 Cavity with Steady Jet Blowing 

Blocks 
in Cavity 
(Overall) 

1 (6) 

2 (17) 
2 (17) 
2 (17) 
2 (15) 

2 (8) 
2 (8) 
2 (8) 
2 (8) 
1 (6) 

Front Wall (Mj = O.lMoo) 46,972 25,654 Y = 5 X 10-6 4 (9) 
Front Wall (Mj = 0.2Moo) 46,972 25,654 Y = 5 X 10-6 4 (9) 
Rear Wall (Mj = O.lMoo) 47,174 25,856 Y = 5 X 10-6 4 (9) 
Upstream (Mj = O.lMoo) 103,178 30,408 Y = 5 X 10-6 6 (24) 

A.1 Passive Control: Spoiler 

The spoiler's position relative to the cavity was varied to study its effect on the cavity 
acoustics and flow structures. The width (wsp ) of the spoiler was kept fixed at 0.25 inches 
(= 0.0125L). Details of the grids used in this case are provided in the previous section in 
Table A. 1. A schematic of the different spoiler positions and corresponding dimensions 
are illustrated in Figure 7.1 (a). Three different spoiler positions were investigated: two 
with the spoiler positioned ahead of the cavity front wall and one at the downstream wall. 
For the two LE spoilers, one was placed at a distance equal to the depth of the cavity 
ahead of the cavity lip (xsp/L = -0.2, Ysp/L = 0) and another at half that distance (xsp/L = 
-0.1, Ysp/L = 0). The final computation was performed with the spoiler located at the 
downstream cavity corner (xsp/L = 1, Ysp/L = 0). For all positions the standard height of 
the spoiler (hsp ) was specified to 18. For the leading-edge spoiler (i.e. where the spoiler is 
located upstream of the cavity front corner) at xsp/L = -0.1, the height of the spoiler was 
varied from 18 to 28 to assess the influence of spoiler height. 

A.1.1 Effects of Spoiler Position 

Pressure traces at three stations along the cavity floor (x/ L = 0.05, x/ L = 0.55 and x/ L = 0.95) 
as well as SPLs for three different positions of the spoiler corrresponding to Cases 1, 2a 
and 3 (with a fixed height of 8) in Table A.1 are illustrated in Figure A.1. The first 0.03s 
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of the signal were discarded as transient and the remaining signal was used to calculate 
the SPLs. For proper comparison, the signals of the computations were sampled at the 
same rate of 31.25 kHz as the experiments. 

Generally speaking, the further upstream the spoiler is positioned, the less is the noise 
produced inside the cavity. For the LE spoiler located furthest upstream (Case 1), de
noted by a red line with circular symbols, pressure amplitudes are completely damped 
out resulting in a drop in the SPLs by as much as 30 dB from experiment. This results in 
a flat SPL curve (Figure A.1 (a)) and is indicative of frequencies being damped out. As the 
spoiler is moved closer to the front corner (Case 2a), more noise is generated at the cavity 
front (xl L = 0.05) and rear (xl L = 0.95) as is indicated by the peaks in the SPL curve at 
about xlL = 0.15 and xlL = 0.9, respectively. Variations in the pressure signal become 
greater at these locations as the spoiler is moved closer to the front. These fluctuations 
are however much smaller than the experimental pressure oscillations and so the pres
sure signal appears flat for the scale drawn in Figures A.1 (b)-A. 1 (d). Noise levels are 
consequently slightly higher for this case relative to the spoiler furthest upstream (Case 
1) by about 5 dB but this is still about 25 dB lower than experiment at the cavity rear 
(xiL = 0.95). 

When the spoiler is placed at the downstream cavity corner (Case 3), pressure amplitudes 
increase significantly resulting in noise levels 6-7 dB higher at the cavity rear (Figure 
A.1 (a)). Wavelengths of the pressure oscillations (denoted by magenta lines with square 
symbols) for the trailing-edge spoiler are found to be greater than experiments suggesting 
that lower frequencies are more dominant. This shift in the dominance from a higher 
acoustic tone to a lower one may suggest that the wake mode has been activated. 

A.1.1.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

SPL variations within four frequency ranges are provided in Figure A.2 and give a more 
elaborate account of the effects of spoiler position on the cavity flow processes. Although 
both leading-edge spoilers (Cases 1 and 2a) are effective in suppressing the large noise 
levels typically exhibited in the clean UD=5 cavity, the greatest suppression occurs when 
the spoiler is furthest upstream from the cavity's front corner (Case 1). 

With the spoiler furthest upstream (Case 1), most noise is produced from frequencies 
in the first band (Figure A.2(a)) with higher frequencies making negligible contributions. 
Reduction in noise becomes less significant as the leading-edge spoiler is moved closer 
to the cavity front corner (Case 2a). SPL amplitudes are generally similar to the spoiler 
located furthest upstream within the first frequency range (50 Hz:::; f :::; 250 Hz). Noise 
levels are also significantly higher (by about 30 dB) for the first frequency band compared 
to the other bands (Figure A.2(a)) and this is testament to the fact that frequencies in this 
band contribute most to the overall noise level. Where the differences lie between the 
spoiler located closer to the cavity lip (Case 2a) and further upstream (Case 1) is in the 
higher frequency bands. For the second bandwidth (350 Hz :::; f:::; 450 Hz), the shape of 
the SPL curve begins to resemble the 'W' shape observed in the no-spoiler configuration 
suggesting that comparatively more activity occurs along the floor as the spoiler is moved 
closer to the lip. For subsequent frequency ranges, noise levels are typically higher for 
the Case 2a spoiler than for the Case 1 spoiler. 

Suppression of the higher frequencies however deteriorates as the spoiler is moved to 
aft of the cavity (Case 3). An increase of more than 5 dB in SPLs relative to experiment 
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Figure A.1: (continued) 
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Figure A.1: SPLs and pressure traces (at xl L = 0.05, xl L = 0.55 and xl L = 0.95) along the 
cavity floor of the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with: LE Spoiler (Case 
1), LE Spoiler (Case 2a), TE Spoiler (Case 3). CFD and experimental results with no 
spoiler also included. Case 1: xsplL = -0.2, YsplL = 0; Case 2a: xsplL = -0.1, YsplL = 0; 
Case 3: xsplL = 1, YsplL = O. Height (hsp ) and width (wsp ) kept fixed to 18 = 0.021L and 
0.01 25L, respectively. 
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Figure A.2: Band-limited SPLs for the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST model with: LE 
Spoiler (Case 1), LE Spoiler (Case 2a), TE Spoiler (Case 3). Case 1: xsp/L = -0.2, 
Ysp/ L = 0; Case 2a: xsp/ L = -0.1, Ysp/ L = 0; Case 3: xsp/ L = 1, Ysp/ L = O. Height (hsp ) and 
width (wsp ) kept fixed to 18 = 0.021L and 0.0125L, respectively. 
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was observed (Figure A.1 (a)) associated with an increase in the amplitudes of the peri
odic pressure oscillations (Figures A.1 (b)-A. 1 (d)). This increase originates from a large 
increase (by as much as approximately 20 dB) in the first mode (~ 160 Hz) intensity (Fig
ure A.2(a)) while magnitudes of all other modes in subsequent frequency bands remain 
largely unchanged (Figures A.2(b)-A.2(d)). Since the second mode is typically dominant 
for the clean cavity (with no spoiler), this shift in dominance to the first mode for the 
trailing-edge spoiler suggests that the wake mode has been triggered. 

A couple of points can be noted based on these band-limited SPL results. Firstly, even 
though different positions for the spoiler downstream of the cavity were not investigated, 
it appears that it is more beneficial to have the spoiler situated ahead of the cavity. Al
though the spoiler placed furthest upstream from the cavity lip was more effective out of 
the two LE spoilers, it cannot be definitively said that the further upstream the spoiler the 
more effective it is. In fact, the further the spoiler is moved upstream of the cavity lip, 
the greater the probability of the boundary layer reattaching before the cavity lip. In such 
circumstances, the flow would again separate at the lip as it did in the baseline configura
tion. There is therefore likely to be a specific position where the LE spoiler's effectiveness 
is optimum. Secondly, the greatest influence of the spoiler position occurred on the lower 
frequencies, evidence of which is provided by the greatest scatter in the first mode ampli
tudes relative to the other modes (Figure A.2). So the spoiler does not directly suppress 
the higher frequencies but instead does so implicitly by regulating the intensity of the lower 
frequencies, thereby influencing the energy cascade process. 

A.1.1.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Illustration of the flow-field inside the cavity with the spoiler is shown in Figure A.3, which 
displays time-averaged Mach number contours and streamlines. For reference, flow-field 
inside the cavity without a spoiler is also included (Figure A.3(a)). Analysis of the flow
field for the LE spoilers (Cases 1 and 2a) clearly indicates that the spoiler forced the 
flow to separate ahead of the normal separation point at the cavity lip (see Figure A.3(a)), 
deflecting the flow upwards. Momentum of the free-stream then 'carried' this prematurely
separated flow further downstream. Although a shear layer still formed across the cavity 
opening, it is now shifted upwards and the flow re-enters the cavity tangentially to the 
downstream wall, i.e. vertically (Figures A.3(b) and A.3(c)). The flow was therefore ob
served to graze along the downstream wall rather than impinge against it. In contrast, 
the shear layer approaches the cavity rear for the baseline case in the streamwise direc
tion and therefore impacts the downstream wall almost perpendicularly (Figure A.3(a)). 
This change in flow direction at the cavity rear was critical in the suppression of the noise 
levels. 

By changing the position of the spoiler from upstream to downstream of the cavity, the 
physics of the flowfield inside the cavity changed completely. For the trailing-edge spoiler, 
the shear layer mode no longer existed as it did for the case without the spoiler (Figure 
A.3(a)). Instead, vortex shedding occurred at the cavity lip and the flow switched to the 
wake mode (Figure A.3(d)). The thinking behind the trailing-edge spoiler was to prevent 
the mass breathing process that existed for the typical open cavity. Since mass injection 
and expulsion is related to the deflection of the shear layer into and out of the cavity, it was 
thought that by inserting a spoiler at the downstream corner, it may assist in negating the 
frequency of shear layer vibration and hence reduce the acoustics generated inside the 
cavity. It was instead found that the trailing-edge spoiler decelerated a larger proportion 
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Figure A.3: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 2D, UD=5 
cavity using the SST model with: LE Spoiler (Case 1), LE Spoiler (Case 2a), TE Spoiler 
(Case 3). Case 1: xsp/L = -0.2, Ysp/L = 0; Case 2a: xsp/L = -0.1, Ysp/L = 0; Case 3: 
xsp/L = 1, Ysp/L = O. Height (hsp) and width (wsp ) kept fixed to 18 = 0.021L and 0.0125L, 
respectively. All plots are drawn to the same scale with the Mach number normalised with 
reference to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 
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of the oncoming free-stream air thereby creating a region of very high pressure at the 
cavity rear. Near the cavity front, the flow separated at the cavity lip and 'rolled' into the 
cavity. The high pressure region at the cavity rear, however, prevented the vortex from 
convecting any further downstream. As a result, the vortex was forced to expand outwards 
of the cavity. 

The size of the vortex continued to increase and as it did so it began to deflect more 
of the flow around it (Figure A.3(d)). Combined with a relatively smaller region of recir
culation near the cavity front wall, this large vortex induced massive separation at the 
cavity lip which produced another vortex that 'rolled' into the cavity. As the larger vortex 
approached the trailing-edge vortex, it was further decelerated. Some energy from the 
vortex dissipated as it hit the spoiler and some convected further downstream beyond 
the spoiler. It was this continuous vortex-shedding cycle that generated the large pres
sure oscillations inside the cavity as illustrated in Figure A.1. Large peripheral velocities 
of the vortices (depicted by the lighter-coloured, higher Mach regions in Figure A.3(d)) 
near the cavity floor indicate that the vortices are stronger. Consequently more noise was 
produced from the interactions of these vortices with the cavity walls (Figure A.1 (a)). 

Despite the similar time-averaged plots for the two different positions of the LE spoiler, 
slightly different flow was observed aft of the spoiler and it was this that resulted in the 
different SPL characteristics (Figure A.1 (a)). A close-up of the flow near the spoiler is 
illustrated in Figure A.4. At the upstream corner of the spoiler, the flow separated and 
a small region of recirculation developed on the upstream side of the spoiler- a pat
tern similar to the forward-facing step. Flow accelerated around the corner of the spoiler 
and a compression wave formed. Between the spoiler and the cavity lip, a backward
facing step type flow behaviour developed. In the presence of slower-moving fluid aft of 
the spoiler and faster-moving fluid above the spoiler, the Kelvin-Helmholtz theory dictates 
that a shear layer will develop at their junction, similar to the no-spoiler cavity configura
tion. The natural tendency of this shear layer is to diffuse and transfer its energy to the 
surroundings. This is however not immediate and takes effect only after some time. 

For Case 1 (Figure A.4(a)) , where the spoiler is furthest from the cavity lip, there is enough 
distance between the spoiler and the cavity front corner for a large vortex to develop. The 
core of this vortex is located approximately two-thirds of the distance between the spoiler 
and the cavity lip and at a height equal to the spoiler height (Le. 18). External regions of 
this vortex therefore fell within the boundary of the shear layer generated by the flow past 
the spoiler. Peripheral velocities of this upstream vortex were thus increased by the added 
energy from the shear layer and this translated to greater shearing at the wall upstream of 
the cavity lip as is depicted by the lighter-coloured, higher Mach regions in Figure A.4(a). 
This vortex was sufficiently strong to prevent early diffusion of the shear layer so the shear 
layer maintained its initial trajectory and transferred less energy into the cavity. 

As the spoiler was moved closer to the cavity lip (Case 2a), only a smaller vortex devel
oped in the wake of the spoiler (Figure A.3(c)). Although the core of this smaller vortex 
was still within the shear layer, there is less space for it to grow. The shear layer's trajec
tory was therefore less affected by this vortex. Higher SPLs generated at the front of the 
cavity for this case were therefore likely to be from the interaction of the shear layer and 
the flow approaching the shear layer along the front cavity wall and, to a lesser extent, the 
interaction of this smaller vortex with the larger, primary vortex (Figure A.1 (a)). 

Note also that with the shear layer offset from the original separation point at the cavity 
lip (Figure A.3(a)), flow at the front cavity wall is no longer restricted to within the cavity 
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Figure A.4: Close-up of the time-averaged flow-field near the vicinity of the two LE spoil
ers. Case 1: xsp/L = -0.2, Ysp/L = 0; Case 2a: xsp/L = -0.1, Ysp/L = O. Height (hsp ) and 
width (wsp ) kept fixed to 18 = 0.021L and 0.0125L, respectively. Mach number contours 
normalised with reference to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85. 

and seeps upstream along the upstream plate toward the spoiler. Only the flow adjacent 
to the cavity wall enters this 'gap' between the spoiler and the actual cavity. In fact, most 
of the energy contained in the primary vortex existing in the cavity appears to interact 
little with the flow shed from the spoiler. In this scenario, the flow aft of the spoiler and 
before the cavity and the flow inside the actual cavity can be thought to be independent 
of each other giving rise to a crude assumption that the flow aft of the spoiler can equally 
be represented as another 'artificial' cavity. Based on this assumption, with the spoiler 
positioned furthest away from the cavity LE (Case 1), a scaled-down cavity with UD ratio 
of about 10 (length of 0.2L and height of 0.021 L) between the spoiler and the actual cavity 
is produced. Like for the larger-scale UD=10 cavity discussed in Chapter 6, the flow in 
the gap behind the spoiler has similar characteristics. Since the flow in the cavity is driven 
by the shear layer, the vortex develops along the directional path of the shear layer. For 
this scaled-down UD=10 cavity aft of the spoiler, flow past the spoiler is inclined therefore 
so is the vortex. When the spoiler is located closer to the cavity lip (Case 2a), the 'gap' 
between the spoiler and the actual cavity can be modelled with a UD=5 cavity (length of 
0.1 L and height of 0.021 L). Impingement of the shear layer with the artificial downstream 
wall of this scaled-down UD=5 cavity generates more noise. 
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In Figure AA, it can be clearly seen that a series of compression and expansion waves 
form at the front corner of the spoiler as the flow passes over it. The effect of this is to 
increase the acoustic content produced outside the cavity. This is illustrated in Figure A.5, 
which illustrates the SPLs along a plane at y/L = 0.02 (i.e. at a distance approximately 
equal to the spoiler height, hsp/L = 0.021) above and parallel to the flat plate upstream 
of the cavity. Results from the Case 2a LE spoiler are presented and the dotted line 
represents the position of the spoiler. 
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Figure A.S: SPLs upstream of cavity near the vicinity of the case 2a LE spoiler: xsp/L = 

-0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp = 18 = 0.021L, wsp/L = 0.0125. 

The increased noise levels where the spoiler is positioned is evident from Figure A.5. De
spite this, the overall noise levels approach about 135 dB and this is still significantly lower 
than the 168 dB that is observed at the cavity rear along the cavity floor with experiment. 
At higher Mach numbers, where a shock wave would form near the vicinity of the spoiler, 
a saw-toothed spoiler would be better suited to weaken the shock strength. It is likely that 
this additional noise content will augment the overall broadband content produced. This 
however cannot justified here and LES/DES would need to be performed to verify this. 

A.1.2 Effects of Spoiler Height 

SPLs and pressure traces at three positions on cavity floor (x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and 
x/ L = 0.95) are presented in Figure A.6. Experimental plots corresponding to the baseline 
(i.e. no spoiler) case are denoted in black (with diamond symbols) and the corresponding 
numerical results in blue (with plus signs). In this section, the position of the spoiler was 
kept fixed at x/L = -O.l ,y/L = 0.021 and the height varied from 18 (Case 2a- denoted in 
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red with circular symbols) to 28 (Case 2b - denoted in green with crosses). As before, 
the width of the spoiler was also kept fixed to wsp/L = 0.0125. 

Noise levels were generally observed to be higher at the cavity front (x/L = 0.05) with a 
taller spoiler (Case 2b) but dropped by about 5 dB more across the remainder of the cav
ity (Figure A.6(a)). At the cavity rear (x/L = 0.95), SPLs were observed to be as low as 
133 dB for Case 2b and about 138 dB for Case 2a compared to about 168 dB for experi
ment. Pressure signatures reveal that across all the three stations analysed, fluctuations 
in pressure were even less at the front of the cavity as the height of the spoiler was in
creased. The drop in the SPLs observed near the rear of the cavity for Case 2b was due 
to the lower transfer of energy and momentum from the shear layer into the cavity. With 
the shear layer deflected even more with the taller spoiler, the core of the vortex in the 
cavity was located further above the cavity floor. Interaction between the vortex and the 
cavity floor was therefore less intense and so the SPLs were lower. 

A.1.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Further analYSis of the effects of spoiler height is illustrated via windowed analysis of 
the variation in SPLs across four specific frequency ranges as presented in Figure A.7. 
Based on these results, the general consensus was that as the height of the spoiler was 
increased, the noise levels dropped by as much as 20 dB across all the four frequency 
bands analysed. The peak in SPLs observed for Case 2b in Figure A.6(a) resulted from 
frequencies even lower than the first band (Le. 50 Hz:::; f:::; 250 Hz). 

A.1.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Confirmation of the results presented previously for different spoiler heights is now given 
via analysis of the flow-field inside the cavity. Figure A.8 provides two perspectives of the 
time-averaged flow-field for the LE spoiler with a height of 18 (Case 2a) and the LE spoiler 
with a height of 28 (Case 2b). One view gives the entire view of the cavity while the other 
provides a close-up of the flow-field near the spoiler. 

To a large extent, the overall flow characteristics for both spoiler heights were similar 
(Figures A.8(a) and A.8(c)). The obvious difference is the presence of a larger vortex 
inside the cavity with the 28 spoiler. This was due to the shear layer being deflected even 
further by the taller spoiler. The greatest difference however arose near the spoiler as is 
shown by Figures A.8(b) and A.8(d). With a greater spoiler height, more flow entered the 
region aft of the spoiler from the main vortex residing inside cavity. But up to a distance 
approximately equal to the height of the spoiler (Le. 0.042 L) and as far as the distance 
from the spoiler to the cavity lip (Le. 0.1 L), the flow aft of the spoiler appeared to be 
independent of the main cavity flow. For case 2b, the 'cavity' between the spoiler and the 
cavity lip had a UD ratio of about 2.5, which falls in the very deep cavity category. As was 
shown for the UD=2 cavity in Chapter 6 previously, typically one vortex forms inside the 
cavity. Spreading of the shear layer appeared to be less for the UD=2 cavity as the flow 
from the vortex inside the main cavity played a greater role in supporting the shear layer 
and preventing its breakdown by providing more momentum to extend across the cavity 
opening. 
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Figure A.6: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor of the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with: LE Spoiler 
(Case 2a) and LE Spoiler (Case 2b). Case 2a: xsp/L = -0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp/L = 18; Case 
2b: xsp/ L = -0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp/L = 28. Width (wsp ) of spoiler kept fixed at O.01 25L. 
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Figure A.7: (continued) 
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Figure A.7: Band-limited SPLs for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST model with: LE 
Spoiler (Case 2a) and LE Spoiler (Case 2b). Case 2a: xsp/L= -0.1, Ysp/L=O, hsp/L= 18; 
Case 2b: xsp/L = -0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp/L = 28. Width (wsp) of spoiler kept fixed at 0.0125L. 
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Figure A.S: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 20, UD=5 
cavity using the SST model with: LE Spoiler (Case 2a) and LE Spoiler (Case 2b). Case 
2a: xsp/L = -0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp/L = 18; Case 2b: xsp/L = - 0.1, Ysp/L = 0, hsp/L = 28. 
Width (wsp ) of spoiler kept fixed at 0.0125L. 
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A.2 Passive Control: Slanted Cavity Walls 

For the slanted cavity walls, effects of the position of slant and the angle of slant were 
investigated for the configurations shown in Figure 7.1 (b). Details of the grids used for 
each of these cases are provided in Table A.1. Although the idea of slanted walls was 
taken from the experiments performed by Ross and Peto [11], the method adopted here 
is different in one important way. In Ross and Peto's experiments, wedges were placed 
in the cavity to obtain the necessary slant of the walls. The length of the cavity floor was 
decreased accordingly while the length of the shear layer (Le. y/D=O) was kept fixed. In 
the numerical analysis performed here, however, the length of the cavity floor has been 
kept fixed and the shear layer distance modified accordingly. Three different scenarios 
have been investigated: slanting the front cavity wall only, slanting the rear cavity wall 
only and slanting both front and rear walls. Initially, the angle of slant was kept fixed at 
45° in all these cases. The Influence of the angle of slant was then studied by slanting 
the rear wall only at additional angles of 30° and 60°. 

A.2.1 Effects of Slant Position 

Figure A.9 plot the SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) 
for a slanted front wall (red with circular symbols), slanted rear wall (green with crosses) 
and both walls slanted (magenta with square symbols). Experimental (black with diamond 
symbols) for the clean case and numerical (blue with plus signs) results corresponding to 
the baseline case where no slant was implemented are also included for demonstration 
of the effectiveness of the control method. 

As far as mitigating the intensity of noise was concerned, slanted walls, irrespective of 
position, appeared to be an effective method with maximum pressure amplitudes gen
erally tending to be lower than those given by experiment. Slanting only the front wall 
however appeared to be the least effective of all the three cases investigated with noise 
levels significantly higher at around the xlL=0.25 and xlL=0.75 positions. The 'dips' in 
the SPL curve were also damped out (Figure A.9(a)). Slanting the downstream wall pro
duced greatest reductions in SPLs throughout the cavity length (by ~ 5-12 dB). Slanting 
both front and rear walls appeared to be quieter at the front (x/L = 0.05) and the rear 
(x/L = 0.95) while the rest of the noise level distribution resembled the slanted front wall 
results. 

A.2.1.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Variations in the noise levels within the same four frequency bands discussed previously 
are highlighted in Figure A.1 O. The largest decrease in SPLs was observed for the slanted 
downstream wall across the first two frequency ranges (Figures A.1 O(a) and A.1 O(b)). In 
contrast, slanting only the front wall intensified the first mode by about 1-6 dBs rela
tive to experiment for the no-slant case (Figure A.1 O(a)). Slanting the front wall only at 
45° generated more noise across the analysed frequency spectrum. As the frequencies 
approached 1 kHz, differences between all three cases became less significant. Slanting 
both walls generally tended to make matters worse across the analysed different fre
quency bands. 
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Figure A.9: (continued) 
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Figure A.9: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) and 
SPLs along the cavity floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model for a 
slanted front wall, slanted rear wall and both walls slanted. Slant angle fixed at 45°. 
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Figure A.10: Band-limited SPLs for the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST model with a: 
slanted front wall, slanted rear wall and both walls slanted. Angle of slant kept fixed at 
45°. 
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A.2.1.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Illustrations of the time-averaged flow-field inside the cavity for different slanted wall con
figurations are provided in Figure A.11, which show time-averaged plots of Mach num
ber contours normalised with respect to the free-stream Mach number, Moo = 0.85, with 
streamlines. Boundaries and thicknesses of the shear and boundary layers are clearly 
defined in this manner as is the degree of flow intensity inside the cavity. For reference, 
the flow-field with no walls slanted is also included (Figure A.15(a)). 

Irrespective of which wall is slanted, the front wall corner vortex has largely disappeared. 
The high Mach region along the cavity floor (distinctly evident from the lighter, green Mach 
number contours) extended across a greater proportion of the cavity length. Noise gen
erated on the cavity floor due to the interaction of the vortex on it was therefore more 
distributed. Noise levels are significantly lower only when the rear wall was slanted (Fig
ure A.11 (c)). When the front wall was slanted (Figure A.11 (b)), SPLs are at the same 
magnitude as the experiment and the numerical results without slant (Figure A.9(a)). This 
suggests that moving the position of the front corner further upstream (while keeping the 
UD ratio of the cavity fixed) can cause adverse effects. Changing the angle of both walls 
merely combines the adverse effects of slanting the front wall and the positive effects of 
slanting the rear wall to give a compromised solution (Figure A.11 (d)). 

The downstream corner is also naturally located further downstream as a consequence of 
slanting the cavity back wall. This forced the shear layer and any flow structures created 
to remain almost completely entrained within the cavity and thus the mass breathing pro
cess is minimised. Furthermore, with the rear wall slanted at 45°, the geometrical surface 
area of the downstream wall has increased by a factor of )2. Consequently, the noise lev
els generated at the cavity rear are much lower (by ~ 7 dB) compared to experiment (see 
Figure A.9(a)). Containment of the flow within the confinements of the cavity walls makes 
the flow intrinsically less unsteady. Vortical movement and shear layer deflection is min
imised as a result. Evidence of this is provided in Figure A.12, which illustrates variations 
in the time-averaged streamwise UL ) profiles for each of the slanted wall configurations 
as well as the PIV and numerical results for the baseline case at three positions along the 
cavity floor (x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95). 

At the front of the cavity, the change in sign of the streamwise velocity component at 
y/L=-O.1 suggests that a small region of recirculation is present, where negative stream
wise velocities represent upstream motion. For the baseline case, the flow moves from 
negative velocities near the shear layer to positive near the cavity floor, Le. flow moves 
in the counter-clockwise sense, and arises as a result of the front corner vortex (Figure 
A.12(a)). If the rear (or even the front) wall is slanted, rotational sense of the flow changes 
to clockwise. The front corner vortex is absent and the flow cycle is governed entirely by 
a single vortex situated at the rear of the cavity. At the cavity middle (x/L = 0.55), flow 
velocities are lower (U /Uoo~ - 0.4) near the cavity floor with the slanted rear wall con
figuration suggesting that the flow is comparatively less unsteady (Figure A.12(c)). Near 
the shear layer plane (y/L = 0), the point where U /Uoo ----+ 0.4 marks the peripheral regions 
of the vortex and the lower limit of the shear layer boundary that extends into the cav
ity. Above the shear layer plane (y/L> 0), the upper limit of the shear layer extends to 
y/L~ 0.05 (Le. where U /Uoo ----+ 1) with the rear wall slanted compared to y/L~ 0.1 for the 
baseline case. Shear layer deflection is therefore much less when the rear wall is slanted 
by 45° implying that the vortices generated inside the cavity are less strong and the flow 
less unsteady. The point of zero velocity is also slightly lower for the slanted rear wall 
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Figure A.11: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines for the 2D, UD=5 
cavity using the SST model with a: slanted front wall, slanted rear wall and both walls 
slanted. For reference, results from no-slant case also included. Angle of slant kept fixed 
at 45°. 
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compared to the baseline case signifying that the position of the vortex core is closer to 
the cavity floor and the flow is more entrained in the cavity than for the baseline case. 

At the cavity rear (x/L = 0.95), the gradient of the streamwise velocity curve (Figure 
A.12( e)) for the slanted rear wall is less, indicating that mass ejection and injection is 
not as pronounced. The streamwise velocity approaches free-stream velocity at approxi
mately y/L = 0.08, which is about half of the baseline case. The mass breathing process 
is thus more intense for the baseline case further signifying that slanting the rear wall sup
presses the higher frequencies by mitigating the shear layer deflection thereby reducing 
the SPLs generated inside the cavity and making the flow less unsteady. 

By slanting only the front wall, a stronger vortex was shed from the front cavity corner, 
which now extended further upstream into the boundary layer. The larger streamwise 
velocity components are a testament to this (Figure A.12). This translated to greater 
shear layer deflection further downstream indicated by measuring the distance from the 
shear layer plane (y/L = 0) to where the streamwise flow velocity approached free-stream 
velocity (i.e. U /U>o --+ 1). Flow is therefore more unsteady when the angle of the front 
wall is alterred. However, vortices still did not perturb the shear layer as much as for the 
baseline case and hence the SPLs generated by front wall slant are relatively lower. 

When both the front and rear walls are slanted, the flow features produced in the cavity 
were an almagamation of the individually slanted front and rear walls. At the front, the 
streamwise velocity trace was therefore similar to the slanted front wall only and at the 
cavity rear it resembled the slanted rear wall only results. 

A.2.2 Effects of Slant Angle 

Investigation of the effect of the angle of slant was conducted for the slanted rear wall 
only. Results from 30°, 45° and 60° of slant are presented in the following sections. 

Pressure traces and SPLs for the three different angles for the downstream wall are il
lustrated in Figure A.13 along with experimental and numerical results for the no-slant 
case. As the slant angle of the downstream wall increases, pressure amplitudes and fre
quencies decrease to such an extent that they are virtually completely damped out for the 
60° case. A drop of about 30-40 dB is observed for the 60° case as indicated in Figure 
A.13(a). 

A.2.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Analysis of SPL variations within four specific frequency bands was then performed and 
the results are presented in Figure A.14. Effectiveness of a high angle of slant (i.e. 60°) 
is clearly illustrated by the much lower noise levels across the entire frequency spectrum 
shown. At high angles of slant, both noise levels and the higher frequencies were elimi
nated. With the rear wall slanted by 30° from the vertical, the intensity of the noise levels 
for the first and third frequency bands were still comparable to the numerical results where 
no slant was employed. At 45°, noise levels were better suppressed especially for the first 
and second modes, which contributed to the most noise in the flow. The rear wall must 
therefore be slanted by an angle greater than 30° for the slanted rear wall to be effective 
as a passive control method. 
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Figure A.12: Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (/L ) using the SST model for 
the 20, UD=5 cavity showing: effects of position with a slanted front wall, slanted rear wall 
and both walls slanted at 45° ; effects of angle with a rear wall slanted at 30° , 45° and 
60°. For reference, numerical results and PIV measurements from no-slant case also 
included. 
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Figure A.13: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model for the slanted 
rear wall at angles of 30°, 45° and 60°. 
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Figure A.14: (continued) 
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Figure A.14: Band-limited SPLs for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST model for the 
slanted rear wall at 30°, 45° and 60°. 
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A.2.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

Confirmation of the steady flow generated by the 60° slant case is provided in Figure A.15, 
which shows time-averaged plots of the flow-field inside the cavity using Mach number 
contours and streamlines to illustrate the vortical structures. 

At an inclination of 60°, the plane parallel to the shear layer is extended by -/3D, making 
the effective UD ratio at the shear layer much greater than the actual cavity UD ratio. 
The distance the shear has to travel across the cavity opening is therefore much larger 
making it weaker as it diffuses and redistributes more energy into the surroundings. Com
bined with the fact that energy from the vortex is also spread over a larger geometrical 
surface area, the overall noise levels produced along the cavity floor were observed to be 
significantly reduced. 

The flow was therefore found to be the least unsteady when the slant angle was at its 
greatest (Le. 60°). The level of activity inside the cavity for this case was much lower 
and this resulted in much lower SPLs (Figure A.13(a)). Evidence of this is provided by 
analysing the velocity profile distribution inside the cavity, as was performed previously. 
Figure A.12 shows the streamwise velocities at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95 for 
the slanted rear wall at 30°, 45° and 60°. 

At the front of the cavity (x/L = 0.05), it was observed that a vortex existed for lower angles 
of slant (Figure A.12(b)). As the angle of slant was progressively increased, this vortex 
becomes weaker and the flow activity at this location became minimal (Figure A.15). The 
strength of the vortices also appeared to be less as the angle of slant was increased. The 
shear layer deflection was therefore reduced. This is substantiated in Figures A.12(d) 
and A.12(f) where the distance the shear layer extends outside of the cavity was found 
to be progressively less. This signifies that the mass breathing process is weaker for 
higher slant angles and that the flow is more entrained in the cavity leading to lower 
SPLs and a suppression of higher frequencies. Alternatively, as the angle of slant of the 
rear wall increased the stagnation point (Le. point where the shear layer impinged on the 
downstream wall) fell further into the cavity (Le. moved closer to the cavity floor) because 
the shear layer was forced to travel the extra distance without any further increase in its 
momentum. In these circumstances, a larger amount of energy is required to move the 
shear layer if the flow is to remain unsteady. 

A.3 Active Open-Loop Control: Steady Jet Blowing 

The control devices investigated thus far are classified as passive and have involved ma
nipulating the existing cavity geometry or adding physical devices to modify the flow-field 
in the cavity. The final control method analysed here involves steady jet blowing and is 
classified as an active open-loop method, based on the discussion given in Chapter 1. 
Since the flow is not changing in time, steady jet blowing or continuous mass injection 
can be also be regarded as passive. Unlike the spoiler or slanted cavity walls, however, 
the jet endeavours to modify the cavity flow-field by blowing additional air into it. 

The basic concept of the steady jet was taken from Lamp and Chokani [226] where the 
jet exit velocity is calculated based on a reservoir total pressure and total temperature, 
assuming isentropic conditions. The angle of the jet in this paper has been fixed to be 
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Figure A.15: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines using the SST 
model for the 2D, UD=5 cavity with the rear wall slanted at 30°, 45° and 60°. 
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perpendicular to the flow. For each case presented, the jet exit Mach number is set 
to 0.1Moo. With a total reservoir pressure and temperature of 2 atmospheres and 298 
K respectively, the jet exit velocity was calculated to be 29.4 m/s. The jet slot width, 
Wj, was kept fixed at 0.02L. For this case, the blowing coefficient, eft, derived as the 
ratio of the exit jet to the free-stream mass flow rate, comes to 0.01. With these jet 
configurations, computations with three different jet locations were conducted: upstream 
(i.e. jet located ahead of cavity front corner at xj/L = -0.02, Yj/L = 0), front wall (i.e. jet 
located at xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02) and rear wall (i.e. jet located at xj/L = 1, Yj/L = -0.02). 
With the jet fired from the front wall, an additional computation was performed at a higher 
exit jet Mach number of 0.2Moo or at an exit jet velocity of 58.8 m/s. A schematic of the 
jet has been depicted earlier in Figure 7.1 (c), which shows all the locations of the jet that 
were analysed. 

A.3.1 Effects of Jet Position 

In all jet locations, pressure oscillations and frequencies experienced in the baseline case 
were damped out with steady jet blowing and the flow became steady. This is illustrated 
in Figure A.16, which shows the SPLs and pressure traces for the jet located upstream 
(red line with circular symbols), jet located at the front cavity wall (green line with crosses) 
and jet located at the downstream cavity wall (magenta line with square signs). For ref
erence, experimental (black line with diamond symbols) and numerical (blue with plus 
signs) results corresponding to the baseline case without any jet are also included. 

In terms of noise levels, positioning the jet inside the cavity was more effective than posi
tioning it upstream of the cavity (Figure A.16(a)). At the cavity front, SPLs were reduced 
by as much as 20 dB for the upstream and rear wall jets and by more than 30 dB with the 
front wall jet. In the cavity middle and rear, in particular, the upstream jet was noisier than 
with the jet inside the cavity, with the former producing SPLs higher by as much as 10 dB 
in some places. Out of the jets applied inside the cavity, the jet applied at the front wall 
was most effective. 

Despite the dampening of the pressure fluctuations, some flow unsteadiness and there
fore acoustic content still exist in the cavity as indicated by the variations in the SPL curve. 
Oscillations in the pressure signature are a testament to this but are difficult to observe 
in Figure A.16. A close-up of the pressure trace at the rear of the cavity (x/L = 0.95) is 
thus plotted in Figure A.17 to illustrate these fluctations better. Only the results from the 
controlled cases with the upstream jet (solid red line with circular symbols), front wall jet 
(solid green line with crosses) and rear wall jet (solid magenta line with square symbols) 
are shown. 

A.3.1.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

Band-Limited SPLs are presented in Figure A.18 for four frequency ranges. Over the 
entire frequency spectrum, a consistent pattern was observed. Regardless of the posi
tion of the jet, a reduction in the noise levels by at least 30 dB was observed across all 
the frequency bands. As a control method, the jet was therefore extremely effective in 
suppressing the frequencies and noise levels created inside the cavity. 
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Figure A.16: (continued) 
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Figure A.1 6: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/ L = 0.05, x/ L = 0.55 and x/ L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with steady jet 
blowing applied upstream of cavity, at front wall and at rear wall. Upstream jet: xj/L = 

-0.02, Yj/L = 0; front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02; rear wall jet: x j/L = 1, Yj/L = -0.02. 
Jet exit Mach number (Mj), jet slot width (Wj) and blowing co-efficient (CJ,1) kept fixed at 
0.1Moo , 0.02L and 0.01, respectively. 
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Figure A.17: A close-up of the pressure trace (at x/L = 0.95) along the cavity floor for 
the 20, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with steady jet blowing applied 
upstream of cavity, at front wall and at rear wall. Upstream jet: xj/L = -0.02, Yj/L = 0; 
front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02; rear wall jet: xj/L = 1, Yj/L = -0.02. Jet exit Mach 
number (Mj) , jet slot width (Wj) and blowing co-efficient (CJ-I) kept fixed at 0.1Moo , 0.02L 
and 0.01, respectively. 

From the three jet positions analysed, however, the front wall jet proved to be the most 
effective. When the jet is applied from the front wall of the cavity, i.e. in the downstream 
direction, noise levels for the lower and higher frequencies were significantly reduced. 
With SPLs as low as 50 dB observed for frequencies above 500 Hz (Figures A.18(c) and 
A.18(d)), it can be assumed that higher frequencies are completely eliminated for this jet 
position with an exit jet Mach of 0.1 (equivalent to 29.4 m/s of jet air flow). 

When the jet was applied from the rear wall, i.e. fired upstream in the direction opposite 
to the shear layer motion, noise levels produced were much higher when compared to 
the front wall jet. Firing the jet from the rear wall therefore exacerbated the situation, 
especially since the effect of higher frequencies was significantly more pronounced. When 
the jet was applied upstream of the cavity, i.e. fired orthogonal to the oncoming free
stream, noise levels produced were higher than the front wall jet but still lower than the 
rear wall jet across all the four frequency domains analysed. 

A.3.1.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

The reason why the jet was so effective in controlling the self-sustained oscillations inside 
the cavity can be illustrated using the time-averaged Mach contour plots of Figure A.19. 
With the jet located at the front wall Figure A.22(b), the jet adds more momentum to the 
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Figure A.18: (continued) 
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Figure A.18: Band-limited SPLs along the cavity floor for the 20, UD=5 cavity using the 
SST turbulence model with steady jet blowing applied upstream of cavity, at front wall and 
at rear wall. Upstream jet: xj/L = -0.02, Yj/L = 0; front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02; 
rear wall jet: xj/L = 1, Yj/L = -0.02. Jet exit Mach number (Mj) , jet slot width (Wj) and 
blowing co-efficient (CiJ) kept fixed at 0.1Moo, 0.02L and 0.01, respectively. 
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shear layer. The extra momentum ensures that the shear layer entirely bridges the cavity 
opening and minimises the extent to which energy is transferred from the shear layer to 
within the cavity. The acoustical disturbances caused by the impingement of the flow at 
the cavity downstream wall are therefore eliminated and the pressure waves and hence 
the self-sustained pressure oscillations maintained by the receptivity cycle is cancelled 
out. The flow becomes steady and the typical dual-vortex cycle with large shear layer 
deflection as observed in the baseline case (Figure A.22(a)) becomes a single, static 
vortex with no shear layer deflection with steady jet blowing (Figure A.22(b)). 

With the jet positioned at the downstream wall, the steady jet fires air in the opposite 
direction from the oncoming flow. This aims to extract momentum from the shear layer 
and forces it to slow down and diffuse. Since the impingement point is typically located 
near the location of the jet, the relatively large jet exit velocities therefore prevent the 
flow from impacting the downstream wall thereby precluding the formation of acoustical 
disturbances. In terms of flow structures inside the cavity, the result of the rear-wall jet 
(Figure A.19(d)) is similar to that of the front-wall jet. The rear wall jet is therefore still 
effective in reducing the noise levels when compared to experiment (Figure A.16(a)) 

When compared with the front wall jet, however, the rear wall jet produced significantly 
more noise. The greater region of higher Mach numbers depicted by the lighter, green 
colours in Figure A.19(d) is indicative of the greater interaction between the vortices and 
the cavity floor and hence greater noise. Peripheral velocities of the primary vortex at the 
rear must therefore be larger in this configuration for this to occur. This in turn suggests 
that the vortex inside the cavity is stronger, which is due to the greater energy and mo
mentum transferred into the cavity from the diffused shear layer. This diffused shear layer 
is clearly evident from the larger cross-sectional area of the flow shed downstream of the 
cavity in Figure A.19(d). 

In the case of the jet located ahead of the cavity front wall, the jet is fired vertically up
wards. This adds momentum to the transverse component and the shear layer deflects 
upwards, forCing it to detach from the surface earlier. The 'curved' shear layer creates 
a more favourable pressure gradient and tends to accelerate the flow over it creating a 
region of higher Mach (Figure A.19(b)) outside the cavity. This also translates to a region 
of higher Mach number flow inside the cavity as well because the inclined shear layer 
interacts with the free-stream, diffuses and redistributes its momentum into the cavity. 
Vortices of larger circulation strength are therefore created as depicted by the region of 
stronger Mach number at the rear of the cavity floor in Figure A.19(b) compared to other 
jet locations. The higher peripheral vortex velocities at the cavity floor are attributed to 
the higher noise levels generated inside the cavity for the upstream jet as demonstrated 
in Figure A.16(a). As the shear layer is redirected by the upstream jet, impingement of 
the shear layer with the cavity rear wall is again negated and the self-sustained pressure 
oscillations are attenuated. The result is therefore a steady solution (Figure A.16) and a 
single-vortex structure inside the cavity (Figure A.19(b)). 

A.3.2 Effects of Jet Exit Velocity 

The influence of the exit jet velocity is now presented. Position of the jet was fixed in 
this study to the front wall with the jet exit Mach number (relative to the free-stream Mach 
of 0.85) varied from 0.1 to 0.2, the latter resulting in a exit jet velocity of 58.8 m/s. The 
specifications of the jet for these two different jet velocities are given in Table A.2. 
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Figure A.19: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines inside the 20, 
UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with steady jet blowing applied upstream 
of cavity, at front wall and at rear wall. For reference, flow-field for the no-jet case also 
included. Upstream jet: xj/L = -0.02, Yj/L = 0; front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02; rear 
wall jet: xj/L = 1, Yj/L = -0.02. Jet exit Mach number (Mj), jet slot width (Wj) and blowing 
co-efficient (CJ1) kept fixed at 0.1Moo, 0.02L and 0.01, respectively. 
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Table A.2: Jet exit conditions for the front wall jet. Values calculated using total reservoir 
pressure and temperature of 2 atmospheres and 298 K respectively. The jet slot width, 
vVj, was kept fixed at 0.02L. 

Jet Location 
Jet Exit Mach (Mj) 
Jet Exit Velocity, m/s (Uj) 
Jet Exit Pressure, Pa 
Jet Exit Density, kg/m3 

Jet Mass Flow Rate, kg/s 
Blowing Coefficient (eft) 

Front Wall 
0.1 
29.4 
201,628 
2.36 
0.35 
0.01 

Front Wall 
0.2 
58.8 
198,603 
2.335 
0.7 
0.02 

Pressure traces and SPLs for these two exit jet velocities are illustrated in Figure A.20, 
in which experiment and numerical results for the baseline case are superimposed to 
highlight effectiveness of the control method. Although the flow still remained steady with 
a higher exit jet velocity, more unsteadiness is observed during the earlier stages of the 
pressure signal. This is likely to be the reason for the slightly higher overall SPLs observed 
with the higher exit jet velocity (Figure A.20(a)). 

A.3.2.1 Band-Limited Frequency Analysis 

SPL variations across four frequency windows are presented in Figure A.21. At higher 
frequencies (Le. greater than 500 Hz), differences between the two exit jet velocities were 
minimal (Figures A.21 (c) and A.21 (d)). The higher exit jet velocity however generated 
more energy in the first and second Rossiter modes (Figure A.21 (a)-A.21 (b)). This in
crease was larger for the second mode (about 10 dB) compared to the first mode (about 
5 dB). Frequencies above the 250 Hz were almost completely eliminated with both exit 
jet velocities with the first mode (although still lower than experiment by about 40-50 dB) 
contributing the most noise. 

A.3.2.2 Flow-field Visualisation 

The time-averaged flow-field inside the cavity is presented in Figure A.22. Differences be
tween the higher and lower exit jet velocity cases were little. In both cases, the front corner 
vortex apparent in the baseline case (Figure A.22(a)) was reduced. This is evidence of 
the fact that the vortices residing in the cavity are much weaker. When a relatively strong 
primary vortex is forced to separate on approach to the front cavity wall, the front corner 
vortex forms. With a weaker primary vortex, however, the flow can remain attached along 
the cavity length for longer thereby preventing the formation of the front corner vortex. 

In fact, with a higher exit jet velocity (Figure A.22(c)), the front corner vortex was even 
smaller in size than with a lower exit jet velocity (Figure A.22(b)). This suggested that the 
primary vortex situated at the rear of the cavity for the higher exit jet velocity case was 
slightly weaker than with a lower exit jet velocity. Additional momentum from the stronger 
jet at the cavity front into the shear layer forces the shear layer to remain more coherent 
across the cavity opening. The higher overall SPLs observed for the higher exit jet velocity 
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Figure A.20: (continued) 
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Figure A.20: SPLs and pressure traces (at x/L = 0.05, x/L = 0.55 and x/L = 0.95) along 
the cavity floor for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with steady jet 
blowing applied at the front wall for an exit jet Mach of 0.1 and 0.2. Front wall jet: xj/L = 0, 
Yj/L = -0.02, wj/L = 0.02. Blowing co-efficient (C/-t) varied from 0.01 to 0.02. 
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Figure A.21: Band-limited SPLs along the cavity floor for the 2D, UD=5 cavity using the 
SST turbulence model with steady jet blowing applied at the front wall with an exit jet Mach 
of 0.1 and 0.2. Front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02, wj/L = 0.02. Blowing co-efficient 
(CJ-l) varied from 0.01 to 0.02. 
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Figure A.22: Time-averaged Mach number contours with streamlines inside the 20, 
UD=5 cavity using the SST turbulence model with steady jet blowing applied at front 
wall wfor exit jet Mach numbers of 0.1 and 0.2. Front wall jet: xj/L = 0, Yj/L = -0.02, 
wj/L = 0.02. Blowing co-efficient (ell) varied from 0.01 to 0.02. 

case arise predominantly from the jet itself as it fires air at higher speeds from a small slot 
width (i.e. Wj = 0.02L). 

A.4 Concluding Remarks 

Calculations with different passive and active open-loop control methods with the UD=5 
cavity were conducted in the aim of reducing the high noise levels and large frequency 
content observed inside the cavity. The effectiveness of the spoiler and slanted cavity 
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walls as a passive control method and continuous mass injection as an active open-loop 
control method was investigated. 

For the spoiler, when the spoiler was placed upstream of the cavity lip, signficant noise 
level reduction was observed inside the cavity and the flow became steady. With the 
spoiler placed downstream of the cavity, however, pressure amplitudes were increased 
and the wake mode was instigated. When the height of the spoiler (positioned upstream 
of the cavity lip) was increased, greater noise reductions (by about 5 dB) was achieved 
at the rear of the cavity. For the LE spoiler, both the higher frequencies and overall noise 
levels were reduced. Reasoning behind the effectiveness of the spoiler was attributed to 
the premature separation of the boundary layer upstream of the cavity. The shear layer 
was therefore offset from the cavity opening by a distance approximately equal to the 
spoiler height and this prevented acoustical disturbances from being generated via the 
impingement of the shear layer with the downstream wall. It was noticed that the flow aft 
of the spoiler was typically independent of the mainstream flow inside the cavity. Based 
on the geometry of this 'artificial' cavity, a crude description of the flow-field in the main 
cavity can be estimated. When this 'artificial' cavity has a UD ratio much lower or higher 
than that of the mainstream UD=5 cavity, a further drop in the noise levels was observed. 

With slanted cavity walls, slanting the downstream wall was found to be more effective. 
Slanting the front wall induced massive separation at the front corner. Vortices shed from 
the cavity front were therefore stronger and generated more unsteadiness and higher 
SPLs inside the cavity. When the angle of the rear wall slant was increased, SPLs and 
frequencies inside the cavity were significantly reduced with higher frequencies almost 
completely eliminated. This was attributed to the shear layer being entrained inside the 
cavity. The greater rear wall surface spread the energy of the shear layer and the vortices 
thereby minimising the mass breathing process and reducing the deflections of the shear 
layer. It was found that the slanted rear wall only became effective in reducing the cavity 
pressure oscillations if the angle of slant was greater than 30°. 

Steady jet blowing was found to be the most effective of all control methods. Jet fired from 
the front cavity competely suppressed all acoustic tones and the flow became steady. 
Although with jets positioned at different locations (i.e. upstream of the cavity front corner 
and at the rear wall) the flow also became steady, noise produced inside the cavity from 
these positions was much higher from the jet placed at the cavity front wall. Higher exit 
jet velocities reduced the strength of the vortex inside the cavity even further but added 
slightly more noise as the jet propelled air at a faster rate from the small slot. Additional 
momentum added into the shear layer by the front wall jet forced the shear layer to extend 
across the cavity opening. This prevented the shear layer from dipping into the cavity 
and avoided it from impinging at the downstream wall thereby eliminating the feedback 
process. Redistribution of energy from the shear layer to the vortices inside the cavity 
was also minimised as a result thereby reducing the unsteadiness in the flow. 

AA. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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